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This Section Addresses the Following Specifications: 

NUREG-1430 ANO-1 ITS Title 

3.3.11 3.3.11 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) 
System Instrumentation 

3.3.12 3.3.12 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) 
Manual Initiation 

3.3.13 3.3.13 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Logic 
3.3.14 3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) 

Emergency Feedwater (EFW) - Vector Valve Logic
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EFIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.11 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.11 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.11 The EFIC System instrumentation channels for each Function in 
Table 3.3.11-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.11-1.  

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Emergency A.1 Place channel(s) in bypass 1 hour 
Feedwater (EFW) Initiation or trip.  
or Main Steam Line 
Isolation Functions listed 
in Table 3.3.11-1 with one 
channel inoperable.  

B. One or more EFW B.1 Place one channel in 1 hour 
Initiation or Main Steam bypass.  
Line Isolation Functions 
listed in Table 3.3.11-1 AND 
with two channels 
inoperable. B.2 Place second channel in 1 hour 

trip.  

C. One EFW Vector Valve C.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
Control channel OPERABLE status.  
inoperable.
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EFIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.11

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for AND 
Function 1.b.  

D.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

E. Required Action and E.1 Reduce THERMAL 6 hours 
associated Completion POWER to < 10% RTP.  
Time not met for 
Functions l.a or l.d.  

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for AND 
Functions 1.c, 2, or 3.  

F.2.1 Reduce steam generator 12 hours 
pressure to < 750 psig.  

OR 

F.2.2 NOTE 

Only applicable for 
Function 3.a.  

Close all associated valves. 12 hours
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EFIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.11 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

NOTE 

Refer to Table 3.3.11-1 to determine which SRs shall be performed for each EFIC Function.  

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.11.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.11.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.11.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months
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EFIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.11 

Table 3.3.11-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System Instrumentation 

APPLICABLE MODES OR 
OTHER SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE 

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS 

1. EFW Initiation 

a. Loss of MFW Pumps 10% RTP 4 SR 3.3.11.1 
(Control Oil Pressure) SR 3.3.11.2 

b. SG Level - Low 1,2,3 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 

c. SG Pressure - Low 1,2,3(a) 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 

d. RCP Status > 10% RTP 4 SR 3.3.11.1 

SR 3.3.11.2 

2. EFW Vector Valve Control 

a. SG Pressure - Low 1,2,3(a) 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3 

b. SG Differential 1,2,3(a) 4 SR 3.3.11.1 
Pressure - High SR 3.3.11.2 

SR 3.3.11.3 

3. Main Steam Une Isolation 

a. SG Pressure - Low 1,2,3(m)°)) 4 per SG SR 3.3.11.1 
SR 3.3.11.2 
SR 3.3.11.3

(a) When SG pressure >Ž750 psig.  

(b) Except when all associated valves are closed.
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EFIC Manual Initiation 
3.3.12 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.12 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Manual Initiation

LCO 3.3.12 Two manual initiation switches per actuation train for each of the following 
EFIC Functions shall be OPERABLE:

a. Steam generator (SG) A Main Steam Line Isolation; 

b. SG B Main Steam Line Isolation; and 

c. Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Initiation.

APPLICABILITY: When associated EFIC Function is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more EFIC A.1 Place actuation train for the 72 hours 
Function(s) with one or associated EFIC 
both required manual Function(s) in trip.  
initiation switches 
inoperable in one 
actuation train.  

B. One or more EFIC B.1 Restore one actuation train 1 hour 
Function(s) with one or for the associated EFIC 
both required manual Function(s) to OPERABLE 
initiation switches status.  
inoperable in both 
actuation trains.
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EFIC Manual Initiation 
3.3.12

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for EFW AND 
Initiation Function.  

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for Main AND 
Steam Line Isolation 
Function. D.2.1 Reduce steam generator 12 hours 

pressure to < 750 psig.  

OR 

D.2.2 Close all associated valves. 12 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.12.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days
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EFIC Logic 
3.3.13

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.13 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Logic

LCO 3.3.13 Trains A and B of each Logic Function shown below shall be OPERABLE:

a. Main Steam Line Isolation; and 

b. Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Initiation.  

APPLICABILITY: When associated EFIC Function is required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS 

NNOTE

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

T I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more train A A.1 Restore affected train to 72 hours 
Functions inoperable with OPERABLE status.  
all train B Functions 
OPERABLE; or one or 
more train B Functions 
inoperable with all train A 
Functions OPERABLE.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for EFW AND 
Initiation Function.  

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours
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EFIC Logic 
3.3.13

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met for Main AND 
Steam Une Isolation 
Function. C.2.1 Reduce steam generator 12 hours 

pressure to < 750 psig.  

OR 

C.2.2 Close all associated valves. 12 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.13.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days
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EFIC Vector Logic 
3.3.14

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Vector Logic

LCO 3.3.14 

APPLICABILITY:

Four channels of the EFIC vector logic shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1 and 2, 
MODE 3 when steam generator pressure is ý: 750 psig.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One vector logic channel A.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Reduce steam generator 12 hours 
pressure to < 750 psig.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.14.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days
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EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.11 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The EFIC System Instrumentation is designed to protect against the consequences 
of a simultaneous blowdown of both steam generators. Steam generator (SG) 
isolation is actuated to protect the core during an overcooling condition upon a main 
steam or feedwater line rupture. The Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System is 
actuated to protect the core during an overheating condition upon a loss of main 
feedwater or a loss of primary side forced circulation (loss of all four reactor coolant 
pumps). In addition, EFIC controls the EFW flow rate to the SG(s) to control SG 
level and minimize overcooling. EFIC also selects the appropriate SG(s) under 
conditions of steam line break or main feedwater or emergency feedwater line 
break downstream of the last check valve, and provides for isolation of the main 
steam and main feedwater lines of a depressurized steam generator. The EFIC 
Functions that are supported and the parameters that are needed for each of these 
Functions are described next.  

The EFIC instrumentation contains devices and circuitry that generate the following 
signals when monitored variables reach levels that are indicative of conditions 
requiring protective actions.  

a. EFW Initiation; 

b. EFW Vector Valve Control; and 

c. Main Steam Line Isolation.  

EFW is initiated to restore a source of cooling water to the secondary system when 
conditions indicate that the normal source of feedwater is insufficient to continue 
heat removal. The two indications used for this are the loss of both MFW pumps 
and a low level in the steam generator (SG). Also, EFW is initiated when action is 
being taken to isolate the MFW from the SG during conditions of uncontrolled 
depressurizations. This is done by Initiating EFW when steam pressure reaches 
the low SG pressure setpoint Also, EFW is initiated when the primary system 
experiences a total loss of forced circulation. This initiation, on the loss of all 
reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), ensures the EFW is available to raise SG levels to 
promote natural circulation cooling.  

The EFIC System initiates EFW when an Engineered Safeguards Actuation System 
(ESAS) signal is initiated on low RCS pressure or high reactor building pressure 
(ESAS Channels 3 and 4) in order to support heat removal following Emergency 
Core Cooling System (ECCS) actuation. This is a digital signal provided by the 
ESAS Automatic Actuation Logic. Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered

B 3.3.11-1 1/28/2000
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EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.7.  
"Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Automatic Actuation Logic," for 
additional discussion.  

The EFIC System also initiates EFW on loss of main feedwater flow as part of the 
Diverse Reactor Overpressure Protection System (DROPS) which is the system 
provided for ANO-1 to comply with requirements to reduce risk from an anticipated 
transient without scram (ATWS). The DROPS consists of the Diverse Scram 
System (DSS) and the ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC).  
EFW initiation for ATWS prevention and mitigation is not required by this 
Specification.  

The EFIC System also isolates main steam and MFW to an SG that has 
experienced an uncontrolled depressurization. With the uncontrolled 
depressurization, the heat sink temperature control is lost and the heat removal rate 
cannot be controlled. The main steam and MFW are isolated to an SG when the 
steam pressure reaches a low setpoint below the normal operating point of the 
secondary system.  

EFW initiation also enables EFIC vector logic which performs an EFW control 
function to preclude the delivery of fluid to a depressurized SG, thereby avoiding an 
uncontrolled cooling condition as long as the other SG remains pressurized. When 
both of the SGs are depressurized, the EFIC vector logic provides EFW flow to both 
SGs until a significant pressure difference between the two SGs is developed, 
thereby ensuring that core cooling is maintained.  

Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values 

The trip setpoints are the values at which the bistables are set Any bistable is 
considered to be properly adjusted when the "as left" value is within the band for 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy.  

The trip setpoints used in the bistables are based on the analytical limits stated in 
SAR, Chapters 7 and 14 (Refs. 2 and 3). The selection of these trip setpoints is 
such that adequate protection Is provided when appropriate sensor and processing 
time delays are taken into account. The Allowable Values are conservatively 
adjusted with respect to the analytical limits to allow for calibration tolerances, 
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and environmental errors as required.  

Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints is 
provided in Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual 
Design Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 4). The explicit uncertainties are addressed in the 
design calculations as required. The trip setpoint entered into the bistable may be 
more conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value to account for 
changes in instrument error detectable by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. A 
channel is inoperable If Its as-found trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable 
Value.
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EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value in conjunction with the LCOs and 
administrative controls ensure that the consequences of Design Basis Accidents 
(DBAs) are acceptable, providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the 
onset of the DBA, and that the equipment functions as analyzed.  

Each channel can be tested on line to verify that the trip setpoint is within the 
specified allowance requirements. Once a designated channel is taken out of 
service for testing, a simulated signal can be injected in place of the field instrument 
signal. The process equipment for the channel in test can then be tested, verified, 
and calibrated.  

Actuation LoQic 

SAR, Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 2), describes the EFIC EFW Initiation logic operation.  

Each EFIC train actuates on a one-out-of-two taken twice combination of trip 
signals from the Instrumentation channels. Each EFIC channel can issue an initiate 
command, but an EFIC actuation will take place only if at least two channels issue 
initiate commands. For the EFW Initiation and Main Steam Une Isolation functions, 
the one-out-of-two taken twice logic combinations are transposed between trains so 
that failure of two channels prevents actuation of, at most, one train.  

More detailed descriptions of the EFIC instrumentation are provided below.  

1. EFW Initiation 

Figure 10-2, Sheet 4, SAR, Chapter 10 (Ref. 5), illustrates each channel of 
the EFIC EFW Initiation Function. The individual Instrumentation channels 
that serve EFIC EFW Initiation Function are discussed next.  

a. Loss of MFW Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) 

Loss of both MFW Pumps is one of the six parameters within the 
EFIC System that automatically initiates EFW. The MFW Pump 
status instrumentation, and associated bypasses, are internal to the 
Reactor Protection System (RPS). For RPS, loss of MFW Pumps is 
detected by MFW Pump turbine control oil pressure. Each RPS 
channel receives MFW Pump status information from one of four 
pressure switches per pump. If both switches in a single channel trip 
(one from each pump), the associated RPS channel trips. Each RPS 
channel provides a contact input into its associated EFIC channel 
representative of both MFW Pumps tripped. At least two EFIC 
channels in trip are required for EFW Initiation. This Function is 
automatically bypassed when THERMAL POWER is < 10% RTP and 
the bypass is automatically removed when THERMAL POWER is 
> 10% RTP. The bypass functions occur internal to the RPS, i.e., 
prior to input to the EFIC System. This parameter value (i.e., 
10% RTP) is a nominal value consistent with the requirements of 
LCO 3.3.1, "RPS Instrumentation.n
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EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

Loss of both MFW Pumps was chosen as an EFW automatic 
initiating parameter because it is a direct and immediate indicator of 
loss of MFW.  

b. SG Level - Low 

Four EFIC dedicated low range level transmitters per SG are used to 
generate the signals used for detection for low level conditions for 
EFW actuation. There is one transmitter for each of the four 
channels A, B, C, and D. At least two channels are required to 
initiate EFW. SG Level - Low was chosen as an EFW automatic 
initiating parameter because it indicates that the normal feedwater 
source may be insufficient to meet the heat removal requirements.  

Signals from channels A and B are also used to control SG level at 
approximately 31 inches when one or more RCPs are operating.  
This parameter is referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet.  

c. SG Pressure - Low 

Four transmitters per SG (one transmitter per channel) provide the 
EFIC System •With channels A through D of SG Pressure - Low.  
These are the same transmitters used by the Main Steam Une 
Isolation Function. When the SG pressure at the transmitter drops 
below the bistable Allowable Value of 584.2 psig on a given channel, 
an EFW Initiation signal is sent to the automatic actuation logic. At 
least two channels are required to initiate EFW and main steam line 
isolation. The Allowable Value of > 584.2 psig includes consideration 
for instrumentation error and an allowance for margin. Allowances 
for instrument drift and additional margin are included In the trip 
setpoint The low pressure Function may be manually bypassed 
when either SG is less than 750 psig. If both SG pressure inputs 
exceed 750 psig, the EFIC channel bypass is automatically removed.  
The low pressure operational bypass allows for normal cooldown 
without EFIC actuation. The parameter value (i.e., 750 psig) is a 
nominal value.  

SG Pressure - Low is a primary indication and actuation signal for a 
steam line break or feedwater line break (non-design basis transient).  
For a small break, which does not depressurize the SG or takes a 
long time to depressurize the SG, automatic actuation is not required.  
The operator has time to diagnose the problem and take the 
appropriate actions.  

d. RCP Status 

A loss of power to all four RCPs is an indication of a pending loss of 
forced flow in the Reactor Coolant System. These signals are input 
into the four channels of EFIC.

B 3.3.11-4 112812000
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EFIC Instrumentation 
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When at least two channels issue initiate commands based on loss 
of all RCPs, the EFIC System will automatically actuate EFW and 
control the level at approximately 312 inches in the SG. This higher 
level provides a thermal center in the SG at a higher elevation than, 
that of the reactor to enhance natural circulation of the reactor 
coolant This parameter is referenced to the top of the lower tube 
sheet 

To allow heatup and cooldown operations without actuation, a 
bypass permissive of 10% RTP is used. The 10% bypass permissive 
was chosen because it was an available, qualified Class 1 E signal at 
the time the EFIC System was designed. When the first RCP is 
started, the "loss of four RCPs" initiation signal may be manually 
reset If the bypass is not manually reset, it will be automatically 
reset when the unit reaches 10% power. During cooldown, the 
bypass may be inserted at any time the power has been reduced 
below 10% RTP. However, for most operating conditions, this trip 
function remains active until after the Decay Heat Removal System 
has been initiated and the system is ready for the last RCP to be 
tripped. This trip function must be bypassed prior to stopping the last 
RCP. This parameter value (i.e., 10% RTP) is a nominal value 
consistent with the requirements of LCO 3.3.1, "RPS 
Instrumentation." 

e. ESAS 

The EFIC System initiates EFW when an ESAS signal is initiated on 
low RCS pressure or high reactor building pressure (ESAS 
Channels 3 and 4) In order to support heat removal following ECCS 
actuation. This is a digital signal provided by the ESAS Automatic 
Actuation Logic. Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered 
Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation," and 
LCO 3.3.7, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) 
Automatic Actuation Logic," for additional discussion.  

f. DROPS 

The EFIC System also initiates EFW on loss of main feedwater flow 
as part of the DROPS which is the system provided for ANO-1 to 
comply with requirements to reduce risk from an ATWS. The 
DROPS consists of the Diverse Scram System (DSS) and the ATWS 
Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC). EFW initiation for 
ATWS prevention and mitigation is not required by this Specification.  

2. EFW Vector Valve Control 

Figure 10-2, Sheet 4, SAR, Chapter 10 (Ref. 5), illustrates the EFIC EFW 
Vector Valve Control inputs to the EFIC Vector Logic (See Bases for 
LCO 3.3.14, "EFIC Vector Logic'). The function of the EFW vector logic Is to 
determine whether EFW should not be fed to one or the other SG once
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enabled by the EFW Initiation Function. This Is to preclude the continued 
addition of EFW to a depressurzed SG and, thus, to minimize the 
overcooling effects.  

Each set of vector logic receives SG pressure information from bistables 
located in the input logic of the same EFIC channel. The pressure 
information received is: 

a. SG A pressure less than 584.2 psig; 

b. SG B pressure less than 584.2 psig; 

c. SG A pressure 100 psid greater than SG B pressure; and 

d. SG B pressure 100 psid greater than SG A pressure.  

The Allowable Value of > 584.2 psig includes consideration for 
instrumentation error and an allowance for margin. Allowances for 
instrument drift and additional margin are included in the trip setpoint. The 
100 psid value is considered to be a nominal value.  

The vector logic outputs are in a neutral state until enabled by the train A 
or B trip logics. When enabled, the vector logic can issue close commands 
to the EFW control valves and open or closed commands to the EFW 
isolation valves per the selected channel assignments. The level control 
module provides input to the flow controllers which control the position of the 
EFW control valves.  

Each vector logic may isolate EFW to one SG or the other, never both.  

The valve open or close commands are determined by the relative values of 
SG pressures as discussed in the Bases for LCO 3.3.14.  

3. Main Steam Une Isolation 

SAR, Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 2) describes one channel of the EFIC Main Steam 
Une Isolation logic. Four pressure transmitters (one transmitter per channel) 
per SG provide EFIC with channels A through D logic of SG pressure. The 
channels are as described for EFW Initiation mentioned earlier.  

Bypass 

One of the four initiation channels can be put into "maintenance bypass." 
Bypassing one initiation channel isolates that channel's signal to the functions fed 
from initiation channel but does not bypass the trip logic within the actuation train.  
An interlock feature prevents bypassing more than one channel at a time. In 
addition, since the EFIC System receives signals from the RPS, the maintenance 
bypass from the RPS is interlocked with the EFIC System. If one channel of the 
RPS is in maintenance bypass, only the corresponding channel of the EFIC may be
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bypassed (e.g., channel A, RPS, and channel A, EFIC). This ensures that only the 
corresponding channels of the EFIC and RPS are placed in maintenance bypass at 
the same time.  

EFIC channel maintenance bypass does not bypass EFW Initiation from ESAS.  
The EFIC EFW Initiation from ESAS is, however, bypassed when its associated 
ESAS channel is bypassed.  

The operational bypass provisions were discussed as part of the individual 
Functions described earlier., 

The EFIC System is designed to perform its intended EFW Initiation and Main 
Steam Une Isolation function with one channel in maintenance bypass (in effect, 
inoperable) concurrent with a postulated single failure in any one of the remaining 
channels. This is in compliance with IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 6).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

1. EFW Initiation 

Although loss of both MFW pumps is a direct and immediate indicator of 
loss of MFW, other scenarios such as valve closures could potentially cause 
loss of feedwater. As part of the post-TMI review, a loss of main feedwater 
was analyzed (Ref. 3). The EFIC System response for a loss of MFW 
conservatively assumes the actuation of EFW on low SG level. If the loss of 
feedwater is due to loss of MFW pumps, EFW will be actuated earlier than it 
would on low SG level, which will increase the SG heat transfer capability 
and will lessen the severity of the transient 

The basis for initiation of the EFW systems is a loss of MFW. For this 
analysis, SG Level - Low is the most conservative parameter from which to 
automatically initiate EFW since this yields the least SG inventory available 
for heat removal. SG Level - Low would be an indicator of any event 
involving a loss of SG secondary side inventory heat removal capability.  

SG Pressure - Low is a primary indication and provides an actuation signal 
for a SLB. In the SLB analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.1 (Ref. 3), EFIC 
initiation occurs; however, no EFW flow occurred because level did not 
reach the SG Level - Low setpoint.  

Loss of four RCPs is a primary indicator of the need for emergency 
feedwater (EFW) for the loss of electric power analysis, SAR 
Section 14.1.2.8 (Ref. 3).  

The SAR SBLOCA analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.5 (Ref. 3), assume 
initiation of EFW based on concurrent loss of offsite power and the resultant 
loss of four RCPs. Initiation of EFW would also occur when an ESAS signal 
is generated on low RCS pressure or high reactor building pressure (ESAS

B 3.3.11-7ANO-1 1/28/2000



EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 Channels 3 or 4) in order to support heat removal following ECCS actuation, 

however, these are considered backup initiation responses.  

S2. EFW Vector Valve Control 

The SAR SLB analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.1 (Ref. 3), consider isolation of the affected SG as a function automatically performed by the EFIC System.  The EFIC Vector Logic utilizes the EFW Vector Valve Control Functions (i.e., SG Pressure - Low and SG Differential Pressure - High) to determine which steam generator is associated with the rupture and provide appropriate 
isolation.  

3. Main Steam Line Isolation 

The SAR SLB analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.1 (Ref. 3), assume actuation of the Main Steam Line Isolation on SG Pressure - Low, initiating closure of the main steam isolation valves and the main feedwater isolation valves. The steam generator in the steam loop associated with the rupture blows dry after feedwater isolation. EFW flow is available to the unaffected steam generator to preserve the availability of an RCS heat sink.  
in MODE 1, the EFIC System satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 7). In MODES 2 and 3, the EFIC System satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 since there are no specific safety analyses that credit the EFIC system for operation at less than full rated power.  

LCO 

All instrumentation performing an EFIC System Function in Table 3.3.11-1 shall be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders the affected channel(s) inoperable.  
Four channels are required OPERABLE for all EFIC Functions. Each EFIC instrumentation channel is considered to include the sensors and measurement channels for each Function, the operational bypass switches, and permissives.  Failures that disable the capability to place a channel in operational bypass, but which do not disable the trip Function, do not render the protection channel inoperable.  

EFIC initiation function values for the bypass removal functions are specified in terms of applicability limits (i.e., identified in the Applicable MODES or Other Specified Conditions column of Table 3.3.11-1) for the associated trip Function. Trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations or calibration procedures. The trip setpoints are selected to ensure the setpoints measured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed the Allowable Value if the bistable is performing as required. Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints is provided in Reference 4.  

ANO-1 
B 3.3.11-8 
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The Bases for the LCO requirements of each specific EFIC Function are discussed 
next.  

Loss of MFW Pumps 

Four EFIC channels for Loss of MFW Pumps shall be OPERABLE. This ensures 
that upon the loss of both MFW pumps, EFW will be automatically initiated. This 
Function is provided as a direct digital input from the RPS and includes a bypass 
enable and removal function.  

SG Level - Low 

Four EFIC dedicated low range level transmitters per SG shall be OPERABLE with 
an SG Level - Low actuation Allowable Value of > 11.1 inches, to generate the 
signals used for detection for low level conditions for EFW Initiation. This 
parameter is referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet and includes 
consideration for Instrumentation error and an allowance for margin. Allowances for 
instrument drift and additional margin are included in the trip setpoint There is one 
transmitter for each of the four channels A, B, C, and D. The signals are also used 
after EFW is actuated to control level at approximately 31 inches when one or more 
RCPs are in operation. In the determination of the low level setpoint, it is desired to 
place the setpoint as low as possible, considering instrument errors, to give the 
maximum operational margin between the Integrated control system setpoint and 
the EFW Initiation setpoint This will minimize spurious or unwanted initiation of 
EFW. Credit is only taken for low level actuation for those transients which do not 
involve a degraded environment Therefore, normal environment errors only are 
used for determining the SG Level - Low level setpoint This parameter is 
referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet 

SG Pressure - Low 

Four EFIC channels per SG shall be OPERABLE with an SG low pressure actuation 
Allowable Value of > 584.2 psig. The setpoint is chosen to avoid actuation under 
transient conditions not requiring secondary system isolation, preferring to maintain 
a steaming path to the condenser, if possible. Small break LOCA analyses have 
indicated minimum secondary system pressures of greater than the above setpoint.  
The SG Pressure - Low Function includes a bypass enable and removal function.  
The bypass removal value is chosen to allow sufficient operating margin for the 
operator to bypass when cooling down. The above Allowable Value (i.e., 
584.2 psig) includes consideration for instrumentation error and an allowance for 
margin. Allowances for instrument drift and additional margin are included in the 
trip setpoint.
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SG Differential Pressure - High 

Four EFIC channels for SG differential pressure shall be OPERABLE. This 
Function ensures that automatic EFW isolation to a depressudzed SG occurs. The 
MSLB analysis assumes the depressurized SG is isolated when a differential 
pressure of 150 psid is detected. The in-plant setpoint is conservatively chosen to 
protect the MSLB assumptions.  

RCP Status 

Four EFIC channels for RCP status shall be OPERABLE. This ensures that upon 
the loss of four RCPs, EFW will be automatically initiated with the EFW control level" 
automatically raised to approximately 312 inches; providing a higher SG level for 
establishing and maintaining natural circulation conditions. No setpoint is specified 
since the status indication as used by EFIC is binary in nature. The RCP Status 
Function includes a bypass enable and removal function from the RPS. The above 
parameter value (i.e., 312 inches) does contain an allowance for instrument error.  
This parameter is referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet.  

APPLICABILITY 

The EFIC System instrumentation Functions shall be OPERABLE in accordance 
with Table 3.3.11-1. Each Function has its own requirements that are conservative 
with respect to the specific accidents and conditions for which It is designed to 
mitigate the consequences. The parameter values provided as part of the 
Applicability do contain an allowance for instrument error.  

The initiation of EFW on the Loss of MFW Pumps shall only be required when the 
unit is > 10% RTP. Below 10% RTP, the EFW Initiation on low SG level will 
mitigate primary system overheating.  

EFW Initiation on low SG level shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 which 
are conditions during which the SG is required for heat removal.  

To avoid automatic actuation of the EFW pumps during normal heatup and 
cooldown transients, the low SG pressure Function can be bypassed at or below a 
secondary pressure of 750 psig during MODE 3 operation.  

The EFW System Initiation on loss of all RCPs Function shall be operable at 
> 10% RTP. It is possible to bypass the Function below 10% RTP; however, for 
most cases, the Function is kept in service until the unit is placed on the Decay 
Heat Removal System. To prevent inadvertent actuation of the EFW pumps, it 
must be bypassed prior to stopping the last RCP.  

The Main Steam Line Isolation and EFW Vector Valve Control Functions shall be 
OPERABLE In MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3 with SG pressure > 750 psig 
because the SG inventory can contribute significantly to the reactor building peak
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pressure with a secondary side break. Both the normal feedwater and the EFW 
must be able to be isolated on each SG to limit overcooling of the primary and to 
limit mass and energy releases to the reactor building. Once the SG pressures 
have decreased below 750 psig the energy level is low and the secondary side 
feedwater flow rate is low or nonexistent Also, the primary system temperatures are 
typically too low to allow the SGs to effectively remove energy, or are sufficiently 
low to allow for operator action. Therefore, EFIC instrumentation is not required to 
be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS 

If a channel's trip setpoint Is found nonconservative with respect to the Allowable 
Value, or any of the transmitter, signal processing electronics, or EFIC channel 
cabinet modules are found inoperable, then all affected Functions provided by that 
channel must be declared inoperable and the unit must enter the Conditions for the 
particular protection Function affected.  

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that a separate Condition entry 
is allowed for each Function.  

A.._ 

Condition A applies to failures of a single EFW Initiation or Main Steam Une 
Isolation instrumentation channel. This includes failure of a common 
instrumentation channel in any combination of the Functions.  

With one channel Inoperable in one or more EFW Initiation or Main Steam Une 
Isolation Functions listed in Table 3.3.11-1, the channel(s) must be placed in 
bypass or trip within 1 hour. This Condition applies to failures that occur in a single 
channel, e.g., channel A, which when bypassed will remove initiate Functions within 
the channel from service. Since the RPS and EFIC channels are interlocked, only 
the corresponding channel in each system may be bypassed at any time. This 
feature is ensured by an electrical interlock. If testing of another channel in either 
the EFIC or RPS is required, the EFIC channel must be placed in trip to allow the 
other channel to be bypassed. With the channel in trip, the resultant logic is 
one-out-of-two. The Completion Time of 1 hour is adequate to perform Required 
Action A.1.  

B.1 and B.2 

Condition B applies to a situation where two instrumentation channels of the same 
protection functions of EFW Initiation or Main Steam Une Isolation instrumentation 
are inoperable. For example, Condition B applies if channel A and B of the EFW 
Initiation Function are inoperable.
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With two EFW Initiation or Main Steam Une Isolation protection channels 
inoperable, one channel must be placed in bypass (Required Action B.1).  
Bypassing one of the remaining OPERABLE channels is not possible due to system 
interlocks. Therefore, the second channel must be tripped (Required Action B.2) to 
prevent a single failure from causing loss of the EFIC Function. The Completion 
"Times of 1 hour are adequate to perform the Required Actions.  

C.1 

The function of the EFW Vector Valve Control is to meet the single-failure criterion 
while being able to provide EFW on demand and isolate an SG when required.  
These conflicting requirements result in the necessity for two valves in series, in 
parallel with two valves in series, and a four channel valve command system. Refer 
to LCO 3.3.14, "Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Vector Logic." 

With one EFW Vector Valve Control channel Inoperable, the system cannot meet 
the single-failure criterion and still meet the dual functional criteria described earlier.  
This condition is analogous to having one EFW train inoperable. Therefore, when 
one vector valve control channel Is inoperable, the channel must be restored to 
OPERABLE status (Required Action C.1) within 72 hours, which is consistent with 
the Completion Time associated with the loss of one train of EFW.  

D.I. D.2. E.1. F.1. F.2.1. and F.2.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met, the unit must 
be placed in a MODE or condition in which the requirement does not apply. This is 
done by placing the unit in a nonapplicable MODE for the particular Function. The 
nonapplicable MODE is less than 10% RTP for Functions l.a and I.d, MODE 4 for 
Function 1.b, and SG pressure less than 750 psig for all other Functions. In 
addition, for Function 3.a, once the unit is in MODE 3, a nonapplicable condition 
may be achieved by dosing the valves associated with the Main Steam Line 
Isolation Function. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A Note indicates that the SRs for each EFIC instrumentation Function are identified 
in the SRs column of Table 3.3.11-1. Individual EFIC subgroup relays must also be 
tested, one at a time, to verify the individual EFIC components will actuate when 
required. Some components cannot be tested at power since their actuation might 
lead to unit trip or equipment damage. These are specifically Identified and must be 
tested when shut down. The various SRs account for individual functional 
differences and for test frequencies applicable specifically to the Functions listed in 
Table 3.3.11-1. The operational bypasses associated with each EFIC
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instrumentation channel are also subject to these SRs to ensure OPERABILITY of 
the EFIC instrumentation channel.  

SR 3.3.11.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours provides reasonable 
assurance for prompt identification of a gross failure of instrumentation.  
A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one 
channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption 
that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read approximately 
the same value. Significant deviations between the two instrument channels could 
be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of something 
even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; therefore, 
it is key in verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate properly between 
each CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a combination of 
factors including channel instrument uncertainties. If a channel is outside the 
criteria, it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal processing 
equipment has ddfted outside its limit. If the channels are within the criteria, it Is an 
indication that the channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale 
during times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will only verify 
that they are off scale in the same direction. Off scale low current loop channels 
are verified, where practical, to be reading at the bottom of the range and not failed 
downscale.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates channel failure 
is rare. Since the probability of two random failures in redundant channels in any 
12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of 
loss of protective function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL 
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channel 
OPERABIUTY during normal operational use of the displays associated with the 
LCO required channels.  

SR 3.3.11.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the required trip, interlock, 
and alarm functions of the channel. Setpoints for trip functions must be found 
within the Allowable Value. (Note that the values for the bypass removal functions 
are identified in the Applicable MODES or Other Specified Condition column of 
Table 3.3.11-1 as limits on applicability for the trip Functions.) Any setpoint 
adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the current setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency of 31 days is based on unit operating experience with regard to 
channel OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one 
channel of a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.
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SR 3.3.11.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel including 
the sensor. The test verifies the channel responds to a measured parameter within 
the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channels 
adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the instrument channel 
remains operational between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find 
that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are within the assumptions of 
the setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent 
with the assumptions of the setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency is based on the assumption of at least an 18 month calibration 
interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift In the setpoint 
analysis.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50.62.  

2. SAR, Chapter 7.  

3. SAR, Chapter 14.  

4. Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, Design 
Guide, IDG-001.  

5. SAR, Chapter 10. Figure 10-2, Sheet 4.  

6. IEEE-279-1971, April 1972.  

7. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.12 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Manual Initiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The EFIC manual Initiation capability provides the operator with the capability to 
actuate EFIC Functions from the control room in the absence of any other initiation 
condition. Manually actuated Functions Include Main Steam Une Isolation for 
steam generator (SG) A, Main Steam Une Isolation for SG B, and Emergency 
Feedwater (EFW) Actuation. These Functions are provided in the event the 
operator determines that an EFIC Function is needed prior to automatic actuation or 
in the event that EFIC does not automatically actuate when required. These are 
backup Functions to those performed automatically by EFIC.  

The manual actuation of these functions may be performed from the Remote Switch 
Matrix, located on the main control boards, or from the manual actuation trip 
switches located on the EFIC control cabinets in the control room. The required 
manual actuation logic within each train consists of two manual switches (one for 
Trip Bus I and one for Trip Bus 2). When one manual trip switch is depressed, a 
half trip occurs. When both manual trip switches are depressed, a full trip of the 
train actuation occurs for that particular Function. The Remote Switch Matrix and 
the EFIC control cabinet trip switches perform parallel functions and, therefore, any 
combination of switches depressed within a train that energizes both Trip Bus I and 
Trip Bus 2 for a given Function will result in an actuation of that Function. The use 
of two manual trip switches for each train of actuation logic allows testing without 
actuating the end devices and also reduces the possibility of accidental manual 
actuations.  

The EFIC manual initiation circuitry satisfies the manual initiation and single-failure 
criterion requirements of IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 1).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

EFIC Functions credited in the safety analysis are automatic. However, the manual 
initiation Functions are required by design as backups to the automatic initiation 
Functions and allow operators to actuate EFW or Main Steam Line Isolation 
whenever these Functions are needed. Furthermore, the manual initiation of EFW 
and Main Steam Line Isolation may be specified in unit operating procedures.  

The EFIC manual initiation functions satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).
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LCO 

Instrumentation on the main control board performing an EFIC manual initiation 
Function shall be OPERABLE.  

Two manual initiation switches per actuation train (Train A and Train B) of each 
Function (A and B Main Steam Une Isolation, and EFW Actuation) are required to 
be OPERABLE. This requirement may be satisfied by the manual trip switches 
located on the Remote Switch Matrix on the main control board, by the trip switches 
located on the EFIC control cabinets, or by any combination of switches located on 
the Remote Switch Matrix and the EFIC control cabinets such that Trip Bus I and 
Trip Bus 2 are available for each EFIC Function in each of the two EFIC trains.  

APPLICABILITY 

The EFIC System Manual Initiation Function shall be OPERABLE when the 
associated EFIC Instrumentation Main Steam Line Isolation or EFW Initiation 
Function is required to be OPERABLE in accordance with Table 3.3.11-1. Each 
Function, i.e., Main Steam Line Isolation and EFW Initiation, has its own 
requirements that are based on the specific accidents and conditions for which it is 
designed to mitigate the consequences. See Bases for LCO 3.3.11, "EFIC 
Instrumentation," for additional discussion of each Function.  

ACTIONS 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each EFIC manual initiation Function.  

A.1 

With one or both required manual Initiation switches of one or more EFIC 
Function(s) inoperable in one train, the train for the associated EFIC Function(s) 
must be placed in the tripped condition within 72 hours. With the train in the tripped 
condition, the single-failure criterion is met. Failure to perform Required Action A.1 
could allow a single failure of another switch to prevent manual actuation of at least 
one of the two trains. The Completion Time allotted to trip the train allows the 
operator to take all the appropriate actions for the failed train and still ensure that 
the risk involved in operating with the failed train is acceptable.  

B._1 

With one or both required manual initiation switches of one or more EFIC 
Function(s) inoperable in both actuation trains, one actuation train for each Function 
must be restored to OPERABLE status within I hour. With the train restored, the
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second train must be placed in the tripped condition within 72 hours (Required 
Action A.1). With the train in the tripped condition, the single-failure criterion is met.  
The Completion Time allotted to restore the train allows the operator to take all the 
appropriate actions for the failed train and still ensures that the risk involved in 
operating with the failed train Is acceptable.  

C.1 and C.2 

If the Required Action and the associated Completion Time is not met for any EFW 
Initiation Function, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

D.1. D.2.1, and D.2.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met for the Main 
Steam Une Isolation Function, the unit must be placed in a MODE or condition in 
which the requirement does not apply. This is initiated by placing the unit in 
MODE 3 within 6 hours and, either reducing SG pressure to less than 750 psig, or 
closing all associated valves, I.e., the valves which EFIC would close if it were to 
actuate while OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based 
on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.12.1 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to ensure 
that the trains can perform their intended functions. However, for Main Steam Une 
Isolation and EFW Initiation, the test need not include actuation of the end device.  
This is due to the risk of a unit transient caused by the closure of valves associated 
with Main Steam Une Isolation or EFW Initiation during testing at power. The 
Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience with regard to channel 
OPERABILITY that demonstrates the rarity of more than one train failing within the 
same 31 day interval.
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REFERENCES 

1. IEEE-279-1971, Apdl 1972.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.13 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Logic 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

Main Steam Line Isolation 

The four emergency feedwater initiation and control (EFIC) channels sensing a 
steam generator (SG) low outlet pressure condition input their initiate commands to 
the trip logic modules. SAR, Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 1), describes the Main Steam Une 
Isolation Logics. The trip logic modules are identified as being part of the "A" 
and "B" trains and are physically located in the mA" and "Bm EFIC channel cabinets.  
Train "An actuation logic initiates when instrumentation channel "A" or B" initiates 
and channel "C" or "D" initiates, which in simplified logic is: 

Train "Am actuation = (A and C) or (A and D) or (B and C) or (B and D) 

Train "Bm actuation logic initiates when instrumentation channel "A" or "C" initiates 
and channel "B" or ND" initiates, which in simplified logic is: 

Train "B" actuation = (A and B) or (A and D) or (C and B) or (C and D) 

Each of the two Functions (SG A Main Steam Une Isolation, and SG B Main Steam 
Line Isolation) has a train "A" and a train "B" of automatic actuation logic.  

Both trains "A" and "B" of the SG A Main Steam Une Isolation automatic actuation 
logic send closure signals to the SG A Main Steam Isolation valve.  

SG B Main Steam Line Isolation automatic actuation logics respond similarly for the 
SG B valve.  

Train "A" of the SG A Main Steam Line Isolation automatic actuation logic sends 
closure signals to the SG A MFW isolation valves. Similarly, Train "Bm of the SG B 
Main Steam Une Isolation automatic actuation logic sends closure signals to the 
SG B MFW isolation valves.  

Emergency Feedwater (EFW Initiation) 

The four EFIC instrumentation channels for each of the parameters being sensed 
input their initiate commands to the trip logic modules. SAR, Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 1), 
describes the EFW initiation logic. These trip logic modules are identified as being 
part of the "A" and "B" trains and are physically located in the "A" and "B" EFIC 
channel cabinets.
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EFW Initiation functions use the same actuation logic combinations as Main Steam 
Line Isolation. EFW initiation also occurs on Engineered Safeguards Actuation 
System (ESAS) actuation and on Diverse Reactor Overpressure Protection System 
(DROPS) actuation.  

EFIC automatically initiates the EFW System when any of the following conditions 

exist: 

a. All four reactor coolant pumps are tripped; 

b. Both MFW pumps are tripped and reactor power is > 10% RTP; 

c. Low level in either SG; 

d. Low pressure in either SG; 

e. Actuation of ESAS channels 3 or 4; or 

f. Actuation of DROPS channels I or 2.  

Vector Valve Enable Logic 

The EFIC System Is also responsible for sending open or close signals to the EFW 
control and isolation valves. SAR Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 1), describes the EFIC vector 
logic. The vector logic outputs are in a neutral state (neither commanding open nor 
dose) until an enable signal is received from either train "An or "BW of EFW Initiation.  
The EFIC Logic monitors the channel A and B EFW Initiation logics. When an EFW 
Initiation occurs, the vector logic is enabled to generate open or close signals to the 
EFW isolation valves and close signals to the EFW control valves depending on the 
relative values of SG pressures. The level control module provides input to the flow 
controllers which control the position of the EFW control valves.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The Applicable Safety Analysis discussion for the Main Steam Une Isolation and 
EFW Initiation Functions is discussed in the Bases for LCO 3.3.11, "EFIC 
Instrumentation." 

LCO 

Two trains each of Main Steam Line Isolation and EFW Initiation logics shall be 
OPERABLE. There are only two trains of automatic actuation logic per Function.  
Therefore, violation of this LCO could result in a complete loss of the automatic 
Function assuming a single failure of the other train.
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To be considered OPERABLE, the Main Steam Line Isolation logic must send 
closure signals to the associated SG main steam and MFW isolation valves when 
the appropriate combinations of instrument channels indicate low SG pressure.  

To be considered OPERABLE, the EFW Initiation logic must send initiation signals 
to the EFW System when the appropriate combinations of instrument channels 
indicate any of the following conditions exist: 

a. All four reactor coolant pumps are tripped; 

b. Both MFW pumps are tripped and reactor power is > 10% RTP; 

c. Low level in either SG; 

d. Low pressure in either SG; or 

e. Actuation of ESAS channel 3 or 4.  

APPLICABILITY 

The EFIC Logic shall be OPERABLE when the associated EFIC Instrumentation 
Main Steam Line Isolation or EFW Initiation Function is required to be OPERABLE 
in accordance with Table 3.3.11-1. Each Function, i.e., Main Steam Line Isolation 
and EFW Initiation, has its own requirements that are based on the specific 
accidents and conditions for which It is designed to mitigate the consequences.  
See Bases for LCO 3.3.11, "EFIC Instrumentation," for additional discussion of each 
Function.  

ACTIONS 

If a train is found inoperable, then all affected logic Functions provided by that train 
must be declared inoperable and the appropriate Condition entered for the 
particular protection function affected.  

For this LCO, a Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each EFIC logic Function.  

A.1 

Condition A applies when one or more EFIC logic Functions in a single train are 
inoperable (i.e., train A could be inoperable for both EFIC logic Functions and 
Condition A would still be applicable) with all Functions in the other train 
OPERABLE. This Condition is equivalent to failure of one EFW and Main Steam 
Line Isolation train.
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With one automatic actuation logic train of one or more EFIC Functions inoperable, 
the associated EFIC train must be restored to OPERABLE status. Since there are 
only two automatic actuation logic trains per EFIC Function, the condition of one 
train inoperable is analogous to having one train of a two train Engineered 
Safeguards (ES) System inoperable. The system safety function can be 
accomplished; however, a single failure cannot be taken. Therefore, the failed 
train(s) must be restored to OPERABLE status to re-establish the system's single
failure tolerance.  

Condition A can be thought of as equivalent to failure of a single train of a two train 
safety system (e.g., the safety function can be accomplished, but a single failure 
cannot be taken). Thus, the Completion Time of 72 hours has been chosen to be 
consistent with Completion Times for restoring one inoperable ESF System train.  

The EFIC System has not been analyzed for failure of both trains of the same 
Function. Consequently, any combination of failures in both trains A and B is not 
covered by Condition A and must be addressed by entry into LCO 3.0.3.  

B.1 and B.2 

If Required Action A.1 and its associated Completion Time is not met for the EFW 
Initiation Function, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

C.1. C.2.1. and C.2.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met for the Main 
Steam Une Isolation Function, the unit must be placed in a MODE or condition in 
which the requirement does not apply. This is initiated by placing the unit in 
MODE 3 within 6 hours and, either reducing SG pressure to less than 750 psig, or 
dosing all associated valves, i.e., the valves which EFIC would close if It were to 
actuate while OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based 
on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.13.1 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to ensure 
that the trains can perform their intended functions. This test verifies Main Steam 

Line Isolation and EFW Initiation automatic actuation logics are functional. This test 
simulates the required inputs to the logic circuit and verifies successful operation of 

the automatic actuation logic. The test need not include actuation of the end 
device. This is due to the risk of a unit transient caused by the closure of valves 
associated with Main Steam Une Isolation or actuation of EFW during testing at 
power. The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience with regard to 
channel OPERABILITY, which has demonstrated the rarity of more than one 
channel failing within the same 31 day interval.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Chapter 7.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Vector Logic 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The function of the EFIC vector logic Is to determine whether EFW should not be 
fed to one or the other steam generator. This is to preclude the continued addition 
of EFW to a depressurized steam generator (SG) and, thus, minimize the 
overcooling effects. Each vector logic may isolate EFW to one SG or the other, 
never both.  

There are four sets of vector logic; one in each channel of EFIC. Each set of vector 
logic receives SG pressure information from bistables located in the input logic of 
the same EFIC channel. The pressure information received is: 

a. SG "A" pressure less than 600 psig; 

b. SG "B" pressure less than 600 psig; 

c. SG "A" pressure 100 psid greater than SG "B" pressure; and 

d. SG "B" pressure 100 psid greater than SG "A" pressure.  

These values (i.e., 600 psig and 100 psid) do contain an allowance for instrument 
error.  

Each vector logic also receives an enable signal from both EFIC train A and train B 
when EFW is actuated.  

The vector logic develops signals for open and close control of SG "A" and "B" 
EFW valves.  

The vector logic outputs are in a neutral state with the valves fully open until 
enabled by the EFW Initiation (train A or B) trip logics. When enabled, the vector 
logic can issue close commands to the EFW control valves and open or close 
commands to the EFW isolation valves per the selected channel assignments.
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The valve open/dose commands are determined by the relative values of steam 

generator pressures as follows: 

SG VALVES 

PRESSURE STATUS "A" "B" 
If SG "A" & SG "B" Open Open 

> 600 psig 

If SG "A" > 600 psig & Open Close 
SG "B" < 600 psig 

If SG "A" < 600 psig & Close Open 
SG "B" > 600 psig 

If SG "A" & SG "B" 
< 600 psig 

AND 

"* SG "A" & SG "B" within 100 psid Open Open 

"* SG "A" 100 psid > SG "B" Open Close 

"* SG "B" 100 psid > SG "A" Close Open 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The Applicable Safety Analysis discussion for the EFIC Vector Logic is discussed in 
the Bases for LCO 3.3.11, "EFIC Instrumentation." 

LCO 

Four channels of the EFIC vector logic module are required to be OPERABLE. The 
necessity for four channels is discussed in the BASES for ACTIONS. The 600 psig 
and 100 psid setpoints were chosen as discussed in Specification B 3.3.11, "EFIC 
Instrumentation." The feed only good generator verification study assumed a 
differential pressure vector value of 150 psid. A 100 psid setpoint conservatively 
assumes a 50 psi (25 psi per pressure channel) margin for instrument error. Failure 
to meet this LCO results in not being able to meet the single-failure criterion. These 
values (i.e., 600 psig and 100 psid) do contain an allowance for instrument error.  

APPLICABILITY 

The EFIC Vector Logic shall be OPERABLE when the associated EFIC 
Instrumentation EFW Vector Valve Control Function is required to be OPERABLE in 
accordance with Table 3.3.11-1. The EFW Vector Valve Control Function is
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required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with SG pressure 

a 750 psig because the SG inventory can contribute significantly to the reactor 

building peak pressure with a secondary side break. Both the normal feedwater 

and the EFW must be able to be isolated on each SG to limit overcooling of the 

primary and to limit mass and energy releases to the reactor building. Once the SG 

pressures have decreased below 750 psig, the energy level is low and the 
secondary side feedwater flow rate is low or nonexistent. Also, the primary system 

temperatures are typically too low to allow the SGs to effectively remove energy, or 

are sufficiently low to allow for operator action. Therefore, EFIC Vector Logic is not 

required to be OPERABLE in MODE 3 below 750 psig nor in MODES 4, 5, and 6.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

The function of the EFW contromlisolation valves and the EFIC vector logic is to 
meet the single-failure criterion while maintaining the capability to: 

a. Provide EFW on demand; and 

b. Isolate an SG when required.  

These conflicting requirements result in the necessity for two valves in series, in 
parallel with two valves in series, and a four channel valve command system.  

With one channel inoperable, the system cannot meet the single-failure criterion 
and still meet the dual functional criteria previously described. Therefore, when one 
vector valve logic channel is inoperable, the channel must be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. This is analogous to having one EFW train 
inoperable; wherein a 72 hour Completion Time Is provided by the Required Actions 
of LCO 3.7.5, "EFW System." As such, the Completion Time of 72 hours is based 
on engineering judgment.  

B.1 and B.2 

If Required Action A.1 cannot be met within the required Completion Time, the unit 
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 
status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and SG pressure 
must be reduced to < 750 psig within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions In an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.14.1 

SR 3.3.14.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 31 days.  

This test demonstrates that the EFIC vector logic performs its function as desired.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience with respect to channel 

OPERABILITY that demonstrates the rarity of more than one channel failing within 

the same 31 day interval.  

REFERENCES 

None.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS Section 3.3C: Instrumentation. EFIC 

Note: ITS Section 3.3C package includes the following ITS: ITS 3.3.11 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System 
Instrumentation ITS 3.3.12 EFIC Manual Initiation 

ITS 3.3.13 EFIC Logic ITS 3.3.14 EFIC-Emergency Feedwater (EFW)-Vector Valve Logic which address the corresponding NUREG.1430 RSTS.  

ADMINISTrRATV 
Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas 

Nuclear One, Unit I Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-1 
Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the B&W Standard Technical 
Specification (RSTS), NUREG-1430, Revision 1. This change does not alter the 
requirements of the CTS or RSTS. Examples of this type of change include: wording 
preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering and formatting changes; and hierarchy structure.  

A2 The ANO-1 CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the 
NUREG-1430 Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content that will be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  A3 CTS 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2 represent information on the proper action when the number 

of channels is less than required by CTS Table 3.5. 1-1. For example, CTS 3.5.1.1 does 
not clearly specify that the number of channels identified in Table 3.5.1-1, Column 1, 
are required to be OPERABLE, but CTS 3.5.1.2 provides directions when channels are 
inoperable. Similarly, CTS Specifications 4.1 .a, and 4.1 .b contain information on the 
proper application of CTS Table 4.1-1. These Specifications and the format of the 
referenced Tables are replaced with the appropriate ITS requirements. The CTS 
markup for these Specifications and Tables does not attempt to depict all of the 
changes required to adopt the'ITS format. Rather, the appropriate specific Discussion 
of Change (DOC) is indicated along with the appropriate CTS versus ITS cross 
reference. Therefore, this change in format is considered administrative.  

ANO-1 3.3C DOCs 
Page 1 of 9 
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A4 Surveillance frequencies in CTS Table 4.1-1 have been replaced with those from 
NUREG-1430. The CTS and corresponding ITS Frequencies are as follows: 

CTS ITS 
S - Each shift 12 hours 
W - Weekly 7 days 
M - Monthly 31 days 
D - Daily 24 hours 
T/W - Twice per week 96 hours 
Q - Quarterly 92 days 
P - Prior to each startup if Not Used 

not done previous week 
B/M - Every 2 months Not Used 
R - Once every 18 months 18 months 
PC - Prior to going Critical Not Used 

if not done within 
previous 31 days 

NA - Not Applicable Not Used 
SA - SA Twice per Year 184 days 

(Note: Not all Frequencies listed above are applicable to this package.) 

A5 The Notes which allow for separate entry into the ACTIONS of ITS 3.3.11, 
ITS 3.3.12, and ITS 3.3.13, and the Note for ITS 3.3.11 which indicates that ITS 
Table 3.3.11-1 identifies the applicable SRs, have been adopted. These additions have 
been made to provide requirements in a format consistent with NUREG-1430. The 
addition of these Notes maintains allowances consistent with the use and application of 
the requirements of the corresponding portions of CTS Table 3.5.1-1. This change 
represents a change in presentation format only with no addition or deletion of 
requirements.  

A6 Requirements for Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System (EFIC) 
instrument channels for manual actuation presented in CTS Table 3.5.1-1, items 1.a, 
2.a, and 3.a, and Note 1, have been replaced by the requirements of ITS 3.3.12. This 
change maintains the requirement for two OPERABLE channels of instrumentation for 
each of the required parameters. It does however represent a change in format for these 
requirements, although no additional requirements have been added by this change and 
no current requirements have been deleted.  

A7 The term Minimum Degree of Redundancy as presented in CTS, i.e., Table 3.5.1-1 
Column 4, will not be retained in ITS. Omission of this term is not considered to 
result in any changes in requirements since the intent of this column is consistent with 
application of Table 3.5.1-1 Column 3, "Minimum Channels Operable," which is 
retained (although the format is changed per DOC A3). Removal of this term and its 
usage from the CTS does not represent any actual change in requirements, only a 
change in presentation.
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AS CTS 3.5.1.15.a and 3.5.1.16 are revised to specifically identify that the Applicability for 
ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Functions 1.c and 3.a includes MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3 
when steam generator pressure is > 750 psig (per ITS Table Note (a)). These are 
considered to be equivalent since the CTS identifies the "minimum operability 
conditions" as when the main steam pressure exceeds (or is greater than) 750 psig, and 
the steam pressure of 750 psig is normally achieved and exceeded in MODE 3. This is 
a change in format only and is therefore an administrative change.  

A9 The "exceeds" and "greater than" requirements for EFIC instrumentation channel 
Applicability in CTS 3.5.1.15 and 3.5.1.16, have been revised to "e" in the associated 
Applicability identified in ITS Table 3.3.11-1. These are considered to be essentially 
equivalent since the parameter can be greater than the identified limit, but be so close as 
to be imperceptible. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A10 The EFIC instrumentation channels testing requirements of CTS Table 4.1-1, 
items 56.d and 56.e have not been included in ITS. This change is considered 
administrative in nature because this equipment has never been installed in the plant.  
These Surveillance Requirements were included based on an early design of EFIC 
during implementation of NURBG-0737; however, during NRC review, the design was 
revised to omit these functions. This change makes the EFIC requirements consistent 
with the final unit design.  

All CTS Table 3.5.1-1, EFIC Functional Units 1.b, L.c, 1.d, 1.e, 2.b, and 3.b, have been 
replaced by ITS LCO 3.3.11, Table 3.3.11-1, Functions 1.a, 1.b, L.c, 1.d, and 3.a. The 
adoption of ITS LCO 3.3.11 represents a change in format, however it does not change 
the application of the requirements found in CTS as they relate to the EFIC (except as 
discussed in other applicable DOCs). This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A12 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, EFIC Functional Unit 1.f has been replaced by ITS LCO 3.3.13.b.  
The adoption of ITS LCO 3.3.13.b represents a change in format, however it does not 
change the application of the requirements found in CTS as they relate to the EFIC 
logic (except as discussed in other applicable DOCs). This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

A13 CTS 3.5.1.15 identifies three EFIC Functions with the phrase "which are bypassed at 
cold shutdown conditions." Since the Applicability for these Functions does not 
include cold shutdown conditions, this is unnecessary descriptive information which is 
not included in ITS. Omitting this information does not change the applicable 
requirements, nor their application. Therefore, this change is considered 
administrative. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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A14 CTS Table 4.1-1, item 53.d, includes a calibration requirement for the "loss of both 

MFW pumps with power > 10%" Function. The ITS item does not include a 

calibration Surveillance Requirement for the "loss of main feedwater pumps" Function.  

This Function is actually provided as a direct output from the RPS which is binary in 

nature. The RPS Function which provides the signal is calibrated per ITS 3.3.1 

Surveillance Requirements. Therefore, no separate calibration of this "binary" 
indication is required for the EFIC Function and the NUREG requirement to perform 

SR 3.3.11.3 for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Function L.a is not adopted. This change results in 

no changes in the calibration of equipment for the unit and is considered to be a change 

only in the presentation of the requirements. Therefore, this is considered an 
administrative change.  

A15 Not used.  

A16 Not used.  

A17 CTS 4.1.c is omitted since it duplicates requirements provided in the regulations, i.e., 

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, criteria XI, XVI, & XVII. Such duplication is unnecessary 
and results in additional administrative burden to revise the duplicate TS when these 
regulations are revised. Since removal of the duplication results in no actual change in 

the requirements, this is considered an administrative change. Further, changes to the 
requirements are controlled by the NRC. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

MI CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1 provides action requirements in the event any Functional 
unit of the EFIC System is inoperable. CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note I currently requires 
that the unit be placed in hot shutdown (ITS MODE 3) within 12 hours if any of the 
EFIC Functional units are inoperable. ITS 3.3.11 will include Condition A to also 
require the inoperable channel to be placed in trip or bypassed within one hour. Since 
this Required Action is not in CTS, this change is more restrictive than CTS. This 
action is appropriate since the Required Action either bypasses and removes the 
channel from the logic and allows the remaining channels to function as designed, or 
places the channel in trip and reduces the logic such that one additional channel in trip 
will initiate EFIC. Either of these actions will allow EFIC to initiate EFW when 
required, therefore, these conditions are acceptable for short periods of operation to 
allow restoration of the channel without cycling the unit through an unnecessary 
shutdown and subsequent startup. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

In addition, for the EFW Initiation and MSL Isolation Functions (ITS Table 3.3.11-1 
Functions 1 and 3), ITS 3.3.11 will include Condition B for two channels inoperable.  
This Condition will require one inoperable channel to be placed in bypass and the 
second inoperable channel placed in trip within one hour. Since this Required Action is 
not in CTS, this change is more restrictive than CTS. This action is appropriate since 
the Required Action bypasses one channel and removes it from the logic and allows the 
remaining channels to function as designed, with the second channel already in trip such 
that one additional channel in trip will initiate EFIC. These actions will allow EFIC to 
initiate EFW when required, therefore, these conditions are acceptable for short periods 
of operation to allow restoration of the channel without cycling the unit through an 
unnecessary shutdown and subsequent startup. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M2 Specific Applicability is included for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Function 1.b and LCO 3.3.11 
is revised to include associated Required Action D.2. CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1 
currently requires that the unit be placed in hot shutdown (ITS MODE 3) within 
12 hours if the steam generator low level Function of EFIC is inoperable. This would 
imply an Applicability of MODES 1 and 2 since no firther actions are required.  
Therefore, the proposed ITS Applicability of MODES 1, 2, and 3 is more restrictive 
than CTS. Additionally, ITS will include Required Action B.2 to exit the revised 
Applicability by requiring the unit to be in MODE 4 within 12 hours. This is also more 
restrictive. These additional applicable MODES and Required Actions are appropriate 
sinýe EFIC is necessary in MODE 3 to provide additional assurance sufficient cooling 
water is provided to the steam generators in a timely manner. Further, this 
Applicability is necessary to support the OPERABILITY of the actuated EFW 
components. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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M3 An LCO, including the number of required channels, and specific Applicability are 
included for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Functions 2.a and 2.b, "EFW Vector Valve Control," 
with Note (a), and ITS LCO 3.3.11 is revised to include associated Required 
Actions C.1, F.1, and F.2.1. CTS Table 4.1-1, Item 56, currently requires only 
Surveillances for this equipment with no associated LCO, Applicability, or Actions 
identified. These ITS restrictions are appropriate to provide additional assurance that 
the specified EFW vector valve logic will function when required. This more restrictive 
change eliminates a potential source of confusion, and is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M4 The CTS markup shows a specific Applicability is included for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, 
Function 3.a (per Note b), and ITS LCO 3.3.11 is revised to include associated 
Required Actions F.2.1 and F.2.2 with its Note. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 currently requires 
only that the unit be placed in MODE 3 if this Function is inoperable. ITS will further 
require that the steam generator pressure be lowered below 750 psig, or that the main 
steam isolation valves be closed. These ITS restrictions are appropriate to provide 
additional assurance that the specified EFIC initiation logic is not required. This more 
restrictive change eliminates a potential area of unit operation where the system might 
be desired but not available. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M5 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1 currently requires that the unit be placed in hot shutdown, 
i.e., subcritical, within 12 hours if any EFIC Functional unit is inoperable. The ITS 
includes appropriate Required Actions to be subcritical (ITS MODE 3) within 6 hours.  
These are ITS 3.3.11 Required Actions D.1 and F.1, ITS 3.3.12 Required Actions C.1 
and D.1, and ITS 3.3.13 Required Actions B.1 and C.1. This is more restrictive; 
however, it allows sufficient time to reach the required conditions from full power in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M6 Specific Applicability is included for ITS 3.3.12 and CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1, is 
revised to include associated ITS Required Actions C.2, D.2.1, and D.2.2. CTS 
Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1 currently requires that the unit be placed in hot shutdown (ITS 
MODE 3) within 12 hours if the manual initiation Function of EFIC is inoperable. This 
would imply an Applicability of MODES 1 and 2 since no further actions are required.  
Therefore, the proposed ITS Applicability of MODES 1, 2, and 3 is more restrictive 
than CTS. Additionally, ITS will include Required Action C.2 to exit the revised 
Applicability by requiring the unit to be in MODE 4 within 12 hours. This is also more 
restrictive. These additional applicable MODES and Required Actions are appropriate 
since EFIC is necessary in MODE 3 to provide additional assurance sufficient cooling 
water is provided to the steam generators in a timely manner. This change is consistent 
with NUREG-143 0.
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M7 LCO 3.3.13.a with specific Applicability, specific Applicability for LCO 3.3.13.b, along 
with associated Required Actions for each (except Required Action C. 1 which is from 
CTS 3.5.1-1, Note 1), and associated SR 3.3.13.1 for each, are included in ITS. CTS 
requires only the specific initiation channels without identifying specific controls for the 
EFIC main steam line isolation logic. These ITS restrictions, and the associated 
Surveillance Requirement, are appropriate to provide additional assurance that the 
specified EFIC logic trains will function when required. This more restrictive change 
eliminates a potential source of confusion, and is generally consistent with 
NUREG-1430 requirements for these functions.  

M8 ITS LCO 3.3.14, with Applicability, associated Required Actions A. 1 and B.2, and 
associated SR 3.3.14.1 are incorporated. CTS requires only SRs for the specific 
channels of EFW valve commands without identifying specific controls for the EFIC 
EFW vector valve logic. These ITS restrictions are appropriate to provide additional 
assurance that the specified EFIC logic will function when required. This more 
restrictive change eliminates a potential source of confusion, and is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M9 A specific Required Action (F.2.1) is included for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Function 1.c.  
CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1, currently requires only that the unit be placed in MODE 3 
if this Function is inoperable. ITS will further require that the steam generator pressure 
be lowered below 750 psig. This ITS restriction is appropriate to provide additional 
assurance that the specified EFIC initiation logic is not required. This more restrictive 
change eliminates a potential area of unit operation where the system might be desired 
but not available. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

LI NUREG-1430 3.3.12 Required Actions A. I and B. I have been adopted in the ITS.  

This change establishes Condition A with a 72 hour Completion Time during which the 

unit may continue operation, with one or more EFIC Function(s) having one or both 

manual initiation switches inoperable in one actuation train, prior to entering an 

ACTION which results in the unit being required to be placed in MODE 3. This 

change also establishes Condition B with a 1 hour Completion Time during which the 

unit may continue operation, with one or more EFIC Function(s) having one or both 

manual initiation switches inoperable in both actuation trains, prior to entering an 
ACTION which results in the unit entering MODE 3. This change has been made to 
provide an opportunity to repair the inoperable components prior to requiring an 
unnecessary shutdown and subsequent startup of the unit. This allowance is acceptable 
since the manual initiation of EFIC is not credited in the safety analysis, and provides a 
backup ability to initiate EFW only. Additionally, this change is consistent with 
NUREG-143 0.  

L2 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1 currently requires that the unit be placed in hot shutdown, 
i.e., subcritical, within 12 hours if either of the EFIC Functional units for EFW 
initiation on loss of main feedwater pumps (CTS Function 1.d, ITS Function 1.a) or 
reactor coolant pump status (CTS Function 1.e, ITS Function 1.d) are inoperable.  
ITS 3.3.11 includes Required Action E. 1 to require only that THERMAL POWER be 

reduced to < 10% RTP. This removes the unit from the Applicability of the 
requirement for both CTS and ITS. However, since the CTS required that the unit be 
placed in hot shutdown (equivalent to ITS MODE 3) even though the equipment was 
only required above 10% RTP, the ITS is considered less restrictive than CTS. This 
change is consistent with NUREG-1430 general application for Required Actions.  

L3 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 6 currently provides for reduction of the minimum number of 

operable channels to 2 provided that the system is reduced to 1 out of 2 coincidence by 
tripping the remaining channel. NUREG 3.3.11 Required Action B.2 also allows 
continued operation if one of the two inoperable channels is placed in trip within one 
hour. ITS 3.3.11 also includes Required Action B.2. The CTS does not include an 
allowed outage time prior to placing the channel in trip as required, however, the 
NUREG and ITS both provide a Completion Time of 1 hour to accomplish the 
Required Action. This is less restrictive than CTS, but appropriate since some time is 
necessary when the condition is identified (rather than preplanned), and the one hour is 
sufficient to accomplish the Required Action. This change is also consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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LESS RESTRICTIVE - ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REQUIREMENTS 

LAI This information has been moved to the Bases. This information provides details of 

design or process which are not directly pertinent to the actual requirement, i.e., 

Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance Requirement, but rather 

describe an acceptable method of compliance. Since these details are not necessary to 

adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a licensee 

controlled document without a significant impact on safety. Placing these details in 

controlled documents provides adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The 

Bases will be controlled by the Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the proposed 

Technical Specifications. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

CTS Location New Location 

3.5.1.11 Bases 3.3.11, BACKGROUND 
Table 3.5.1-1 Column 1 Bases 3.3.11, BACKGROUND 
Table 3.5.1-1 Column 2 Bases 3.3.11, BACKGROUND 

Table 3.5.1-1 Note 15 Bases 3.3.11, BACKGROUND 
Table 3.5.1-1 Note 19 Bases 3.3.11, BACKGROUND
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to r less than 4 psi for thee•d valve in Othsuctiosn.  

[ t 4BJLina The relief v-rsetting for th sytem 1• I be 

e 1 cord Leasthon O..  

3.5.1.3 The degraded volta monitoring rel•a ettings shall e as 
Ilowass 

(LTe a. The 4.16 KV emerg bus udervoltag relay stpoin1R 
U) be _31 b <3177 

bn The 60 V cy bus ,rvltage relay ,tpoints •al 

be% 3 VA=C <431VA thatimedelay tpintofSI 

3..13 The following Rea rTrip circuitry s 11 be operable as 
cated: 

1. Reactor trip upon I a of Main reedwat shall be 
erable (as deteruin by Specification l.a and item j~E 

xL~T~~ of Table 4.1-1) at 9 satr than 5% react power.  

(3A) Mabe bypassed up t 10 reactor power.) 

Reacto rip upon Tbine Tn shall be operable a 
detemmin by Ipecif cton 4.* and Item 41 of T a 
4.1-1) at etatr thn51 reactor ower. (May be 

assed up 450 reactor power.) 

3. if requireme a of Specifications .1.9.1 or 
3.5.1. cannot b met, restere the co able trip 
within 1 a or b the plant to a ho shutdown 
condition.  

opera only one chann shall be lock into mmainten e 

(LATER) 0~i at Te tainynet hPn. aIf on Monitorin stmuen ion~ 
(3 nsall e o ypeables mn iu mee Crrmeat rangne rI toa0 

Amendment No. ",46j,4&9,4#&,~H4 42a.  
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3 ~1.*13 contra room va'e ation, ra ation mo toring annals 6hf~be tIT (133 ) aj *ple whe r the r ior coo t By&t*a &beV the ijN 
- sutdhu canditioo durfq of ird~tdf~ 

<(LATE A .1.14 Main St e tion terim; tare n all 

3.5.1.15 -Intia, te functions of the EFIC system e ed t 13 

.- a. Ia-team enerator y sure" initiate shal I-be operable e 
VIA (a-) k? mi a resr palg 

NI0J 41 b. "loes of 4 iRC pumps" initiate shall be operable when neutron fLuz lot powrom.  

rI.V_ -C. 'main feedwater p trip.ed' initiate shal1 be operable when 

" 3.3.1.16 The autatc steam erator Lsolat 750 C shall be..•4T1E a.• , I.,opra wlehen steam pressure tt, . 750 pa .  

<Ajj 3.,3, 14 Fl' .2. 1fr 7aJe *3,3. I

Alp1~ T1.e -A- 3.ile 3.3. ~ f 3. L/e1)>1 

<<Ajj 3.,.I 3. pP j9 A 7 2.q le11i-

<NJ Faile 3. P-/ , Fa n ;A it () 

ej .. 1 AF,.14 .241I

Amendment No. &9,44#,.4-6. ;,-., 42b 
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3.1.14 reas ns 3 andor wil be mae t. a nalsftyisrmna 

aperat h at rated power is permitted s long qas the systems have at ast 

the C undanCy requirements of Col 4 (Table 3S.51-11. This is I 

agr At with redundancy and sing failure criteria of luxE 27;91 

do ribed In rMA. Sectionl 7.  

*oe ace four reactor protect nt channels. Normal trip logic s twa-out

of-four. Requited t~rip ogiL for the power range instruments, on channels 

is two-out-of-thzet. ML trip logic an other instrumeft tion channels 

is one-out-of-two.  

The four reactor prate on channels were provided with ey operated bypass 

switches to allow on- me testing or maintenance on o n channel at a 

time during power p atiora. Each channel is provid wth alar= and 

lights to indicate hen that channel is bypassed. eta will be one 

reactor protectio system channel bypass switch ke permitted in the 

control room. an the discovery of inoperable f ctions in any one reactor 

protection cha el, the effect of the failure 0 the reactor protection syst 

and other int rcannected systems is evaluated. The affected reactor protect 

channel may e placed in channel bypass, r nt in operation in a degraded 

condition, r placed in the tripped conditi as determined by operating 

condition and management judgment. ?his ction allows placing the plant ir 

the saf t condition possible considerili the extent of the failure, plant 

condit as, and guidance from plant ma gement. Shou14 the failure in the 

react protection channel prohibit t proper operation of another system.  

the soreprange andtions totdiate rane nuclemarefu instrmend Atmi~n sa 

overolsar yoe dectabihde thi decade ovelapc i ll be achieveati 10hannelstc 

cthe interedae unranp scale.  

Tahe cSemploys ra e iondep 1endn oeaned idntca awnao nya lss sw hich 

suplovde wtri sig n dI s tot o indepeadent identical hudig wn ubsypste.  

order tourctutte soga a feguardssystem twog outla oflu Ltee anal pochannels 

either digi suesystem Thill aectate ovral l baeguacsyseme associ ated 

wthe ithredate itan subsyse.  

oulri.e ilcause obyton digital subsysteisacsy to acuteip Thepin saefad 

systems nd these systems .are capable of t pping even when they are being 

tested, a single failure in a digital z ystem cannot prevent protective

43
Amendment No. 174



.3. 13 

Rmval of a module required for ro~tectv acin from an P3cannalogllcas 

tha anel wilcuet atc aeo trip. unes tht ony on f h o er t 

oun, trip tof ctuae other thafe mu~st sytep tsovausof a moduler rp Thusr that 
sub s e nt redundancy has been built to the system co i 

s t s e te Thea tesin scee Dofu t reqie RPe the e ESA on . andteEC ena scmlete 

being ested indepse ththnely sotlo tthat operation of iiiu hanel may b 

TeKIC~ isp deig atOaJ allo taesting duingPI power opl aton Oneb chane 

I I 
may be pl.Th acdinsylck uant & ance byassbe pritod tetig Ti 

A~~~tl to 
iPy.e~ 

wcniuulbyas onn ncaed coannel ofeLIa initiae logc.undinterocdfatr 

prevl sffents ya ngor than onae channelate ZaS atimeon.adtoich 

V1e istin rcke d with the EaC fo ano the 
'IlesS 

isp in 

mainemtenainceyg only th ectorrespopeaing.iW c cha1 of rIC may ebpassed.  

brior teose n epcng a c n of C nerao o e bypass. any s IU ne 

ctalaill nrle fpd 
ati 

Vef of C.a odle the for tanel crrie ponwen tom th e channel 

conai ng thaed inoprbl uctoay beopked inmantenance bypasspr~• etig unles 

wit c b~sh nown thatnte ofalr Zin nthae oiSchan nterlhanok efectuo reC 

acnlts wion acstin are thaen onch annel act uati o thhn oeliyrode or the 

must pripato actions of sable 3.51- syrems Remevatiof Th modlO ae *utedt 

fat it iecntve tenals ti o the aictuat r dmevie cotemnt lle•os. a thst 

subsystri t lo c wi ll fact ate one osf teelays in t he c ill be iati 

r ontbnothsrlays isreunired~ in ordertactuaetecotolr. The rdnatigtsbytwo lais t ae sufteste ind alythe tomeprnete c acuto of the coypssed.  

Teateor ti p•s onnlo of all a R feLdWater and on trbine a tris wllt 

senstem thestar hiet ofeactloss ofp eratsink. thand actat eaarlierta ofe 

during theste ini taly sover press opation ofolloingaloss channelsdmate 

t tntal.uThetendt ri p ma be bypassed ut o 10 tOalut 

suffVICicierin for brimw testng tduro intower use atIg On channel 
Thybe Turiedrip mnay ne bmaintenance based o testn. is 

eaising rin ! Threshl or Atcipatory Rator rpo ub rp 

will b a .Cuh fie n l o f fun 1. Taylor viae logett dAnitedrlpoc f5ture 

DecanyH at ema them anireturn channel iat i on yeedd whn the 

Reactopc 
atolcte ratiored oc the 

actcIos fom tahe 3.5RP.1- r h lat by ass fro thest 

appr designpt re o he o e flo dievsysem istolaeon.valvesate •= 

Te rins d e t"e 
the t= 

r 

liesoat vleswhen pemisie conditions tens*I diin h 

PoI i s in c ed t•o tlow m Ianu .opraio nh a of the ave S w p is sin 

c aon dt in se de s o nth e eox irs tp 
n. , , - , , . . . .  Fria to t~p ciog achanl, tof Cone-o ain-ena 

/ yas n K/ hne 

containin~ ~ I inprbefucin 
i n athfedae = u n d nt ietrips dsaei e vautdfri ts 

/effcto 0•p onc IOnl . ... Ef 7 chne .... e endingctothe ea I/RPe channoel 

it canse how sthat thef alr in theI O41 S;• chann-_ el ha s no e ffpe ct on p es V 

ac n c insat taenr eto lensure& acuto we eureo h 

arpp srigneactos. o T abl 3 /.5.1.. -1- at lamnedsseLI can beed te sta 

fr•n itse inputteria ls to the.. acut device controles Atet o f the 

trplogi wllp actute on of t~ relays in ntohue cotroll~ers. Aci.  

a bo~ eth reays~ isreure i•nng ore n atae the contr.. ...... Th " twiI os 

• •he n TEIC trip logic i stw toneou oftwo ).t• e n N-&•. T --

trip sinas Thi earl acu Lnwl rvd oe ekR rs t 

durngth iitaloverprssd Iso ation followin a),Z losdsie tof €ee ate rh 

turie Jt rip~VL eve-nt ... •T. ....h4e VDabpssdutoa 
n 10%e ton al w 

I SdsI eelh tripen may 
-- b 

suficen magnfo n 
•qteNVpmp nouea app elyn It.e 

TheTubned Tripmay e b onsd up o r 45 a ed .an _3. i so 

The Automatice tos adislo Isoainue System ..... .is deig...loe h

Amendment He. 4*,*,•,.&4r&,. ,74 43a



Pboweg dad noralt ag' dontorn relaystig ebsd ntusott 

s.parate pVoallervolt sourttes. e t trap devocenare lwlOye stting 

oaged stlue onaline rysemar toltage dropsd devthe, moto tprialstical aillow 

ach of these soaso rf any one of thee mrp devces•als i the .o 
be made and Wremayining trip deviaced long be testedo Four hours ees 

8tplus th e max m f e redaenrg tage p dev aces and, r many cases, naoe 

The Doer Idded Voftage 
Monnioritrng 

relay 
ings tOn ba 

e ns ure t hat 
s 

suffiieotaeProrma tion is Wallal s ong •nelcnte ing volarge portct and.  
The s.t6 sV undervar tae relay etpnfollint g based aden Tl h cwap•. .•irsg 

consiPlstent xithuth rysem vodatie dofs *egelatory Guier1.37, *Znt tations 

fr ightately 78c lf moto ar r t voltag atl t to A esso lant Cn di. Tnse 4D•r 

zvesboltage rmeay stnpioArt is baead lon te-m motor voltage requiremeats 
IPLUS the -1-n= feed~er voltage dr i•l~lowance resulting~ :in a 91set ting.D( of/ 

Vossr raLed volta.on Leg.Level r 

'The OPIreBILITY of the ac nadeqnnitCorine lng _n instrumes thation 

tufficient c forth iityn f atbe an elected plant orpartreters to te aroator and assess these variables dur andfolown an • acdn.; Thscpab Fty is 

onsoitent wfth trhe tionalyn of Reguylatory Guide 1.7, c to lntton 

inenry UgThWes-oed intumnsarloer Pnludedti th AsechPnica Speifiatins atin 

tnhe qustof an Geeitca L r 1-75 and sa orequ•ired • My t•he cLeadente 

Tasik nor Sto:s brngth pantocld shut-rm uemnonditions xheRaco 

Theseboleve montri rvdda*a m entr Kans coeei indiatin leve in the reactor 

Vessel durin tacident codtin L ande not Loperavil ituoete•t iystem 

definedI ase a mnium of thre snaensaeors e uppraleng m regionstruedttion or 

in the dome• region operab~le. W8hen Ie o ooan u= aerunig •a_ except 

thatmayiffse the sensr. outputs37 The fuchionn operabI=ityofthuentto is 

deftined as a aminit of one wian gerann two of thenarroa• h to a 

transiter in the sAddtoe ly c thney oeale if the equipentois cesslandt 

t o ihealt and ine iustrial, t afe cncer n fo e chigh Sracifi onsarea, l 

oxyen conent of thCGeeric Ltte 33 andhe o reduerto bhys loacaioenofthe 

fault (for exaople, probe pran te reacor el). Th oercat•i may 
continue unlti the next eded refuel ing outag an a r tfe 

Amendment No. a d,48oion-.I-a4,pe.r-b&i4-t 4o te 
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The principal fun n of the Control cm solatian-ag Radiation is provide an enclosed entfrom which unt cnbe ape ted following uncontrolled aee of sadicacti 7ity.E Duetothe arrang of the shared contro room envelope, control room is on channel vas a high rad~ial signal from the 0-1 control rZoom antiation in aduct monito and the rCIela t channel re vas a high radiaon signal frm a DM0-2 o 
Xroom ven ation intake du monitor. With ccannl of the ntrol room radia n fonitorirag Syst operable, the aont bea pie d in a conditi t~hat as not require isolation to a (i.e.0 one opable train of is cad in the ama cy recirculation a of operati ). Reactor ope tion continue 4"de y in this stat 

To.-support loss main feedwater yuan, steam e/feedwater Line reak ainalysas, 3 analyses, and 0737 requi tso, the E17C a is designed to a matically ini. a Eli when: 

1. all our RC pumps pad 

2. th main feedwat pumps aretr 

3. the level of er steam gene r is low 

0 either &to generator pres is low 

5. EWLS actuation (hil 1W pressure or I pressure) 

The EFIC sys is also ddesia to isolate the fected steam gen ator on a steam line/ edwater lin b k and supply ElITa the intact gene tor according to the fo oig logic!: 

- both Sala are ova 600 psig, a y ElW to both S a.  
- If one SG is ow 600 puig, sup EiV to the oth SG.  

If both SG are below 600 psi , brut the press difference between a two SG's exceeds 0 psig, supply only to thSG with th higher pressure.  

- If b SGIS are below6G psig and the p sauced:iffe ce isless 100 psig, supply to both Sala./ 

At cold utonconditions E17C initiat and isolate ctions are bypass except low steam enerator level tiate. The eassed functiwj Will automatically t at the values r plant ons identified spa ication 3.5.1.15. "Loss of 4 RC am ntiate "low steam oerator pr sure' initiate teol h by asse = Anully tiated during c~o dn. If reset not done mn y, they wil tomatically roes . Main feedee um trip bypa is automati 1y emved above 101 ower. 7 
PIM73UNCE 

A'SA1R, Section 7.1l

Amendment No. 16(c 43c
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C

AAA 3.3. IZ 

AAA~231

ACT'IOPJU Ato -fe

AC1'eO4Y *AJD*e

SP.- P0o4f

ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS ACTUATION SYSTEM 
(Cont'd)

Functional Unit.

3 2

2 1 2

2

1 2

1. EFW Initlation 

3.3./2 1 a Manual 
/L(O 0 1

<-AM a a..I -AppI.? f-.P

C (

U' 
B.

I

I

<'Add '3. 3. 11
w e i i

Actio4s AlOe

RA A 1 4 13,1

C.21 0.2.1



C,

I 

0

EMERGENCY FEEDWATER INITIATION 
AND CONTROL SYSTEM (Cont'd)

a-' Functional Unit 

T.3.3. It 
- t b. Low Level SG A or B 

"-0 J.0 c. Low Pressure, SG A or B 

I,¢L d. Loss of Both MFW Pumps and PWR 
> 10% 

e. Loss of 4 RC Pumps 

53,,3,1! Leo' f. ESAS Actuation Logic Tripped 

2. SG-A Main Steam Line Isolation 

3,3.1Z LO#'o. a. Manual 

T3,3,I1 1.�cIb. Low SG A Pressure 

3. SG-B Main Steam Line Isolation 

3.3.11 Lea*/6 a. Manual 

TS3, II1, 3.o-. b. Low SG B Pressure

!A ý4 b4 !
(13.3. 13 L~OS k) fk A1P4I. &Ol~d~~ CJ.A t C2.1 c.2., z.ic and sk.3.  

(AAA v.s.a x. I.o% Att4, I% AdI * d.z i3./.1 > 

< AAA Zr -3 -3-

C (7



C C
<Aad 3.3.1// PA- , ;<>?

TABLg 3.5.1-1 (Cont'd)

33.11 "oteft 

RIAs ,DI 4 F. I.

foz'A•-. 
"a ndadegr of zedundany ona 4.. 8 hours lcete e 

S. I t he z-qui c nt s *t Colu a 3 or 4 ca ot be met. i n an onal 4S hlace the Lea Is 

A( Tr EC -11 i n t c o l d sh u c o n d i t i a w i t h i n 2 4 h 9 .0 
e u e o I •'L.AT•"/. 5. 3.q• in t •to 2. provided that: the system Is rdcdt 

6. The minimum nuwbeg of operable channels may be reduced t 2rovBe the at elS ieq ued tol 1 

out of 2 coincidence"bY tZipping the remaining channel It Im t ae bll 

jjL e hl apply-.lsa 1rte otg bv 

A. &b 3. ch n e s t e co l gl od $fit tawal inhibit not rea cto r i s a i s t d p w l b v 

101 ted power, home inhib agae bypam 
ocnsd 

- - vtwa1~f di tal Nubsylt i cnid

LA.e1?-

450*-l

Amendment No. &0#60.9,#174
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1own us normsa gating tguct en d lace the reactor in a shu A 

~A~ci~pI wt I hours If t requirc 6;t of Col n aen KA, ,, ., CO ,o,,,1 1. .c. . .__r t ~ r hot sh utd own I n not 

2. When 2 of 4 power range instrument channels are greater than 101 rated pow o ti 

, /I r e qu i r e- d . n l s g e t r t a 1 0 1 & P S -h o t sh ut d o wn- i n n o t 

""jqS1 3. When 1 of 2 intermediate range instrument channels is greater than 10-10 amp s h 

required. nrl ubg foeal hnesmyb w 

4. rou chanonel testing, calibrdtion, or maintenance. the miniomu ntmber of operable channels may be tWo 

and a degree of redundancy of one for a maximum of four hours, after which Note 1 applies.  

S. If the requirements of Columns 3 or 4 cannot be met within an additional 46 hours, place the reactor 

Q s in the cold shutdown condition within 24 hours.  

C'i 6. The minimum number of operable channels may be reduced to 2 provided that the systemi ced o 

out of 2 coincidence by tipping 
the remaining channel. Otherwisered 

o 

q.Ce shall apply.  

7. These channels initiate control rod withdiawsl inhibits not reactor trips at -18% rated power. Above 

101 rated power. those inhibits are bypassed.  

6. If any one component of a digital subsystem is inoperable, the entire digital subsystem is considered 

Inoperable. Henceo.the associated .safety features are Inoperable and Specification 3.3 applies.  

9. The minimum number of opi*able channele-m&Y'be reduced to one and the minimum degree of redundancy to 

- •ero for -. maxim"m of 24 hours, after which Note I applies.  

10. With the number of operable channels less than required, either restore the inoperable channel to 

-.operableS0ttuas within 30 days, or be in hot shutdown within 12 hours.  

11. With the number of operable channels less than required, isolate the electtoUWtio 
ilief valve within 

4 hours, otherwise note 9 applies.  

45e-

pmendment fo. .,@.60*,6,174



TAMLE 3.5.1-1 ICont'd) 6.M¶f Sh own qM V

3. "".1: co on a within hours eu itcol .not 

ý ,hot fIs nto t 

en 2 of 4 power range instrument channels ase greater than 10 rated powernot 

3$/I' I required.  l3. When 1 of 2 intermediate range instrument channls is greater than 10-10 a"Psl hot shutdown is not 

required.  
4. req ihannel testing. calibrdtion, or maintenancee the minimlil, nnumbe of operable channels may be two 

and a degee of redundancy of one fo# a 0 max4in of four hours, after which Pote I applies.  

a. If the requirements of Colund s 3 or 4 cannot be met within an additional 48 hours, place the reactor 

5. In the cold shutdowf Condition within 24 hours.  

6. The minicolnumber of operable channels 2ay be reduced to 2, provided that the system is reduced to 1 

&L out of 2 coincidence by tripping the remaining channel. otherwise, the actions required by Colum5 

4e! " 
shall 

apply.  

7. These channels initiate control rod withdtawe1 inhibits not reactor trips at -10t rated power. Pbove 

lot rated power, those inhibits are bypassed.  

0. if any one component of a digital subsystem is inoperable, the entire digital subsystem is considered 

inoperable. Hence, the associated safety features are inoperable and specification 3.3 applies.  

9. The minimum numb~er of opekabie chaflW-maYbhe reduced to one and the minimum degree of redundancy to 

zero for a pmaximum of 24 hours. after which Note 1 applies.  

10. With the number of operable channels less than requited, either restore the inoperable channel to 

operable status within 30 days, or be in hot shutdown within 12 hours.  

ll. With the number of operable channels less than required, isolate the electIC0tIc relief valve within 

4 hours, otherwise Note 9 applies.  

45e-3

pAmendment 1o. 60,60.@I,174
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C C ® 
SLAT•)• 12. With ecn-,able c"e le an requ either ('3D) stlatis 7thin 241ho0 or 'sri the bm tlse he Ie wtentaer d na 4 ee3D)- has r k w Ithia 

th l n hours.  

4LAT ~or In a' 
I Io n to a S e n 'd tr zg rea n po i r ts h A h 

<L IFoul.W t e a earn e 
N I h i) 14hi- It a l 2 4 

be 
9 ,TD 

U 
d o en th e 

te x 
'a nd 

,-e <LTER 3L " ~ L A E , ? me r g n c v e t l o ne s y s t emla i n t h e r e i t o n m o d eg o f o p e r a ta r t s 

(3 ,3 ') _ the ins anI aI•-h fhe 
uedo the s tet o ta e stat us. i both - a nne l in ta 

1 9•o n~ - l e. 0• r g n v e t i sh 

""i%3Ri l t ern at amet I of m onitin th e ina ra di tito 1 witino r n 4.  
h s to w w in 72 h us s e a tet nhe e ntery i a d e L. t taet y 

icLAn"r •O Vetia ti on syste Inte Re1icla to r~r a tio of th rewm hi

Amendment no. 4@0,,44•.-",.4,04,44.,196
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SURVm LnCEx REu mnTs (continued) 

4.0.5 (Continued) 

b. Surveillance rvals specified in Section of the ASHE Soiler 
and Pressure Vess Coda and applicable Addendn or the ins ervice AE 

J M Inspaction and test activities required by the Boile~r and 
~LTRPressure Vessel Code applicable Addenda shall be licable as 

allows in these Technica Specifications: 

loiler end Pressure Vasse Requiredfrequencies r 
Code applicable Addenda performing inservice 
termino gy for Inservice Inspaction and testing 
Ins ectic and testin activities activities 

Was YAt east once per 7 days 
Hant AtI atonce per 31days 

Quarterly or ove 3 months At I once per 91 days 
Semiannually or eve 6 months At least ca per 18.4 days 
early or annually At least on per 366 days 

c. Th rovisions of Specif tion 4.0.2 are applicable to he above 
requ ed frequencies for pe oaring inservice inspection dtasting 

d. Performaqne of the above inservic inspection and testing activ es 
shall be In dition to other spedi ed Surveillance Requirements.  

a. Nothing In the Boiler and Pressure easel Code shall be 
construed to supe de the roquiremetna d any Technical 

'-,Spe~cifica~tion.  

4.1 ORAL SAFET niTMS A 

ap es to items directly elated to safety I s and limiting cond ons for 
oration.  

a. The Iimium frequency d type of survil ccZ~ required fo reactor 
hen the reactor J4critical shall b, s stated in TaK 4.1-1.?ey

Amendment No. 161 67a



.~3. U1.  

c. D cia3 dEuqu ge 
ent and a rr tesýtsh he perf as deta in A 

LB " S.r Re pancuirets.n dhers e rquv ants rel basd on tbe 

auvl c) Reuremeted satdcred.I oeo eealRglt OF 

"Surveillance Requires ts are requirements relat to test, libration, or inspection t ensure that the necessary q lity of systems and components is maintain , that facility operation w be within safety limits, and that a limiting conditions of o ation will be met." 

4.0.*1 Establishes t requirement that surveil es must be performed "during the cperati aI modes or other conditi for which the 
requirements of a Limiting Conditions for ration apply unless otherwise stat in an Individual Surveil ce Requirement. The purpos of this spa ication is to ensure that rveiliances are performed t verify th operational status of syst and components and that parame are within specified him x to ensure safe operation the far t when the plant isia a or other specified condit for w the associated Limiting C"Ki~tions for Operation are a icabie.  eiiiance Requirementsd t have to be performed when a facility is In an operational mode forpfich the requirements of the asociatod Limiting Condition for ation do not apply unless o rwise. specified.

Amendment No. 71, 161 67T



3.3.11 
3,3,IL 

3 .1 
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 3.3C: Instrumentation - EFIC 

K. Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed ,Technical Specification changes and has 

determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1OCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

3.3C Li 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change establishes a 72 hour Completion Time during which the unit may continue operation 

with one or more Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System (EFIC) Function(s) having 
one or both manual initiation switches inoperable in one actuation channel prior to requiring a unit 
shutdown. This change also establishes a I hour Completion Time during which the unit may 
continue operation with one or more EFIC Function(s) having one or both manual initiation 
switches inoperable in both actuation channels prior to requiring a unit shutdown. This change 
provides an opportunity to repair the inoperable components prior to requiring a 
shutdown/startup cycle of the unit. This allowance is acceptable since the manual initiation of 
EFIC is not credited in the safety analysis, but provides a backup function only. The addition of 
this allowed condition with a short Completion Time does not result in any hardware changes.  
The allowed condition also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for 
initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not change (and 
therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed) and the proposed Completion Time is short 
(and therefore limits the impact on probability). Also, including this allowed condition provides 
additional opportunity to restore compliance with the requirements and avoid the increased 
potential for a transient during the shutdown process. Further, the allowed condition does not 
significantly increase the consequences of an accident because manual initiation of EFIC is not 
considered in the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation 
functions.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Additionally, the 
proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment considered in 
the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

ANO-1 3.3C NSHCs 1/28/2000Page I of 4



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3C LI (continued) 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The allowed condition has been determined appropriate based on a 
combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the function or 
parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, this new allowed condition does 
not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

ANO-1 3.3C NSHCs Page 2 of 4 1/28/2000



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3C L2 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The change in the Required Action does not result in any hardware changes. The change also 
does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event 
since the function of the equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not change (and therefore any 
initiation scenarios are not changed). The change provides consistency between the Required 
Actions and Applicable conditions for the LCO. The change of Required Actions does not 
significantly increase the consequences Qf an accident because the change does not affect the 
assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions, or change the 
response of the core parameters, from that resulting from the original analysis. Further, the 
subject area pertaining to this change is not credited in the accident analysis.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken, for unit conditions 
during which analysis assumes the equipment to function. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The Required Actions are revised to be consistent with the 
Applicability for the equipment. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in 
the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3C L3 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

This change establishes a 1 hour Completion Time during which the unit may continue operation 
with one or more Emergency Feedwater Water (EFW) Initiation or Main Steam Line Isolation 
Function(s) having two channels inoperable prior to placing one of the inoperable channels in trip.  

This change provides an opportunity to repair the inoperable components prior to requiring a 
shutdown/startup cycle of the unit. This allowance is acceptable since the Emergency Feedwater 
Initiation and Control (EFIC) Functions are not considered as initiators of any previously analyzed

event. Therefore, the allowed condition does not significantly increase the probability of 

occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not 

change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed) and the proposed Completion 

Time is short (and therefore limits the impact on probability). Also, including this allowed 

condition provides additional opportunity to restore compliance with the requirements and avoid 

the increased potential for a transient during the shutdown process. Further, the allowed 

condition does not significantly increase the consequences of an accident because the Required 

Action continues to restore the EFIC Function to provide the same response as previously 
considered.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Additionally, the 
proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment considered in 
the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The allowed condition has been determined appropriate based on a 
combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the function or 
parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, this new allowed condition does 
not involve a significant reduction in the~margin of safety.

ANO-1 3.3C NSHCs 1/28/2000Page 4 of 4



ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.3C: Instrumentation - EFIC 

Note: The ITS Section 3.3C package addresses the following NUREG-1430 RSTS: 
RSTS 3.3.11 EFIC System Instrumentation 
RSTS 3.3.12 EFIC Manual initiation 
RSTS 3.3.13 EFIC Logic 
RSTS 3.3.14 EFIC Vector Logic 

NUREG 3.3.11 - The ANO-1 design of the Emergency Feedwater Initiation and 
Control (EFIC) System does not include a separate Main Feedwater Isolation Function 
which is typically provided to protect against overfilling the steam generators. The 
Main Steam Line Isolation Function, however, includes isolation of both the main 
steam lines and the main feedwater lines for protection against simultaneous blowdown 
of both steam generators. Therefore, all NUREG-1430 references to a separate Main 
Feedwater Isolation Function are omitted from ITS 3.3.11, ITS 3.3.12, and ITS 3.3.13.  
The associated Bases are also revised to omit references to this Function.  

Similarly, the ANO- I design of the EFIC System does not include a separate Vector 
Valve Enable Logic Function. Rather, the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Initiation 
Function includes both the actuation of the EFW System and enabling of the EFIC 
vector (valve control) logic. Therefore, the NUREG-1430 identification of a separate 
Vector Valve Enable Logic is omitted from ITS 3.3.13. The associated Bases are also 
revised to provide appropriate references to this Function.  

Finally, the "EFW Actuation Function" identifier in ITS 3.3.12 and ITS 3.3.13, and 
their associated Bases, is revised to "EFW Initiation" to be consistent with the Function 
identifier in ITS 3.3.11.  

2 NUREG 3.3.11 - Required Actions A.2 and B.3 are not adopted. These Required 
Actions are not consistent with the current licensing basis for ANO-1. ITS 3.3.11 
provides requirements for CTS Table 3.5.1-1, EFIC Functional Units 1.b, 1.c, L.d, 1.e, 
2.b, and 3.b. Each of these Functional Units is identified as having 4 channels (or 
4 channels per steam generator), with only two of these four channels required to 
initiate the function. CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Column 5, requires action only if the number 
of OPERABLE channels falls below the number required for actuation, i.e., two, or 
below the number required to maintain single failure capability, i.e., a degree of 
redundancy. (The latter is maintained as long as one channel is in a tripped condition, 
as required by ITS Required Action B.2.) Therefore, CTS does not require restoration 
within a specific time for either one or two of these channels inoperable. The incentive 
provided by having a channel in trip (which leaves the unit vulnerable to automatic 
actuation and probable unit trip) is sufficient to cause initiation and completion of 
restoration of inoperable channels. This change maintains requirements consistent with 
CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Column 5 and Note 1, which are sufficient.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

3 NUREG 3.3.11 - Response time testing of the EFIC System, i.e., NUREG 
SR 3.3.11.4, is not adopted in ITS. Testing of this type is not required by ANO-1 

CTS. Administrative control of response time testing to-date has been sufficient to 

assure compliance with the design and analysis assumptions. Therefore, response time 

testing is proposed to continue under administrative control. Deletion of NUREG 
SR 3.3.11.4 maintains consistency with the current ANO-1 licensing basis and neither 
removes any current requirement nor adds any additional requirement.  

4 NUREG 3.3.11 - Table 3.3.11-1, Function 2.c, "SG Level-High," is not required by 

CTS and is not adopted in ITS. The design of the ANO-1 EFIC System does not 

include this Function. Therefore, all NUREG-1430 references to this Function are 

omitted from ITS 3.3.11. The associated Bases are also revised to omit references to 
this Function.  

5 NUREG 3.3.11 - CTS 3.5.1.15.c requires that the "main feedwater pumps tripped" 
Function for EFW initiation be OPERABLE when neutron flux exceeds 10% power.  

CTS Table 3.5.1-1, EFIC Functional Unit 1.d farther reflects this "applicability" by the 
function name of "Loss of Both MFW Pumps and PWR > I00/.." This unit specific 
Applicability of the ANO-1 EFIC Function is retained for ITS and is appropriate since 
the MFW pumps are not generally placed in service until approximately 5-10% RTP.  
Further, this Applicability is consistent with the ITS Applicability for the Loss of MFW 
Pumps RPS trip Function, and with the design of the EFIC System which includes an 
automatic bypass of this Function below 10% RTP. The NUREG Table 3.3.11-1, 
Function l.a, identifies a generic Applicability of MODES 1, 2, and 3 with MODES 2 
and 3 modified by Note (a): "When not in shutdown bypass." Retaining the CTS 
Applicability removes the need for NUREG-1430 Table 3.3.11-1 Note (a) and 
associated Required Action D.2.1. Further, since the Applicability is similar to ITS 
EFIC Function 1.d, Condition E is applicable and modified to show it as such. Finally, 
ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Note (b) is revised to be consistent with the ITS 3.7.2 Required 
Actions for MSIVs, i.e., closed. Appropriate revisions are also made to the Bases.  
This change is consistent with CTS.  

6 NUREG 3.3.11 - The Required Actions for NUREG Condition F are revised to 
provide both possible methods for exiting the Applicability of ITS Table 3.3.11-1, 
Function 3.a. The table identifies that Function 3.a is applicable in MODE 3 as 
modified by Notes (a) and (b). Note (a) limits the Applicability to "when SG pressure 
is > 750 psig" and Note (b) provides an exception "when all associated valves are 

closed." The NUREG Condition provided only one Required Action to reduce steam 
generator pressure to < 750 psig within 12 hours. For Function 3.a, an action of 
closing all the associated valves within 12 hours is also acceptable. Neither of these are 
addressed in CTS, since the CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1 actions require only placing the 
unit in a non-critical condition (i.e., ITS MODE 3). Further, the Condition is 
inconsistent with similar Conditions for inoperable equipment in that it does not require 
that the unit be in MODE 3 within 6 hours. This inconsistency is also corrected. This 
portion of the change is consistent with CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 1.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

7 NUREG 3.3.11 - The ALLOWABLE VALUES requirements of NUREG 
Table 3.3.11-1 are not adopted. The CTS for the ANO-1 EFIC System does not 
include these requirements. These safety analysis parameters have been adequately 
controlled in the past by the associated administrative requirements, and are proposed 
to remain so controlled. Therefore, all NUREG-1430 references to these requirements 
are omitted from ITS. The associated Bases are also revised as necessary.  

8 NUREG 3.3.11 - The CTS Table 4.1-1, item 53.e does not include a calibration 
Surveillance Requirement for the "loss of four reactor coolant pumps" Function. No 

setpoint is specified because the status indication used by EFIC is binary in nature.  
Similarly, no calibration of this "binary" indication is required. The binary signal is 
generated from the RPS Function based on reactor coolant pump status, and the RPS 
signal generation is calibrated per the requirements of ITS 3.3.1. Therefore, the 
NUREG requirement to perform SR 3.3.11.3 for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Function 1.d is 
not adopted. The associated Bases are also revised to omit references to this SR for 
this Function. This change is consistent with CTS and plant specific design.  

9 ANO-1 unit specific terminology and design details are included in ITS 3.3.9 and 
ITS 3.3.14 and in the Bases of ITS 3.3.11, 3.3.12, 3.3.13, and 3.3.14. Additionally, 
information which is not specifically pertinent to the Bases discussion for these 
specifications and which may be duplicative of information contained in the SAR has 
been removed. These changes provide unit specific details of system design, maintain 
usage of terminology consistent with design and license basis documentation and 
reduce duplication of discussion which is not specifically pertinent to the specifications.  

10 NUREG 3.3.11 - ITS Table 3.3.11-1, Function 1.a, does not include a requirement to 
conduct a CHANNEL CALIBRATION per SR 3.3.11.3. This Function is actually 
provided as a direct output from the RPS which is binary in nature. The RPS Function 
which provides the signal is calibrated per ITS 3.3.1 Surveillance Requirements.  
Therefore, no separate calibration of this "binary" indication is required for the EFIC 
Function and the ITS requirement to perform SR 3.3.11.3 for ITS Table 3.3.11-1, 
Function L.a is not adopted. This change results in no changes in the calibration of 
equipment for the unit and is considered to be a change only in the presentation of the 
requirements. The associated Bases are also revised to omit references to this SR for 
this Function.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

11 NUREG 3.3.12, 3.3.13, & 3.3.14 - The Applicability and ACTIONS for ITS 3.3.12, 
ITS 3.3.13, and ITS 3.3.14 are revised to reflect Applicability requirements consistent 
with the EFIC Function Applicabilities identified in ITS 3.3.11.  

NUREG 3.3.12 - The EFIC Manual Initiation capabilities required by ITS 3.3.12 are 
provided only as backups to the automatic EFIC Functions required by ITS 3.3.11, and 
are not credited in any safety analysis. Therefore, the Applicability is revised from 
"MODES 1, 2 and 3" to "when associated EFIC Function is required to be 
OPERABLE." This removes an inconsistency in the NUREG that requires the Main 
Steam Line Isolation Manual Initiation Function to be OPERABLE in MODE 3 when 
SG pressure is < 750 psig when NUREG 3.3.11 does not otherwise require the Main 
Steam Line Isolation Function to be OPERABLE. A similar inconsistency exists when 
the unit is in MODE 3 with all associated valves closed. In other words, this LCO 
requires the backup Function to be OPERABLE when even the primary Function is not 
required. No change is required for the EFW Initiation Function since it is required to 
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 by ITS 3.3.11. An inconsistency does not exist 
in CTS because CTS 3.5.1.1 provides an Applicability of "startup and operation" 
(i.e., ITS MODES 1 and 2) for the EFIC manual Functions, while CTS 3.5.1.16 
extends the Applicability for automatic steam generator isolation beyond MODES 1 
and 2. ACTION D is also incorporated to be consistent with placing the unit in a 
condition in which the equipment is not required. Finally, the associated Bases are also 
revised to reflect these changes in the Applicability and ACTIONS.  

NUREG 3.3.13 - The EFIC Logic capabilities required by ITS 3.3.13 are provided only 
to support the associated Functions required by ITS 3.3.11, Functions I and 3.  
Therefore, the Applicability is revised from "MODES 1, 2 and 3" to "when associated 
EFIC Function is required to be OPERABLE." This removes an inconsistency in the 
NUREG that requires the Main Steam Line Isolation Logic Function to be 
OPERABLE in MODE 3 when SG pressure is < 750 psig when NUREG 3.3.11 does 
not otherwise require the Main Steam Line Isolation Function to be OPERABLE. A 
similar inconsistency exists when the unit is in MODE 3 with all associated valves 
closed. In other words, the NUREG requires the Logic Function to be OPERABLE 
when even the Instrumentation which feeds the Logic Function is not required. No 
change is required for the EFW Initiation Logic Function since it is required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 by ITS 3.3.11. An inconsistency does not exist in 
CTS because CTS 3.5.1.1 provides an Applicability of "startup and operation" (i.e., 
ITS MODES 1 and 2) for the EFIC Logic Functions, while CTS 3.5.1.16 extends the 
Applicability for automatic steam generator isolation beyond MODES 1 and 2.  
ACTION C is also incorporated to be consistent with placing the unit in a condition in 
which the equipment is not required. Finally, the associated Bases are also revised to 
reflect these changes in the Applicability and ACTIONS.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

NUREG 3.3.14 - The EFIC Vector Logic capabilities required by ITS 3.3.14 are 

provided only to support NUREG Table 3.3.11-1, Functions 2.a and 2.b. Therefore, 

the Applicability is revised from "MODES 1, 2 and 3" to "MODES 1 and 2, MODE 3 

when SG pressure is > 750 psig" which is equivalent to the Applicability requirements 

for EFW Vector Valve Control in NUREG 3.3.11. This removes an inconsistency in 

the NUREG that requires the EFIC Vector Logic Function to be OPERABLE in 

"MODE 3 when SG pressure is < 750 psig" when NUREG 3.3.11 does not otherwise 

require the EFW Vector Valve Control (which the EFIC Vector Logic supports) to be 

OPERABLE. An inconsistency does not exist in CTS because CTS does not directly 

require EFIC Vector Logic. Required Action B.2 is also revised to be consistent with 

placing the unit in a condition in which the equipment is not required. Finally, the 

associated Bases are also revised to reflect these changes in the Applicability and 

ACTIONS.  

12 NUREG 3.3.12 Bases - The LCO Bases discussion is revised to omit "whenever the 

SGs are being relied on to remove heat" since this language is not consistent with the 

Applicability of the Specification. Such language would imply that the EFIC Manual 

Initiation Function should be OPERABLE during a portion of MODE 4 as well as 

MODES 1, 2, and 3. The Applicability of ITS 3.3.12 does not require OPERABILITY 

in MODE 4, and the misleading language is not necessary in the LCO discussion.  
Therefore, it is removed.  

13 NUREG Bases - The Criterion statement at the conclusion of the Applicable Safety 

Analysis section was modified to refer to 10 CFR 50.36 instead of the NRC Policy 

Statement. This is an editorial change associated with the implementation of the 

10 CER 50.36 rule changes after NUREG-1430, Revision 1 was issued.  

NUREG 3.3.12 Bases - The Applicable Safety Analyses Bases discussion is revised to 

identify 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion 4 as the applicable criterion rather than Criterion 3.  

The discussion in the first paragraph of the Applicable Safety Analyses Bases identifies 

that the EFIC Manual Initiation Function as in the design but not credited in the safety 

analyses. Since the Function is not part of the primary success path but is included in 

Technical Specifications only because it is a backup system considered to be 

"significant to public health and safety." This basis more closely aligns with 
Criterion 4.  

NUREG 3.3.11 Bases - the 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion satisfied was modified to preserve 

consistency with the ANO-1 license basis. Specifically, ANO-1 safety analyses upon 

which ITS LCOs 3.3.11, 3.3.13, and 3.314 are based were performed with the reactor 

critical. Thus, the Criterion statement was revised to specify that the LCO satisfies 

Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 when in MODES I and 2. When in MODE 3, the LCO 

satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36. This change is consistent with current license 
basis and 10 CFR 50.36.

ANO-1 3.3C DODs 1/28/2000Page 5 of 6



ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

14 NUREG 3.3.12 LCO, Actions and Bases were revised to refer to the Manual Trip as 
being a train function rather than a channel function. This terminology better describes 
the actual location that the manual trip function is located within the EFIC system.  

In addition, the manual trip function may be satisfied by the manual trips actuated from 
the remote switch matrix on the control room console or by the manual trip 
pushbuttons located on the trip modules in the EFIC cabinets, which are also located in 
the control room. Either trip location may satisfy the manual trip function. Therefore, 
"required" has been added to Condition A and Condition B to allow crediting either 
location.  

This change is consistent with. the ANO-1 SAR system description and represents a 
plant specific terminology preference. This is consistent with current license basis.  

15 NUREG 3.3.13 LCO, Actions and Bases were revised to refer to the EFIC Logic 
Function as being a train function rather than a channel function. This terminology 
better describes the actual location that the logic function is located within the EFIC 
system. This change is consistent with the ANO-1 SAR system description and 
represents a plant specific terminology preference. This is consistent with current 
license basis.  

16 The Bases have been revised to reflect the unit specific methodology associated with 
the determination of instrument uncertainty. In addition, the Bases have been revised 
to correct the terminology used to describe uncertainties with terminology used at 
ANO. These changes are considered to be administrative in nature.

ANO-1 3.3C DODs Page 6 of 6 1/28/2000



EFIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.11 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.11 Emrgency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System 
Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.11 The EFIC System instrumentation channels for each Function 
in Table 3.3.11-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.11-1.

e•. eTa 'r-1 

Ls4L ¶ih LiQ

IJA
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIE

A. One or more Emergency 
Feedwater (EFN) 
Initiatiorq in Steam 

; I Table 3.3.11-1 with 
one channel 
inoperable.

4

B. One or more EFW 
lnitiatiow•4ainlSt I 

00AW~nct~lorrs Ggi• f~ntUflTI~h 

1-sted in 
Table 3.3.11-1 with 
two channels 
inoperable.

A.1 Place channel(s) in 
bypass or trip.

~A/ P/acchannel(s) in,

1 hour

mm 1 L.

Sh-0 
_ i

B.I 'Place one channel in 
bypass.

B.2 Place second channel 
in trip.

I hour

-0 
1 hour 

(continued)
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ACTIONS

IAJ

/0 A 
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EFIC System Instrumentation 3.3.11

-C4S .3-2

CT5

1k". 3.5�II 
jJ�4'e J.

(continued)
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EFIC System Instrumentation 3.3.11

Ar;lum iUcontinueo_ 
CONDITION RE UIR ACTION COMPLETION TIE 

F. Required Action and 4 Reduce(3 1ý ) 12 hours 
associated Comple ion F-. 1  &team generator 
Time not met foroj pressure to 
Functions 1., 2sig.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMJENTS V&Aves.  
S. . . . OTE . ...

Refer to Table 3.3.11-1 to detemine which SRs shall be performea for each 
EFIC Function.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.11.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.11.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.11.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 118fmonths 

SR3. 1.4 yeni EFIC RESPO E is moni im 11 ths 

TETBASI

3.3-29 ReviUt U77

675

1i1IC 3 s.Id 

AM 

AJA

Il w~

3.3-29
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EFIC System Instrumentation 
3.3.11

Tabe 3.3.11-1 (PWg I1Of 1) 
Emrgay feedater initiation mid Cmntrol SvstminstnmentUaltiof

6-1

Qýýt %en G pessm1 75 Psg- klýý35.Laf-/,s.  
&=opt W m at I ans3opSiatdvlvsaects4 

n~en t VILF63I Dl7CVS3 IrsIociatd SFCVsla CO u wcm d u[ deacti 40 a r Is? by aj 
n(rd ) " m

4VG6-5& 33-3.3-30



EFIC Manual Initiation 3.3.12 CT5

3.3 INSTIRUMENTATION 

3.3.12 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Manual Initiation 

LCO 3.3.12 Two manual initiation switches per actuation for 
each of the following EFIC Functions shall be OPEALE: 

____ ,___ e-eIL

a. Isoll

r 4.V 5A Main Steam Line Isolation; 

4'V SG B Main Steam Line Isolation; and �Ie�
Emergency Feedwater EF]iC

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COIPLETION TIME

A. One or more EFIC 
SjjFunct n(s) with one 
(,.PNUJd or both manual 
EV- ýGinitiation switches 

inoperable n mone 
actuation an.  

B. one or more EPIC ~flunction(s) with one re Wor hmanual 

Initiation switches 
inoperable in_ 2• 
actuation nai s 

_____________________re __ i

A.1 Place actuation i for the 
ausoc ated EFIC 
Function(s) in trip.

vf i

B.1 Restore one actuation 
40for the 
'i-•oi ated EFIC 

I Function(s) to 
OPERABLE status.

72 hours

1 hour

A)h

1JiA

VG
(continued

-Biee6-ST 33-

(continued)
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EFIC Kanual Initiation 
3.3.12

aJrifnJ• IPnnI4flhItnd~

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTIONt COMPLETION TIME 

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Cop].in 

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

L-A)5sik R3.3-32iAT

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.12.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

[] 1 I n Ill

-SweO-M~333

r
IAJ S®.'•{d

3.3-32 -- ftv t, e4teffff -



<INSERT 3.342A>

D. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met for Main 
Steam Une Isolation 
Function.

r I T

D.1 Be In MODE 3.  

AND 

D.2.1 Reduce steam 
generator pressure to 
< 760 psig.  

D.2.2 Close all associated 
valves.

ANO-1 1"SS

6 hours 

12 hours 

12 hours

T3.5.1-1 
EFIC #1.f 
Note I 

NA 

NA

INSERT U28/2000



EFIC Logic 3.3.13

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.13 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Logic 

LCO 3.3.13 A and B of each Logic Function shown below shall be 
OPERABLE: 

SMain 
Steam Line Isolation;( All 

SEmergency 
Feedwater .

rs.%'I-I dFt./.; 

APPLICABILITY: ,an 

ACTIONS

N ASenarate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more AA.I Restore affected 72 hours 
Functions Anoerable to OPERABLE 
with alEWR W 1status.  

Functions OPERABLE or one or more( co #1,L 
Functions noperable 
with all 
Functions OPERABLE.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in KOME 3. 6 hours 

associated Completion 

( AW B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

SI

LK XJSEP-7

itev t, 04t"/5_zv-M~ S333

r
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<INSERT 3.3-33A2.

I T I

C. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met for Main 
Steam Une Isolation 
Function.

C.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND 

C.2.1 Reduce steam 
generator pressure to 
< 750 psig.

OR 

C•.2. Close all associated 
valves.

I I

6 hours 

12 hours 

12 hours

ANO-1 ITS

T3.5.1-1 
EFIC #1.f 
Note 1 

NA 

NA

INSERT 1/28t2000



EFIC Logic 3.3.13

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.13.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days

3.3-34 n: 1. Q4C79

* rq.I-I 
4AJ/1
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EFIC@EýVector @51ýiogic 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.14 Dmergency Feedwater Initiation and Cntrol (EFIC)B 
(Eacl yr lector ý Logic 

LCO 3.3.14 Four channels of thevector(l )logic shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: NOE )an 
FLU I+" . , __,___________________• ro e

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One vector logic A.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 

channel inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met.

1.1 

1.2

Be in MODE 3.  

+ e,•- - .*'''

6 hours 

12 hours

.. W.. G--3

N Afee

K
SURVEILLANCE REQUItREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.14.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days

-U 1 4l;V-le3.3-35
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EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

B 3.3 IKSTRUMEKTATI-N 

9 3.3.11 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The EFIC System instrumentation is designed to -ov 
•meOP.NY re s eans the€praoeirs tha s ar seede for 

genrate te for core des ineat remn Toenisured tvariab 

sechifidary system ent a he on/heEFIC Syc tiokesq 
a.Pn to initiatoemerency ;eed ter (EFW) n.;the 

sint ie source1 ooeeo lnd t t sothe 

senctondary systemowens conitonshidi~cfalte)that the noma 

r e 

sorturce of fe to continea 

remoal.Te-w inictiosedfrs this are theedls ofo 

bth MFe pupsorand a lo lheve intesta enrtr S 

iahon thee un ction f re d esried et 

Al o EFi istrnit iat e w en actont i s be i and t aken t o at e 

thene¶ rote the folduring condiios ofhunmonitrole arled 

depesuriztiona . Thsi onet byh initiathing t hen 

rea h reac hes t he l ow Io dr oss reqst rin g 

EFWisa. ated en the piary sytem o 

.experiencsatot ale loso onrcedc.cultin. hi 

i nt i at i on t he0 lo o f a l l s r ac to r co o l atr pu m p s t o Ct h e 

so tn 
t nue d) 

coreovln Tho beo fnts osu ed tor th n e thr ough am 

bot F p p s In a1 rl vl n th s ea m e e a o a ) 

Alo, e r is availabl venat o s engt ent iol e 

0hei o• ro ( theSG durin odtin af ucontrolled empesr 

de rsuIttoshht sd n by fii g t enisn t me +t heiatin EF tih 

ste•erat ure of e achess teglo W rsue seFC untiot nsLT • 

T. EF- - ar s u p r eindith e iar m t e r s h e t ha t p iare n e e d ed f o r 

TexpeF isr umentes at ions o ntis devioce sad circuiat ryn th at 

genetrateo ,o the f lowi signfals whenac ntor e varalen p m s(R s) 

a. EFW(Initiation

Rev 1, 04/07/95IVOG STS 
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<INSERT B 3.3-91'A> 

protect against the consequences of a simultaneous blowdown of both steam generators.  

Steam generator (SG) Isolation is actuated to protect the core during an overcooling 

condition upon a main steam or feedwater line rupture. The Emergency Feedwater (EFW) 

System is actuated to protect the core during an overheating condition upon a loss of main 

feedwater or a loss of primary side forced circulation (loss of all four reactor coolant 

pumps). In addition, EFIC controls the EFW flow rate to the SG(s) to control SG level and 

minimize overcoofing. EFIC also selects the appropriate SG(s) under conditions of steam 

line break or main feedwater or emergency feedwater line break downstream of the last 

check valve, and provides for isolation of the main steam and main feedwater lines of a 

depressurized steam generator.

ANO-1 ITS 1U2912000INSERT



EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

RASES 

UCKGRWHD ensures the EFW is available to raise SG levels to promote 

(continued) natural circulation coolin •. naIIY, thiS ens res• /'-•hat~ ~ ~ u •i sae ai ner the. rst-case, smasll.Eak oss • /

a ocolant acc t (LOCA) cc€to~xltns when se:-"(•ysyte 

eTe S also iso mzain steam and MFW to an SG 

i•,,t, re control is lost and the

liei-removal rate cannot be controlled. The main steam and 

NFW are isolated to an SG when the steam ressure reaches a 

low setpoint*_f-l- the normal 
operating pain a the secon ary system. /Ow

.lennor e conurviim.. IU 

of u tI O %a epressrZe, t reby avoiding an 

uncontrolled cooling condition as long as the other SG 
remCns p r ized. en both of the SGs are 
epressurized,.t e ' l•og vides -Ee flow to both s 

until a significant pressure difference between the two SGs 

is developed, thereby ensuring that core cooling is 
maintained.

- .�a& ...a £i1m��hio Vaiu�e any �etuu1uL� .,�u

The trip setpoints are the 4 -valu t whtch the 

bistables are set. Any bistable is considered to be 

properly adjusted when the gas left" value is within the 

band for CHNE AIRTO cua

The trip setpoints used in tte bistables are raeU analytical limits stated in'VSAR, • 
The selection of these triopsetpoints is such tha a aqua I 

protection is provided when• sensor and processing time 

delays are taken into accoun-t. The Allowable ValuesA

eC~

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-920) 

The EFIC System Initiates EFW when an Engineered Safeguards Actuation System 

(ESAS) signal Is Initiated on low RCS pressure or high reactor building pressure (ESAS 

Channels 3 and 4) In order to support heat removal following Emergency Core Cooling 

System (ECCS) actuation. This Is a digital signal provided by the ESAS Automatic 

Actuation Logic. Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation 

System (ESAS) Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.7, mEngineered Safeguards Actuation 

System (ESAS) Automatic Actuation Logic," for additional discussion.  

The EFIC System also Initiates EFW on loss of main feedwater flow as part of the Diverse 

Reactor Overpressure Protection System (DROPS) which Is the system provided for ANO

I to comply with requirements to reduce risk from an anticipated transient without scram 

(ATWS). The DROPS consists of the Diverse Scram System (DSS) and the ATWS 

Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC). EFW Initiation for ATIWS prevention and 

mitigation Is not required by this Specification.

INSERT 1/282000ANO-I ITS



... Ov"• j 4AI6TIenWDP -

Setpw corjance with the Allowable Valuerensure that 

the consequences of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) are 

acceptable, providing the unit is operated from within the 

LCOs at the 0  L O-the OBA, and that the equipment 

functions a~

Each channel can be tesi ~setpoint• 
qv -requirement 

Once a desi ate channi 
testing, a simulated sil

Echanfels are FsSUemu % .V- - ,'Fid - f A ' ~escr; etS ,(!T39Si ((Ref. I s, ti~ EFIC EFW e 

jn ojnIlogic operation.  

Each EFIC train actuates on a one-out-of-twO taken twice 

combination of trip signals from the instrumentation 

channels. Each EFIC channel can issue an initiate command, 

but an EFIC actuation will take place only if at least two 

(continued) 

-q 
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BAKRUDA.a+cAL (continued) 

c channels issue initiate commands. The one-out-of-two taken 

twice logic combinations are transposed between trains so 

17or- A-& EF • •that failure of two channels prevents actuation of, at most, 

I • cd.-. on a _tP one train.  

(. Kore detal ed descri tions of the EPIC instrumentation 
are 

Mace.Lr 'SncCa" Li oA provided 

Isrctln 4 Lnerions., 1.tit s4-..  

FPigurwe 2, esA Chapter (Ref. 9 illustrates 
1 t'-! channel of the EFPIC EPlF nltiaitlon p• .The 

4--i-ividual instrumentation channels that serve EFIC 

EFN Initiation Function are discussed next.

eJiL

a. Loss of MIFW Pumos (Control Oil Pressure)

Loss of both HFM Pumps is one of the' 
parameters within the EFIC Sy-sem.-M 
automatically initiates EFa.JLoss o0

Loss of both MFW Pumps was chosen as an EFW 
automatic initiating parameter because it is a 

direct and immediate Indicator of loss of tFW.  

b. SG Level--Low 

Four EF C ed low range level transmitters 

per SG are used to generate the 

signals used for detection for low level

(continued)

8 3.3-94MW STS
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<INSERT B 3.3-94A>

The MFW Pump status instrumentation, and associated bypasses, are Internal to the 

Reactor Protection System (RPS). For RPS, loss of MFW Pumps is detected by MFW 

Pump turbine control oil pressure. Each RPS channel receives MFW Pump status 

information from one of four pressure switches per pump. If both switches in a single 

channel trip (one from each pump), the associated RPS channel trips. Each RPS channel 

provides a contact Input Into its associated EFIC channel representative of both MFW 

Pumps tripped. At least two EFIC channels In trip are required for EFW Initiation. This 

Function Is automatically bypassed when THERMAL POWER is < 10% RTP and the 

bypass is automatically removed when THERMAL POWER Is > 10% RTP. The bypass 

functions occur Internal to the RPS, I.e., prior to Input to the EFIC System. This parameter 

value (i.e., 10% RTP) Is a nominal value consistent with the requirements of LCO 3.3.1, 

*RPS Instrumentation'.  

-I
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BASES

" I \ Four transmitters per SG'provide the EFIC System owith channels A through D of SG Pressure-Loy_ 

SE2 These are the same transmitters used by the QM 
S• ' i ran Steam Line Isolation Functior. When 

1 Sv.JERs iv3.3ts -E-Re drops below the bistable 4 .  
*of psig on a given channel, an EFil Initiation 
signal is sent to the automatic actuation logic.  

""- The low ressure Function may be manually .. ) 
- e exceed)750 psig, the 

EFCchannel byas is utomatically removed.  

The low pressure operational bypass allows for 

normal cooldown without EFIC actuation. f-1 

SG Pressure-Low is a primatr Indicat on d 
C actuation sional fir st J ' e r a _kkk• .or 

j-eefeeddwaler line breakgD(• ) For sma • realo, 
S--vhl l•,,• ot depressuri ze t e=• or tal j long 

eq . The operator has time to diagnose the 
problem and take the appropriate actions.

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-95A> 

At least two channels are required to Initiate EFW and main steam line isolation. The 
Allowable Value of a 584.2 psig Includes consideration for instrumentation error and an 
allowance for margin. Allowances for instrument drift and additional margin are included in 
the trip setpoint.  

<INSERT B 3.3-95B> 

The parameter value (i.e., 750 psig) Is a nomina! value.

ANO-1 ITS 11=82000INSERT
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BASES 

BACKGROUND d. RCP Status 
(continued) A loss of power to all four RCPs is an indication 

of a pending loss of forced flow in the Reactor 
Coolant System. These o3 ,signals are input .Ic'm 
into the four channels a 

When at least two channels issue initiat 
commands based on loss of all RCPs, the FIC 
System will 1uto 1tical actuate _.and Sahp r eveac•Lx mately q 

312 "ts in the SG. This h get rovides a Iff 
thermal center in the SG at a her elevaton ...  
than that of the reactor to a ra 
circulation of the reactor coo t.  

St 
To allow heatup and cooldown operations without 
actuation, a bypass permissive of 10% RTP is 
used. The 10% bypass permissive was chosen 
because it was an available, qualified Class IE 
signal at the time the EFIC System was designed.  
When the first RCP is started, the "loss of four 
RCPs" initiation signal may be manually reset.  

If the bypass is not manually reset, it will be 
automatically reset when the unit reaches 10% 

power. During cooldown, the bypass may be 
(Einserted-at any time the power has been reduced 

below ME However, for most operating [CAI 
conditions, -9 PRo • this trip 
function rema active until after the Decay Heat 
Removal System-has been initiated and the system 
is ready for the last RCP to be tripped. This 
trip function must be bypassed prior to stopping 
the last RCP.  

•,• •,••(• 2. Ior.V nt •) 

Fiur , SAR Chate (Ref.'p, illustrates J 
w5 the EFIC E Vector Valve Control 

P TE e function of the EFW vector logic is to 

determine whether EFW should not be fed to one or the 
other S . This is to preclude the continued addition 
Sa depressurized SG;ad , to minimize 

Tthe overcooling effectsnini ed 

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-96A> 

This parameter value (i.e., 10% RTP) Is a nominal value consistent with the requirements 

of LCO 3.3.1, URPS Instrumentation." 

<INSERT B 3.3-96B> 

e. ESAS 

The EFIC System Initiates EFW when an ESAS signal Is Initiated on 
low RCS pressure or high reactor building pressure (ESAS 
Channels 3 and 4) in order to support heat removal following ECCS 
actuation. This Is a digital signal provided by the ESAS Automatic 
Actuation Logic. Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered 
Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation," and LCO 
3.3.7, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Automatic 
Actuation Logic," for additional discussion.  

f. DROPS 

The EFIC System also Initiates EFW on loss of main feedwater flow 
as part of the.DROPS which Is the system provided for ANO-1 to 
comply with requirements to reduce risk from an ATWS. The 
DROPS consists of the Diverse Scram System (DSS) and the ATWS 
Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC). EFW Initiation for 
ATWS prevention and mitigation Is not required by this Specification.  

<INSERT B 3.3-96C> 

Inputs to the EFIC Vector Logic (See Bases for LCO 3.3.14, "EFIC Vector Logico).  

<INSERT B 3.3-96D> 

once enabled by the EFW Initiation Function.

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/000INSERT
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BASES

2. EF1 Vector Valve Control (continued) 

Each set of vector logic receives SG pressure 
information from bistables located in the input logic 

of the same EFIC channel. The pressure information 
received is: 

a. SG A pressure less than 

b. SG B pressure less thanv psig; 

c. SG A pressure W psid greater than SG B 
pressure; and 

d. SG 8 pressure psid greater than SG A 
pressure.  

IEach yctor logiy also repoves a Vcor/cont 9,

he tor logj'c develofs signals/to open /r to cgl~ej 
IS ad 6 VW valves61-

The vector logic outputs are in a neutral state until 
enabled by the 0 .  

I A or B trip lai cs. When enabled, the vector 
lomgic can issue close commands to the EFW 

control valvs- --ng EFW isolation valves per the 
selected channel assignments.,.  

Each vector logic may isolate EFW to one SG or the 
other, never both.

V®

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-97A> 

The Allowable Value of k 584.2 psig Includes consideration for Instrumentation error and 

an allowance for margin. Allowances for Instrument drift and additional margin are 

Included in the trip setpoint. The 100 psid value Is considered to be a nominal value.

ANO-1 ITS 1/29/2000INSERT
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BASES

BACKROUND 2. FFW Vector Valve Control (continued)

The valve open or close commands are deti 
relative values of SG pressures a!M ol

</ JNS(�1 -Prv�' -

D4(
One of the four initiation channels can be put into 
•maintenance bypass." Bypassing one initiation channel 

isolates that channel's signal to the functions fed from 

initiation channel but does not bypass the trip logic within 

the actuaatojj:iYvj . An interlock feature prevents 

bypassing mre"than one channel at a time. ddition 

since the EFIC System receives-i als from the 

maintenance bypass from thoe 5 lR)RPS i$ Ante locked with 

the EFIC System. If of the RPS is in 

maintenance bypass, only the corresponding c nnel of the 

EFIC may be bypassed (e.g., channel A, R)1FPS, and 

channel A, EFIC). This ensures that only the corresponding 

channels of the EFIC andd•:19RPS are placed in 
maintenance bypass at the same time.

k@
bypassed. & 

The operational bypass provisions were discussed as part of 

the individual Functions described earlier.

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11

BASES

Byass (continued)

APPLICABLE 1. LEF) liutiation a tol '"V IZ 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

p• •• •lthhoughh loss off bboth I(•houW pumps is a direct and immediate indicitor of loss of KFW/. other scenarios 

yuch as Val e closures could potentially cause loss of mmt W e;r$ MIMI.er wa Ter leoss of KFW •h~o•• 

_ C cnervatively the acua on of W on ow SG 
e If the loss of feedwater is due to loss of KFV 

-pumpst EFW riII be actuated I earller than 
L JOU11 CA -S& , which will increase the SG heiV-1 

' -- _ transfer capability and will lessen the severity of 
the transient.

______ basis for initiation of the 

L, SG Level-Low is the("• 
Ito automatically initiate EFWC:V 
the least SG inventory avaIlab-e

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation 6 3.3.11

BASES

FW iniitiation (continued)

S3/O /2. -FW Vector.Valve Cntrol

30 . Main Steam lineEE M solation H 

.alltct lyor N~i and Na St.a Line Is ation. The _ 

) an sis took cred for turbine s P valve closur 9 /•r€-- • • feedwater va• e solation on, actor trip and 

1- C& considered th solation funct ns occurring on G S" • I ~pressure < 60 1st bs b kup.I These tsolatip 
-- i ns,' e urenly;c ded by the sf ygrde \ 

EFIC Sy m. Use of the IC System in t original 
afet analysis would ye been consist with the 

lic sing position a owing mitigativ unctions be 

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-400A>

The SAR SBLOCA analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.5 (Ref. 3), assume initiation of EFW 
based on concurrent loss of offsite power and the resultant loss of four RCPs. Initiation of 
EFW would also occur when an ESAS signal is generated on low RCS pressure or high 
reactor building pressure (ESAS Channels 3 or 4) in order to support heat removal 
following ECCS actuation, however these are considered backup initiation responses.  

<INSERT B 3.3-100B> 

The SAR SLB analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.1 (Ref. 3), consider isolation of the affected 
SG as a function automatically performed by the EFIC System. The EFIC Vector Logic 
utilizes the EFW Vector Valve Control Functions (i.e., SG Pressure -Low and SG 
Differential Pressure - High) to determine which steam generator Is associated with the 
rupture and provide appropriate Isolation.  

.<INSERT B 3.3-1DOC> 

.- The SAR SLB analyses, SAR Section 14.2.2.1 (Ref. 3), assume actuation of the Main 
Steam Une Isolation on SG Pressure -Low, initiating closure of the main steam isolation 
valves and the main feedwater Isolation valves. The steam generator In the steam loop 
associated with the rupture blows dry after feedwater Isolation. EFW flow is available to 
the unaffected steam generator to preserve the availability of an RCS heat sink.

ANO-1 ITS IWWO00INSERT



EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

BASES

APPLICABLE St Ls j (continued 

SAFETY ANALYSESpefreby ft d sm iaien Sanalysis. 
oFr these re ons, the SL accidentA 

In analysis emains cons vative with e assume 

tntegr ed control stem actiO 

e EFIC System s s e
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EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

BASES 

LCOD The Bases for the LCO requirements of each specific EFIC 

(continued) Function are discussed next.  

Less of M Pumas 

Four1 ;hannels all be OPE E with MFM 
Aur A and B ontrol oil 1 pressure ation 

s s onti- f .]5531psig. T 5 5psi%. s eo• t is a 
aif of the ormil operat control o pressure. e 

SSpsig point Allow e Value was rbitrarily osen as a <2 good i ication of L of HNF P . Analysi nly assumes 

Los f MFW P s a specifi value of H pump control 
o presure is at used in analysis. he Loss of 

amps Functi includes a pass enable nd removal f tion 

from the RPS. The b ass removal nction is bard on 

maintain nq consisten with RPS L and design a system. .  

Four EFIC dedicited lo range level transmitters er SG 
sha be OPERABLE withPSG Level-Low actuation of 

(I0e/ ' inches, to generate the signals used for -etection for 

Slow-Tevel conditions for EN Inltiatt n.& There is one 

rscept 3 2B transtter for each of the tour channels A, B, C, and D.  

C1~~~ 1 4t Arnal 2w 1-ea ,e" er EFil is actuated to control 
level inches when one or more RCPs 

are in a eration. n, the determination of the low level 

,roA se poin i s desired to place the setpoint as low as 

possible, considering instrument errors, to give the maximum 
rgtn between the integrated control systemob 

,. _ setpoint and the EFti Initiation setpoint. This 

w 1l minimize spurious or unwanted initiation of EFV.  

Credit is only taken for low level actuation for those 

transients which do not involve a degraded environment.  
Therefore, normal environment errors only are used for 

Four EFIC channels per SG shall be RABLE with SG low 
pressure actuation s a of Z - ipsig. The setpoint 
is chosen to avoid actuation under nsient conditions not 
requiring secondary system isolation, preferring to maintain 

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-102A> 

Four EFIC channels for Loss of MFW Pumps shall be OPERABLE. This ensures that upon 
the loss of both MFW pumps, EFW will be automatically initiated. This Function is provided 
as a direct digital input from the RPS and Includes a bypass enable and removal function.  

<INSERT B 3.3-102B> 

This parameter is referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet and Includes consideration 
for Instrumentation error and an allowance for margin. Allowances for instrument drift and 
additional margin are Included In the trip setpoint.

ANO-1 ITS 1M28/2000INSERT



EFIC instrumenltationl 
6 3.3.11 

BASES 

LCO ss PrIDesueLow9 (continued) 

a steaming patn %o the condenser, 
if PosSible. Small break 

LOCA anial se ,have indicated mi im se o d ry s s e 

Function in lud ; ase~nable and removal function. 
The 

bypass emVal ueis chosen to allow sufficient 

oprain magi or 01A loperator to bypass when cooling 

Fou EFIC h ,differential Pressushalb 

ensures th t automatic EFII isolation Ra a dheressurized SGex 

~3.3O3 6  owur & en ore ting..O n fo teratro 
as 

Fou Echnel for he stts shall a TA be e JPRALE1Ti 

sensure tha supo thuos iof fiour during EFW i be 

automatically rais edt appronsi StelY sst 

higer SG leel for 4"sylshc :it and. 'Te*Dfnatra 

circulaioun cdtion -cu paselea re 

-1038 lw sufo set pe t~ pecie snceo the startu ss 

Fouctrnasuedb EFIC'cl io C tts bihary in nPEAturE. TheisC 

estaurs Functipon includes af fou ass Enabl andl remoa 

lly intiate with he (cocotinued)e 

au-aia 
tr lA eve1l 4/79 

autmatcaly rise t j-zaprxmtl oingakt
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<INSERT B 3.3-103A> 

The above Allowable Value (i.e., 584.2 psig) includes consideration for instrumentation 
error and an allowance for margin. Allowances for instrument drift and additional margin 
are included in the trip setpoint.  

<INSERT B 3.3-103B> 

The MSLB analysis assumes the depressurized SG is Isolated when a differential pressure 
of 150 psid is detected. The In plant setpoint is conservatively chosen to protect the MSLB 
analysis assumptions.  

<INSERT B 3.3-103C> 

The above parameter value (.e., 312 Inches) does contain an allowance for Instrument 
error. This parameter Is referenced to the top of the lower tube sheet.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28200



EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

BASES 

LCO --00 
(continued) i nt i .~ c ~ - 4he~a~ a 

oilollows:GXL-Mi 

The EFIC System instrumentation Functions shall be OPERABLE 

AL in accordance with-Table 3.3.11-1. Each Function has its COAS'rvG00 

own re uiremeflts-hat are ~~ t e leci c acci ent Witkresptt an onerdnc tot 

-seT 33I/qA- a cc Ons it is designed to 

;The initiation of EFV on the Loss of F P s shall only be 

lo W nitiation on ow eve• 

... primary system overheating.  

EFW Initiation on low SG level shall be OPERABSEAK 
Al 40o4 I)Z) -4 3  the SG is required for heat removal. e ndit 

~L;A. ..r the EEbTo avoid automat fc -actuation Of 
\ e,, .Elpumps during normal heatup and cooldown transients, 

the low SG pressure Function canbeypsdatoblwa 
secondary pressure ofA 7BOI.psif 3pg 3 oprti.  

The EFW System Initiation on loss of all RCPs Function shall 

be operable at ? 10% RTP. It is possible to bypass the 

Function below 10% RTP; however, for most cases, the 

Function is kept in service until the unit is placed on the 

Decay Heat Removal System. To prevent inadvertent actuation 

of the EFW pumps, it must be bypassed prior to stopping the 

last RCP.  

TheE ( )ain Steam Line Isolatno and EFW Ve tor Valveh/ 
Control Functions shall be OPERABL in MODES 42, and F • 
with SG pressure z 750 psig because the SG inventory c:no 

contribute significantly to the 

pea pressure with a secondary side break. Both the normal 
6 feedwater and the EFV must be able to bq isolated on each SG • Ii 

eve) S 104) to limit overcooling of the primary andftass and energy 

releases to the reactor buildini ! -Once t.he S!A oressur.es 
have de Wneased Lee uaond 

resdbelow 750 i1: he L1A1c p'l

. . (continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-104A> 

The parameter values provided as part of the Applicability do contain an allowance for 
Instrument error.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 11/2M200



EFIC instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

BASES 

(continued) ae s t e 

modues a fu i eblne t l• a'e s 

ACTIOprovide byhfle' that chnetpln ust beoecard inopoervable andthe 

unit must enter the Conditions for the particular protection 
Function affected.  

A Note has been added to the ACTI~tiS indicating that a 
separate Condition entry (s allowed for each Function.  

Condition A applies to of a sin le EFa 1inttation 'ap 

Main Steea Lne isolatoner teinstruentation 

channel. This incrudes falu irhe pco maon instrumentation 
channel in any coination of the Functions.  
With oe onc in e or more E Inttation 

Aain Steaf Line Isolation i o oco Functions listed 
tn Table 3.3.11-1, the Vanney(s) must be placed in bypass 

or trip within 1 hour. This Condition applies to failures 
that occur in a ssingle channel, e.g., channel A, which when 
bypassed will remove initiate Functions within the channel 

from service. Since the RPS and EFIC channels ere 
interlocked, only the corresponding channel tn each system 

m ay be bypassed at any time. This feature is ensured by an 
electrical interlock. If testing of another channel in 
either the EFIC or RPS is required, the EFIC channel must be 
placed in trip to allow the other channel to be bypassed.  
Aith the channel in trip, the resultant logic t s 
one-out-of-two. The Comletion Time of 1 hour is adequate 

ton perform Required Action A.1.  

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

BASES 

ACTIONS (continued) 

Cnif thein ha t status within hours.j 

hA sng n oels b FIC~'ptstrcifum nctions ohnnlf at aFt 

t etr~ain aFl n Ste Steamne LSOlati . aid n 
Is to n. -l eforei the 72 tr C _mpletio Time was 

acted to a'contst~ent wi Xthe a11owec ut of servie 

isrmentator a e EMinopteraLie. Fsorlap n, Candi onB 

plis i Fchonnethe n 

Conditions8(iflie ii o where two instrumentation 

channels pro2ddr tection functions of EnFA 

With t io in Steam Line Isolatioo'1 n ) ) 
instrumem prtectenonerable. For ablpe, Wondeitaon s 

applies if channel A and A of the EF initiati sn on of 

are inoperable Rn 
(Concd ' n d6.peinot a Jl•if on anne1 •differepe" eA, 

•That c i t sn i ddresseab Candi n A.  

with two EFW Initiationy in Steam Line lsolationrý •' 

)pretection channels inoperable, one channel must 

U--T-a~din bypass (Required Action B-1). Bypassing one of 

th2. remaining OPERABLE channels is not possible due to 

system interlocks. Therefore, the second channel must be 

tripped (Required Action B.2) to prevent a single failure 

from causing loss of the EFIC Function. The Completion 

Times of 1 hour are adequate to perform the Required 

of~ te1 1am S Line Isolat ion, and MV Isolation.Rsoin n 

Therefore the hour Completion Tim as selected to e 

(continued)
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EFIC Instrumentation 
9 3.3.11 

BASES 

ACTIONS .ntinued 

• # at n S ~ a• Lt e Is ol t ion . a nd • I o a i n Y n t o s / )" 

The function of the EFW Vector Valve Control is to meet the 
single-failure criterion while being able to provide EFW on 
demand and isolate an SG when required. These conflicting 
requirements result in the necessity for two valves in 
series, in parallel with two valves in series, and a four 
channel valve couuand system. Refer to LCO 3.3.14, 
"*Emerency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) yT 
-t er-My Vector ( Log I c.a'-.  

With one EFW Vector Valve Control channel inoperable, the 
system cannot meet the single-failure criterion and still 
meet the dual functional criteria described earlier. This 
condition is analogous to having one EFW train inoperable.  
Therefore, when ode vector valve control channel is 
Inoperable, the channel must be restored to OPERABLE status 
(Required Action C.1) within 72 hours, which is consistent 
with the Completion Time associated with the loss of one 
train of EFW.  
D.1. D.20Z----= E .). FV'"• . PZ ýa. P'[. I._- _ - 2 • ----

,--. ,j . If the Required Actions P-=1-01 SeCmpletionM , the unit must be placed in a MODE or 
,.-- .......--- €onitlon in which the requirement does not apply. This is 
luma ore •©o mP t1 done by placing the unit in a nonapplicable MODE for the 

ar i ular Function. The nona plicable MODE isgtiiiK 
1 a for Functim .t MODE 4 for Function 1.b.  

ess than 10% RT U an pressure less 
a sia for all other Functions. The allowed SCompletion Times are reasonable, lbasevion operating 

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 

power conditions in an orderly manner and without T 
challenging unit systems.

8 3.3-107

(continued) 
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EFIC Instrunentati on B 3.3.11

ASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

A Kote indicates that the SRs for each EFIC instrumentation -A.. .. 4J49 4a fh, qRt column of'Talt.3.11-1.

S...... relibs emst •lo testea, one at 
a time, to verify the individual EFIC components vwil 

actuate when required. Some components cannot be tested at 

power since their actuation might lead to unit trip or 

equipment damage. These are specifically identified and 

must be tested when shut down. The various SRs account for 

individual functional differences and for test frequencies 

applicable specifically to the Functions listed in 

Table 3.3.11-1. The operational bypasses associated with 

each EFIC instrumentation channel are also subject to these 

SRs to ensure OPERABILITY of the EFIC instrumentation

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours 
[110 a gross failure of instrumentation 

AtfCANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison o the parameter 

indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 

channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 

channels monitoring the same parameter should read 

approximately the same value. Significant devistions 

between the two instrument channels could be an indication 

of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 

something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 

gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 

that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 

between each CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based 

Qc-t0fr. tAdf-wk 5 on a combination ofj channel instrument uncertaintiCeso 
n1T~io~ a'. a iý a ;a If 

channel is outside the criteria, it may be an Indication 

that the transmitter or the signal processing equipment has 

drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the 

(continued)

e~lt:
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EFIC Instrumentation 
6 3.3.11 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1 1.1 (continued) 

r~tar'., : •,: :A. e.. t.A4."t. that the channels are 

OPERASLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 

times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 

only verify that they are off scale in the same direction,- ý6ri Md.  
Off scale low current loop channels are verified 

reading at the bottom of the range and not failed downscale. .ilt

The Frequency 0o1 nce ter s f is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 
in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 

minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 

failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 
chan!nel os ra i1 during normal operational use of the 

S' di spl ays with the LCO required channels.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the 

required trip, interlock and ala• ct ons of the 

channel. Setpoints forj57 trip 
functions ust be found within the- Alow•ae Valu q-iý 

(Note that the 5o 3Xalues for tte bypass 
m functions are •onI't!1ithe Applicable HODES or 

Other rpecTe Io n co umn of Table 3.3.11-1 as limits 

on applicability for the trip Functions.) Any setpoint 

adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the 

current QMM setpoint analysis.  

The Frequency of 31 days is based on unit operating 

experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, 

which demonstrates that failure of more than one channel of 

a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event.

I
SR 3.3.11.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 

channel including the sensor. The test verifies the channel 

responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range

(continued)

S OGSTS
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EFIC Instrumentation 
B 3.3.11 

BAWES 

SURVEILLANCE SL 3..311. 3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS and accuracy. CUAWRIEL CAL!-R.'-T!ON Im0ves ,h. rhannels 

adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the 

instrument channel remains operational between successive 

tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall find that measurement 

errors and bistable setpoint errors are within the 

assumptions of the Q setpoint analysis. e1 * 

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the 

assumptions of the lt setpoint analysis. f•t.  

The Frequency is based on the assumption of anklSBrmonth 

calibration interval in the determination ofa the magnitude '

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

,i verifies indivtd *1channel actuation respon•L times 

ar alss than or eqlual ao the maximum value assume lin the| 

Response time tes gacceptance criteria are a'cluded in / 

*Unit Specific ponse Time Acceptance Cr1 iatm (Ref. 6).  

Individual c onent response times are t modeled in the 

analysis. e analysis models the ove 11 or total elapsed 

time, fro the point at which the pa ter exceeds the 

actuatia setpoint value at the se or, to the point at 

which e end device is actuated.  

EFI RESPONSE TIME tests are ducted on an [16] month 

GGERED TEST BASIS. Testi of the final actuation 

evicts, which make up the ulk of the EFIC RESPONSE IKE, 

is included in the testi of each channel. There re, 
staggered testing res s in response time verif ation of 
these devices every S1 months. The [181]eon test 

Frequency is base on unit operating expeIie e, which shows 

that random fa' res of instrumentation c onents causing 

serious respo e time degradation, but channel failure, 

are infreq t occurrences. EFIC RES SE TIMES cannot be 

determin at power since equip(en peration is required.  

(continued)
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BASES (continued) 
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EFIC Manual Initiation 
B 3.3.12 

B 3.3 IMSTR1MENTATION 

B 3.3.12 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (tFIC) Manual Initiation 

BASES 

SAC•RDUN r_ The EFIC manual initiation capability provides the operator 

with the capability to actuate EFIC Functions from the S•o• control room in the absence of any other initiation 
condition. manually actuated Functions include I 

A, IeamLinesoltion for SG B, and Emergency 

r =-I •eedvater (ENI) Actuation. These Functions are provided in 
• he event the operator determines that an EFIC Function is 

nee e does not automatically actuate_ These are backup fetti 

Feenctions to those performed automatical ly ýb 

The EFIC manual initiation circuitry satisff i-iesT-e 
initiation and single-failure criterion requirements of 

IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 1).  

APPLICABLE EFIC Functions credited in the safety analysis are 

SAFETY ANALYSES automatic. However, the manual initiation Func, sar/ 
required by design as backups to the automatic.OW 
Functions and allow operators to actuate EFrfc an Stea•a 

Line Isolation w'*M.o-.0henever thrse Functions 
6304 a _ded. Fu ermore, the manual initiation of EF .  

' -.---- '4A~ Main Steam Line Isolatioe -¶-rotinmay 

be specified in unit operating procedures.  

The EFIC manual initiation functions satisfy Criterionee o 
WA c men . ) rLr~v tk

(continued)
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CINSERT B 3.3-112A' 

The manual actuation of these functions may be performed from the Remote Switch Matrix, 
located on the main control boards, or from the manual actuation trip switches located on 
the EFIC control cabinets In the control room. The required manual actuation logic within 
each train consists of two manual switches (one for Trip Bus I and one for Trip Bus 2).  
When one manual trip switch Is depressed, a half trip occurs. When both manual trip 
switches are depressed, a full trip of the train actuation occurs for that particular Function.  
The Remote Switch Matrix and the EFIC control cabinet trip switches perform parallel 
functions and, therefore, any combination of switches depressed within a train that 
energizes both Trip Bus I and Trip Bus 2 for a given Function will result In an actuation of 
that Function. The use of two manual trip switches for each train of actuation logic allows 
testing without actuating the end devices and also reduces the possibility of accidental 
manual actuations.

ANO-1 ITS 1M28/2000INSERT



EFIC Manual Initiation 
B 3.3.12 

BASES 

LCD Each Fu ~tIon(e F oaininStam me 
(continued) so ation, Eion) has o actuat nor Itr 

S ch•nnels*E ara trip !osA ch and nel A tuat on logctuto gtcwor eaFnto ston trip ,, 

sice Bohre t a pfer a ec ai hen cr•lan eust be 
OPER.B i ad _ d us d ogest a fu manual •p of 
t hahane. s f tI mu ocalsetesA. rtauti 

nn es of ict ed~hionlg esfrsigwt 
cttigtendecanalorce timlry/he psibl y 

P ccdeont at an uua manua ... p 
APPICBIIT Te ai Se me sltoanual t insitch ro ea 

r a., 5"nn ), asd thet Ss 
nnal e'act ioRei lw fr tngw U 

ACTIONS A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that 

separate Condition entry is allowed far each EFIC manual 
initiation Function.  

APPLICBILIT iThoe or ohmnual............. ineitiatio enua s itcheLAionS...' 

EFIC Functionls) inoperable in tOhee f 
the associated EFIC Function(s) must be laed s 
tripped condition within 72 hours. WIth the ian the 
tripped condition, the single-failure criterion is mete'n 
t l o pera r can e one uat.o c anne I n 

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-113A> 

This requirement may be satisfied by the manual trip switches located on the Remote 
Switch Matrix on the main control board, by the trip switches located on the EFIC control 
cabinets, or by any combination of switches located the Remote Switch Matrix and the 
EFIC control cabinets such that Trip Bus 1 and Trip Bus 2 are available for each EFIC 
Function in each of the two EFIC trains.  

<INSERT B 3.3-413B> 

The EFIC System Manual Initiation Function shall be OPERABLE when the associated 
EFIC Instrumentation Main Steam Une Isolation or EFW Initiation Function is required to be 
OPERABLE in accordance with Table 3.3.11-1. Each Function, i.e., Main Steam Une 
Isolation and EFW Initiation, has its own requirements that are based on the specific 
accidents and conditions for which Rt is designed to mitigate the consequences. See Bases 
for LCO 3.3.11, "EFIC Instrumentation," for additional discussion of each Function.
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EFIC Manual Initiation B 3.3.12

BASES

ACTIONS A. (continued)
-e athe 5 chanv. Failure to perform 
n A.1 €ouid allow a single failure of another 
nt manual actuation of at least one df 2..._ 

The Completion Time allotted to trip the 
the operator o take all the appropriate 

fajlejt -nland still ensure that the 
Fn uperaingwith the faled • is

LI 

With one or bothmanual Initiation switches of ong-or more 
i noperable in both actuation n £ 0 

ac ua~t iofir each Function must 01restored to 

•,•P R-1 •,u-r~ nn our. 'ILI' tne sord 

e secon n must be placed in the tr ppe condition 
Swithin 72 h --urs ~quired Acio A.D). With the • in 

e tr e condtiton the singe-Tailure cri erion s m0et 
C Ab ia eytar to it € il• tie on~e•cu nc e 

4O u"ioAp92- nl etion 

me alotted restore e ME alows the operator to 

still ensures that the risk involved in operating wit the 
a--l" is acceptable.

;5 %Dk Vi.K fbi 

at A GF10) I3&{C

93.TS-fqA

RelurdAction ro"K .P•nGOn S-t- ewt 
ww-" - Completion Tim• the unit must be 

broucht tn a MODE in which the LCO •oe~s not_.apply'. To 

achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least 

MOME 3 within 6 hours and to KODE 4 within 12 hours. The 

allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 

experience, to reach the required MODES from full power 

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.

V®

V® 

H®
(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-114A> 

D.1. D.2.1. and D.2.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met for the Main 
Steam Une Isolation Function, the unit must be placed in a MODE or condition In 
which the requirement does not apply. This Is initiated by placing the unit In MODE 
3 within 6 hours and, either reducing SG pressure to less than 750 psig, or dosing 
all associated valves, I.e., the valves which EFIC would close If it were to actuate 
while OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power 
conditions In an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1=2•2000



EFIC Manual Initiation 
8 3.3.12 

BASES (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3L12.1. tv 

This SR requires the performan of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 1 

TEST to ensure that th seikWAc cn perform their intended ' 

funcons. However, for Main Steam Line Isolation, 

the test need not include actuation of the end device. This 

is due to the risk of a unit transient caused by the closure 

of valves associated with @ Kain Steam Line Isolation 
or EFl during testing at power. The Frequency of 

31 days is based on operatin ex-neriencthtdmn 
the rarity of Mo than one• failing wt n the same 

31 day interval.  

REFERENCES 1. IEEE-279-1971, April 1972.
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EFIC Logic 
B 3.3.13 

B 3.3 IKSTRUMEKWATION 

B 3.3.13 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) Logic 

BASES 

The four emergency feedwater initiation and control (EFIC) 

channels sensing a steam enerator (SG) low outlet pressure 

Se~ton14 cn Fin I r at & commands to the trip logic 

modules. ?F [VM bAR721, (Ref. 1), 

10cr~t a s etMain Siteam Line Isolation Logics.  
o odul ph s y ocatd in the MAO tnd 

S .. channe . abi.nets. Ao actuation logic.  
n tiatesMenons rumen a oncanel OAO or 050 initiates 

and channel OCO or "DO initiates, which in simplified logic 

o at i$ ., is: 

oOjA" actuation - (A and C) or (A and D) or (B and C) 
-or (B and 0) 

art OBO act~uation logic initiates when instrumentation 
channel *A* or "C" initiates and channel 0B" or 0o" 

initiates, which in simplified logic is: 

"080 actuation - (A and B) or (A and D) or (C and B) 
or (C sand 

ImerM. a team Line 
so t a SGB MinSteam. Line Isolation) has, 

'i o ' and a "8" of automatic actuation logic.  

othcand of 

Isolatio utomatic actuat n logic send o h signalst 

the SG main feedwater suction valve he three SA 

b1 valves, and the W pump discharge ss connect 

ve. In additto the instrumentati trips NFW p A.  

iBoth• • "A" and "8" of the SG A Main Steam Line 

Isolation automatic actuation logic send closure signals to Sthe 
SG A Main Steam Isolation valve4p.  

Steam Line Isolation automatic actuation 

loglc•"tspo-nnd similarly for the SG 6 valv 

IS !I L-6 A 
(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-116A> 

Train "A" of the SG A Main Steam Une Isolation automatic actuation logic sends closure 
signals to the SG A MFW Isolation valves. Similarly, Train "B" of the SG B Main Steam 
Une Isolation automatic actuation logic sends closure signals to the SG B MFW Isolation 
valves.

ANO-1 ITS 1/282000INSERT



EFIC Logic 
8 3.3.13 

BASES 

BAIIIROUND EtMerencY Feedwater "E W 114 

scribS The four EFIC instrumentation ,channels for each of the 

parameters being sensed inputeir inrands to the 

tri 1 Ic modules. •FSAR, • (Ref. 1), 

the EF iogc. est rip logic 

be." part are physically located in the *A* and 'B" EFIC 

"A " ~a d channel cabinets.  

40 EW uctons the samT10e C ~ ntions as 
a•a Steam Line Isolation. EFW initiation also 

EFIC automatically initiates the EFW System when any of the 

following conditions exist: 

a. All four reactor coolant pumps are tripped; 

b. Both KFWl umps are tripped and reactor Power is 
> R I- nuc ins en.a • eacW 

fol oin indtin e st:Is 

C. Low level in either SG:;g) SG; 

d. Low pressure in either SG; e .  

orTo 
Th MO u a ogic is-.r onsi e r se irig en or 

:1 signa• to the E control a isolat• valves.  
ig- re- ", ,SAR, Cha r M. (7j( . 1),11 strates th 

;Nsw ector lye logic 7he vect odule c outputs re inq 

ane ral state either co anding n nor clos until a 

933 -I111 1 al is rece ed f rom Vector lye Enable gic. The 
etar Valv nable La monitoo the channe and B E 

a. ry rtatnna S. the v or

8 3.3-117BWOG STS

(continued) 
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<INSERT B 3.3-117A> 

Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) actuation and on Diverse Reactor 
Overpressure Protection System (DROPS) actuation.  

<INSERT B 3.3-117B> 

The EFIC System Is also responsible for sending open or dose signals to the EFW control 
and isolation valves. SAR Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 1), describes the EFIC vector logic. The 
vector logic outputs are In a neutral state (neither commanding open nor dose) until an 
enable signal is received from either train A or 13" of EFW Initiation. The EFIC Logic 
monitors the channel A and B EFW Initiation logics. When an EFW Initiation occurs, the 
vector logic Is enabled to generate open or dose signals to the EFW isolation valves and 
dose signals to the EFW control valves depending on the relative values of SG pressures.  
The level control module provides input to the flow controllers which control the position of 
the EFW control valves.

ANO-1 USN INSERT 1/28/2000



-t1&c 16ae- 4 ,rt LLO 3..1 EFIC EFIC Logic 
Ins rkrn evtmian.B 3.3.13 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE Antm44c isolatlo QUMHF and in steam line s 
SAFTYANLYES in th safe~ty. an ses to miti. te the conse ecs of in 

Stew line or N line ruptu 'ee. e The VSR ayesf * 

stg. line b s (SL~s) wa gnrtdbfel~ 
d velopment d installati of the safe grade EF 
Sstem, whi currently forms these tomatic s ety 

functions The FSAR an ysis, for ex ie, ass S main 

sSteam I i isolation t ugh turbin stop valve losure J 
-- based o an Integrat control sys esga. vi s a me 1 

fmnct n is provid by the EFIC ystcm byaaftgat 
si -that c die the Kiln St LineIo tin ale 
Th analvses a oundfng, an the use a :e EPIC S$'em is

n~sisteflt wit the licensi position takeccred Tor 

safety grade ystems to m. gate the nsequences .n 
accident.  

Similar vector val control s not credi in the FSAR 

SIB an ysis. Operor action y credited th isolatinr 
(IFW the affecte SG within e first 60 econds. Th, 
'fun ion would b automatica y performe y EFIC.  

refore, the R analys remains cc ervative re ative 
the inclus• n of the v ctor valve gic. .  

Automatic nitiation aEFW is cre ted in the ss of main 
feedwat analysis. he automat actuation S basd 

the S ow level f ctijon atof EF , although IC would 

nit te EFW bas on the loss f both NFW umps as wey1.  

the EPIC logi satisfies C rion 3 o he NRC Pl y

-0

logics shall 

P RAEU. Them a -ODJ.X 12 n of automatic 

actuation logic per Function. ee ore, violation of this 

LCO could result in a complete loss of the automatic 

InsJ$eer \ Function assuming a single failure of the other 1i.  

APPLICABIýLITY gThe - and: Kai cam Linee lation aut tic actuati~t 
1 cs saib OPERABLE MODES 1, 2, .ld 3 because 

nventry bee at a h energy levp and can con eibute 
ignifi tly to the erak contain . pressure du ing a-

( i�vz-ie�8 I �1�

. ./(continued)

BVO; STS
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<INSERT B 3.3-11 8A> 

To be considered OPERABLE, the Main Steam Une Isolation logic must send closure 
signals to the associated SG main steam and MFW Isolation valves when the appropriate 
combinations of Instrument channels Indicate low SG pressure.  

To be considered OPERABLE, the EFW Initiation logic must send Initiation signals to the 
EFW System when the appropriate combinations of instrument channels indicate any of 
the following conditions exist 
a. All four reactor coolant pumps are tripped; 
b. Both MFW pumps are tripped and reactor power is > 10% RTP; 
c. Low level In either SG; 
d. Low pressure In either SG; or 
e. Actuation of ESAS channel 3 or 4.  

<INSERT B 3.3-118B> 

The EFIC Logic shall be OPERABLE when the associated EFIC Instrumentation Main 
Steam Une Isolation or EFW Initiation Function Is required to be OPERABLE in 
accordance with Table 3.3.11-1. Each Function, I.e., Main Steam Une Isolation and EFW 
Initiation, has Its own requirements that are based on the specific accidents and conditions 
for which It is designed to mitigate the consequences. See Bases for LCO 3.3.11, "EFIC 
Instrumentation," for additional discussion of each Function.

ANO-1 ITS 1M28/2000INSERT



EFIC Logic B 3.3.13 

BASES

APPLICABILITY 
(continued)

Fsecondary'si line break. ES 4, 5, an , the energy 

level is and the secon side feedwa flow rate is 
low or nexistltnt.  

Th FV automatic uation and vec enable logics all 

OPERABLE in S 1, 2, and 3 ause the SGs a being 

used for hemt va rom the imary System. Ing these 

MODES, the ce powr and he removal requir nts are the 
greatest, d if the norma ource of feedw r is lost, EFW 
must b nhitiated rapidl to minimize the verheating of th 
prim system.  

r portions of E 4 and for all MODES 5 and 6. e 
primary system emperatures are a low to allow SGs to 

effectively move energy.

IFSAAH& Is found ino I then all affected logic 
Func 199ýn-q' must be decl ared 

rio and the Condtion entered for the partcular 
proecton uncio affected.  

a oerer q For this LCO, a Note has been added to the ACTIONS 
indicating that separate Condition entry is allowed for each 

EFIC logic Function.

AA

a lies when one or more EFIC logic Functions in 
are nope ~ an _re ioI- ____ L .L a.~ !~ A coul d be 
• FI logic Functions and Condition A 

app Ca le) with all Functions in the other 

LABLE. This Condition is equivalent to failure 

Main Steam Line (-• • o• n isolation

train. ED 

With one automatic actuation logic -'_.5KDof one or more I4 

-ei EFIC Functions inoperable, the associated EFIC train must be 

restored to OPERABLE status. Since there are only two .1 
automatic actuat1on9o 4W per EFIC Function, the 

condition-f an inoperable is ana ot aving • -one train of a two train Engineered Safek • a 

System inoperable. The system safety funcition calebe -('ats) 

accomplished; however, a single failure cannot be taken.  

(continued)

WG STS
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EFIC Logic 8 3.3.13

BASES

L. (continued)

Therefore, the failedw n (s) must be restored to 
OPERABLE status to re-esta-ish the system's single-failure 

Stolerance.

<' "t3a ý0.C

Condition A can be thought of as equivalent to failure of a 

single train of a two train safety system (e.g., the safety 

function can be accomplished, but a single failure cannot be 

taken). Thus, the Completion Time of 72 hours has been 

chosen to be consistent with Completion Times for restoring 
one inoperable ESF System train. 1_

"The .IC system has not been ana 
ritrai Z Jf& Functqtgni t e o

iently, any combination ot and B is not covered by 
ressed by entry into LCO 3.0.3.

B.1ani. dis sece11I 

ai•re I•eI . A'+ If Reg uied Action A.. %C...  
*t EFL3 'Completion 11 the unit must be brought to a MODE in which 

the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit 

must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to 

NODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required MODES from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging unit systems.

F-Cý

SURVEILLANCE 
m~,,m• fL•ILuLrUY SR 3.3.13

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST to ensure that the, can erform their intended 

tunc s. is tes verifiesQDCA Kain Steam Line 

Isolation and EFW jnitiation automatic actuation logics are 

functional. This lest simulates the required inputs to the 
logic circuit and verifies successful operation of the 

automatic actuation logic. The test need not include 

actuation of the end device. This is due to the risk of a 

unit transient caused by the closure of valves associated

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B 3.3-120A0 

C.1. C.2.1. and C.2.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met for the Main 
Steam Une Isolation Function, the unit must be placed In a MODE or condition in 
which the requirement does not apply. This is initiated by placing the unit In MODE 
3 within 6 hours and, either reducing SG pressure to less than 750 pslg, or dosing 
all associated valves, i.e., the valves which EFIC would close If it were to actuate 
while OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power 
conditions In an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/=7/000



EFIC Logic 
9 3.3.13 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.13.1 (continued) 
with Main Steam Line Isolation or actuation of EFW 

&VA; •re qlrl-j • during-es n at power. The Frequency of 31 days is based 

SOACRABILITV W-- V--•Y eratrng experience5 which has demonstrated the rarity 

of more than one channel failing within the same 31 day 
interval.  

REFERENCES 1." 6 -A-- Chapter'Ii

Rev 1. 04/07/95S 3.3-121
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EFICf VectorUUM Logic 8 3.3.14

9 3.3 ILSTRMENTATION 

B 3.3.14 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC)( 
M .ggigýw ýý- •ector qZM Logic .

RASPS

BACKGROUND

gl'.3-aZUA/

The function of th vector G logic is to determine 

whether EFW should not be fed to one or the other steam 

generator. This is to preclude the continued addition of 

EFW to a depressurized cl i steam gen&rato!I .  

and, thus, minimize the overcooling effects Q •' •e 

Each vector logic may isolate EFW to one SG or the other, 
never both.  

There are four sets of vector )logic; one in each 

channel of EFIC. Each set of vector ZM)logic receives SG 

pressure information from bistables located in the input 

logic of the same EFIC channel. The pressure information 
received is: 

a. SS 'A" pressure less than 600 psig; 

b. SG "SO pressure less than 600 psig; 

c. SG *A' pressure'M psid greater than SG "S' pressure; 
and 

d. SG "S" pressure R psid greater than SG "A" pressure.  

Each vector iQ logic also receives•a :• • 
enable signalf-rm both EFIC and B when 
EFW is actuated. ' ..  

The vector & logic develops signals for open and close 

control of S-OAO and 'em EFW valves.

The vector ý logic outputs are in a neutral state with 

the valves fully'oaepeuntil e~bled by the • 

_.....__ A or e)lrip logics. When enabled, 

the ectr ogIT can is e close commands to the EFW 

control valves ar1 open or close commands to the EFi 

4C. etistc valves/'ner the selected channel assignments.

FO~

V®
(continued)

BWOG STS B 3.3-122
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<INSERT B 3.34122A> 

These values (i.e., 600 psig and 100 psid) do contain an allowance for instrument 
error.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



BASES'

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

The valve open/close commands are determined by the relative 
values of steam generator pressures as follows!

PRESSURE STATUS 

If SG NAN & SG "ON 
> 600 psig 

If SG NAN > 600 pslg & 
SG 0B" < 600 psig 

If SG NAN < 600 psig & 
SG "B" > 600 psig

If SG *A* & SG NO' 
< 600 psig 

SG 'A & SG 090 within 

S..Q psid 
"SG-A-')a psid '>SG "6"

Id > SG "A"

SG VALVES 

Open Open

Open 

Close

Close 

Open

Open Open 

Open Close

Close

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

Azztom ic isolat n of Mai feedvat f(MFW) and ain ster 
line4as.assume in the s ety anal es to mt gate the 
.co gequences o:main ste line 0r line ptures. 4The 

analysi for *stea i e brea (SIBs) ws gener ed 

lfare the velopmen and insta ation of e safe grade 

EFIC Syst , which c rently pe arms thes automa• c safe q 
functions The F analysis, or exampl , assum main 
steam I e isolati through rbine st valve osure 

based an inte ated cant system gnal. is S 
funct n is pro ded by the FIC Syst by a s ety gr e 

sig that c. es the mai steam 11 e isol•at n Val S.  

Tbanalyses boundin ad the s~e of :th EFICa stem is 
csistent th the lic sing pos ion to t e cre t for 

fety gra systems t mitigate he conse ences fan 
ccident.  

Similar , vector I gic valve ontrol wa not c dited n 
the F SI analy is. Opera or action as cr ited wth 
isol ing E to he affecte SG withi the i St 

(continued)
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T6. Apptc% J-. cvt.mArchi CLIScaS$'IM 
-Fo~r -tk.c. EFIC. Vcc.'ro Lo~c. Ls 44sctu.SSca 

APPLICABLE 60 tonds. s functit ould be auto tically pe rued 

SAFETY ANALYSES bI'EFIC. efore, the SAR analysis emains cons ative 

(continued) [lative t the inclus n of the vect valve logi 

EFW ve r valve lo c response t, e is includ in the 

requi d response lme for each IW actuatlo nitiation 
fun ion inst tation and i not specifi separate

the NRC PooAcy Statement.,

LCO Four channels of the EFIC; Bector logic module 
are required to be OPERABLE. The necess-Tty for 
four channels '..discussed in the BASES for ACTIONS. The 

psig an psidkUt oints were chosen as discussed in 

Specification-B -3I3 - T A •FInstrumentation. The 

feed only good generator verification study assumed a 
ditfferential pressure victovalue of 150 psd. .*• 

psid ketpoint conservatively assumes a f 

P) tistrument error. Failure to meet this LCOrsults in vott 
- • bei-gab•eito meet the single-failure criterion.  IXLsG.sT 83-•zqA---

e1�*

APIABILITY •FC-F•-,et v. e logic ispeuired in •_S 1, 2, 
•and 3e ause the s ae ietJo n these ES for .1

. • Iru~red RCS hei rremmoval. NOIDES 4, 5.n 6. heat f •-•~ 

•'... /-'Decay Heat vlS Tee ector valve ogic is 
•0,-'€•/ not Wrequ~ed- to be OP •ALE in these M#OE$. /

ACTIONS
• The function of the ( El controlf isolation valves and 

CFC thvector ( ;logfc-is to meet the single-failure 

criterion while maintaining the capability to: 

a. Provide EFW on demand; and 

b. Isolate an SG when required.

(continued)
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CINSERT B 3.3-124A>

These values (i.e., 600 psig and 100 psid) do contain an allowance for instrument error.  

<INSERT.B 3.3-124B> 

The EFIC Vector Logic shall be OPERABLE when the associated EFIC Instrumentation 
EFW Vector Valve Control Function Is required to be OPERABLE in accordance with 
Table 3.3.11-1. The EFW Vector Valve Control Function is required to be OPERABLE In 

MODES I and 2, and in MODE 3 with SG pressure k 750 psig because the SG inventory 
can contribute significantly to the reactor building peak pressure with a secondary side 
break. Both the normal feedwater and the EFW must be able to be Isolated on each SG to 
limit overcooling of the primary and to limit mass and energy releases to the reactor 
building. Once the SG pressures have decreased below 750 psig, the energy level is low 
and the secondary side feedwater flow rate is low or nonexistent Also, the primary system 
temperatures are typically too low to allow the SGs to effectively remove energy, or are 
sufficiently low to allow for operator action. Therefore, EFIC Vector Logic is not required to 
be OPERABLE in MODE 3 below 750 psig nor in MODES 4, 5, and 6.

ANO-1 S M/28/2000INSERT



EFIC vector €3.3Lgi 
E.3.14 

BASES

ACTIONS ALl. (continued)

These conflictinS requIrewents result In the necesstly for 

two valves in series, in parallel with two valves in series, 

and a four channel valve command system.  

With one channel inoperable, the system cannot meet the 

single-failure criterion and still meet the dual functional 

criteria previously described. Therefore, when one vector 

valve logic channel is inoperable, the channel must be 

restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. This is 

analogous to having one EFV train inoperable; wherein a 

72 hour Completion Time is provided by the Required Actions 

Sof-LL "EFV System." As such, •he Completion Time of 

hours is based on engineering judg nent.  

B.1 and 8.2 

If Required Action A.1 cannot be met within the required 

Completion Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which 

the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit 

must be brought to at least NODE 3 within 6 hours and(j 

within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 

resA.".cd 4v required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 

orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE 3.3. 1 

REQUIREMENTS SR 3.3.14.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 

every 31 days. This test demonstrates that the 

EFIC~ vector •Dlogic performs its function as 
desired. The Frequency is based an operating experience• 

that demonstrates the rarity of more than one channel 

failing within the same 31 a nevl 

REFERENCES None. (! an•€ie 0 ........

Rev 1, 04/07/95B 3.3-125
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This Section Addresses the Following Specifications: 

NUREG-1430 ANO-1 ITS Title 

3.3.8 3.3.8 Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Loss of Power Start 
(LOPS) 

3.3.15 N/A Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation - High Radiation 
3.3.16 3.3.16 Control Room Isolation - High Radiation 
3.3.17 3.3.15 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM Instrumentation 
3.3.18 N/A Remote Shutdown System

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000



DG LOPS 
3.3.8

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.8 Diesel Generator (DG) Loss of Power Start (LOPS)

LCO 3.3.8 

APPLICABILITY:

Two channels of loss of voltage Function and one channel of degraded 
voltage Function DG LOPS instrumentation per DG shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

-rIiJ I

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Functions A.1 Restore channel(s) to 1 hour 
with one or more channels OPERABLE status.  
for one or more DGs 
inoperable.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare affected DG(s) Immediately 
associated Completion inoperable.  
Time not met.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.8.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 7 days

1/28/2000
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DG LOPS 
3.3.8 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.8.2 NOTE

When DG LOPS instrumentation is placed in an 
inoperable status solely for performance of this 
Surveillance, entry into associated Conditions and 
Required Actions may be delayed up to 4 hours for 
the loss of voltage Function, provided the one 
remaining channel monitoring the Function for the 
bus Is OPERABLE.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION with setpoint as 18 months 
follows: 

a. Degraded voltage > 423 and < 431 V with a 
time delay of > 7 seconds and < 9 seconds; 
and 

b. Loss of voltage > 3115 and < 3177 V.

1/28/20003.3.8-2ANO-1



PAM Instrumentation 
3.3.15

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.15 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.15 

APPLICABILITY:

The PAM instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.15-1 shall be 
OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

. . a.-r.

1. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.  

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Functions A.1 Restore required channel to 30 days 
with one required channel OPERABLE status.  
inoperable.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Initiate action to prepare Immediately 
associated Completion and submit a Special 
Time of Condition A not Report.  
met.  

C. NOTE 

Not applicable to hydrogen 
monitor channels.  

One or more Functions C.1 Restore one channel to 7 days 
with two required channels OPERABLE status.  
inoperable.

1/28/2000ANO-1 3.3.15-1
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PAM Instrumentation 
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CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. Two required hydrogen D.1 Restore one required 72 hours 
monitor channels hydrogen monitor channel 
inoperable, to OPERABLE status.  

E. Required Action and E.1 Enter the Condition Immediately 
associated Completion referenced in 
Time of Condition C or D Table 3.3.15-1 for the 
not met channel.  

F. As required by Required F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
Action E.1 and referenced 
in Table 3.3.15-1. AND 

F.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

G. As required by Required G.1 Initiate action to prepare Immediately 
Action E.1 and referenced and submit a Special 
in Table 3.3.15-1. Report.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

NOTE 

These SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation Function in Table 3.3.15-1.  

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.15.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 31 days 
instrumentation channel that is normally energized.
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SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.15.2 NOTE 

Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months
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Table 3.3.15-1 (page I of 1) 
Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

CONDITIONS 
REFERENCED FROM 

REQUIRED CHANNELS REQUIRED ACTION E.1

1. Wide Range Neutron Flux 

2. RCS Hot Leg Temperature 

3. RCS Hot Leg Level 

4. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) 

5. Reactor Vessel Water Level 

6. Reactor Building Water Level (Wide Range) 

7. Reactor Building Pressure (Wide Range) 

8. Penetration Flow Path Automatic Reactor 
Building Isolation Valve Position 

9. Reactor Building Area Radiation (High Range) 

10. Reactor Building Hydrogen Concentration 

11. Pressurizer Level 

12. a. SG "A" Water Level - Low Range 

b. SG B Water Level - Low Range 

c. SG "A" Water Level - High Range 

d. SG "B" Water Level - High Range 

13. a. SG A' Pressure 

b. SG 8"B Pressure 

14. Condensate Storage Tank Level 

15 Borated Water Storage Tank Level 

16. Core Exit Temperature (CETs per quadrant) 

17. a. Emergency Feedwater Flow to SG 6A9 

b. Emergency Feedwater Flow to SG "B" 

18. High Pressure Injection Flow 

19. Low Pressure Injection Flow 

20. Reactor Building Spray Flow

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 per penetration flow 
path(,k) 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2

(a) Not required for isolation valves whose associated penetration is isolated by at least one 
dosed and deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve, blind flange, or check valve 
with flow through the valve secured.  

(b) Only one position indication channel is required for penetration flow paths with only one 
installed control room indication channel.
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.16 Control Room Isolation - High Radiation

LCO 3.3.16 

APPLICABILITY:

Two channels of Control Room Isolation - High Radiation shall be 
OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel inoperable in A.1 Place one OPERABLE 7 days 
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. Control Room Emergency 

Ventilation System 
(CREVS) train in the 
emergency recirculation 
mode.  

B. Two channels Inoperable B.1 Place one OPERABLE 1 hour 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. CREVS train in the 

emergency recirculation 
mode.  

C. Required Action and CA Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A or B AND 
not met.  

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

D. One or two channels D.1 Place one OPERABLE Immediately 
inoperable during CREVS train in emergency 
movement of irradiated recirculation mode.  
fuel.  OR 

D.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel assemblies.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.16.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.16.2 NOTE 

When the Control Room Isolation - High Radiation 
instrumentation is placed in an inoperable status 
solely for performance of this Surveillance, entry into 
associated Conditions and Required Actions may be 
delayed for up to 3 hours.  

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.16.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.8 Diesel Generator (DG) Loss of Power Start (LOPS 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The DGs provide a source of emergency power when offsite power is either unavailable or is insufficiently stable to allow operation of safety related loads.  Undervoltage protection will generate a LOPS in the event a loss of voltage or degraded voltage condition occurs on unit vital buses. There are two LOPS Functions for each 4.16 kV vital bus.  

Two undervoltage relays with inverse voltage time characteristics are provided on each 4.16 kV Class IE bus for the purpose of detecting a loss of bus voltage. Two loss of voltage relays are provided on the 4.16 kV bus with a nominal voltage setting of 78% of the motor rated voltage of 4000 V and a time dial setting of 1.0.  Upon loss of power to either of these relays, in approximately 1.0 second, load shedding and starting of the associated DG are Initiated. Isolation of the safety related buses is delayed approximately 2.0 seconds to allow an automatic transfer to offsite power. The safety related bus is isolated only if the transfer is unsuccessful.  

Two definite time undervoltage relays are provided on each safety related 480 V load center bus with a coincident trip logic (2 out of 2) for the purpose of detecting a sustained undervoltage condition. The undervoltage relays on the 480 V bus have a nominal setting of 92% of the motor rated voltage of 460 V. Upon voltage degradation to 92% of 460 V and after a delay of 8 seconds, both relays must operate to isolate the associated safety related 4.16 kV bus from offsite power, and start and connect the associated DG. The relays are delayed 8.0 seconds to prevent spurious operation of the relays when large motors start on the safety related 4.16 kV and 480 V buses. The LOPS is further described in SAR, Section 8.3.1 (Ref. 1).  

Trip Setpoints 
The trip setpoints used in the relays are consistent with the analytical limits presented in SAR, Section 8.3.1 (Ref. 1). The selection of these trip setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and processing time delays are taken into account. A channel is inoperable if its actuation trip setpoint is not within its required range.  

A complete loss of offsite power will result in approximately a I second delay in LOPS actuation. The DG starts and is available to accept loads within a 15 second time interval on actuation by the Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) or LOPS. Emergency power is established within the maximum time delay 
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assumed for each event analyzed In the accident analysis in which a loss of offsite 
power is assumed (Ref. 2).  

The DG LOPS protection channels conform to the single failure criteria of 
IEEE-279-1971 as discussed in Ref. 1.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The DG LOPS is required for the Engineered Safeguards (ES) to function in any 
accident which assumes a loss of offsite power.  

Accident analyses credit the loading of the DG, based on the loss of offsite power, 
during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The actual DG start has historically been 
associated with the ESAS actuation. The diesel loading has been included in the 
assumed delay time associated with each safety system component requiring DG 
supplied power following a loss of offsite power. The analysis assumes a 
nonmechanistic DG loading, which does not explicitly account for each individual 
component of the loss of power detection and subsequent actions. The total 
assumed actuation time for the limiting systems, high pressure injection, and low 
pressure injection includes contributions from the DG Start, DG loading, and safety 
injection system component actuation. The response of the DG to a loss of power 
must be demonstrated to fall within this analysis response time when including the 
contributions of all portions of the delay.  

The required channels of LOPS, in conjunction with the ES systems powered from 
the DGs, provide unit protection for the analyzed accidents in which a loss of offsite 
power is assumed.  

The delay times assumed in the safety analysis for the ES equipment include the 
15 second DG start delay and, if applicable, the appropriate sequencing delay. The 
assumed response times for ESAS actuated equipment in LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered 
Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation," include the appropriate DG 
loading and sequencing delay.  

In MODE 1, the DG LOPS channels satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).  
There are no specific safety analyses for operation in MODES 2, 3, and 4.  
However, industry operating experience has identified DG LOPS as significant to 
public health and safety during these operating conditions. Therefore, in MODES 2, 
3 and 4, the DG LOPS channels satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

The LCO for the DG LOPS requires that two channels per DG (DG1 and DG2) of 
the loss of voltage Instrumentation Function shall be OPERABLE and one channel 
per DG of the degraded voltage instrumentation Function shall be OPERABLE to 
ensure that the automatic 4.16 kV bus Isolation capability and automatic start of the
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DG is available when needed. The degraded voltage channels may be bypassed 
for < 30 seconds during reactor coolant pump start to prevent such starts from 
initiating spurious DG LOPS, separation of the ES busses from offsite power, and 
subsequent loading of the DG. Therefore, the automatic bypass and associated 
alarms are required functions for OPERABILITY of the DG LOPS instrumentation.  

Loss of either DG LOPS function could result In the delay of safety systems 
initiation when required. This could lead to unacceptable consequences during 
accidents.  

The Allowable Values must be met for each Function to be considered OPERABLE.  
Trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations. The setpoints are selected 
to ensure that the setpoint measured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not 
exceed the Allowable Value If the relay is performing as required. Each Allowable 
Value is more conservative than any analytical limit assumed in the transient and 
accident analysis to account for instrument uncertainties appropriate to the trip 
function. Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated with the relay 
settings is contained In the ANO-1 Design Guide, IDG-001, "Instrument Loop Error 
Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual" (Ref. 4).  

The LOPS relay settings are based on the short term starting voltage protection as 
well as long term running voltage protection. The 4.16 kV undervoltage relay 
setpoints are based on the allowable starting voltage plus maximum system voltage 
drops to the motor terminals, which allows approximately 78% (at the motor 
terminals) of motor rated voltage of 4000 V. The 480 V undervoltage relay setpoint 
is based on long term motor voltage requirements plus the maximum feeder voltage 
drop allowance resulting in an approximately 92% setting of the motor rated voltage 
of 460 V.  

APPLICABILITY 

The DG LOPS actuation Function shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 
because ES Functions are required to be OPERABLE in these MODES. Automatic 
actuation is not required in MODES 5 or 6 since there is no automatic protective 
function on a loss of power or degraded power to the vital bus.  

ACTIONS 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each Function.  

If a channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative with respect to the Allowable 
Value, or the channel is found inoperable, then the function that the channel 
provides must be declared inoperable and the LCO Condition entered for the 
particular protection function affected. Since the required channel Functions are 
specified on a per DG basis, the Condition may be entered separately for each DG.
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A.1 

With one or more channels in one or more Functions for one or more DGs 
inoperable, Required Action A.1 requires the inoperable channel(s) to be restored to 
OPERABLE status within I hour. With a channel of a Function inoperable, the logic 
is not capable of providing an automatic DG LOPS signal for valid conditions for the 
associated DG. The I hour Completion Time is reasonable to evaluate and to take 
action by correcting the degraded condition in an orderly manner and takes into 
account the low probability of an event requiring LOPS occurring during this 
interval.  

B.1 

Condition B applies if the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not met.  

Required Action B.1 ensures that Required Actions for affected diesel generator 
inoperabilities are initiated. Depending on the DG(s) affected, the appropriate 
Actions specified in LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating," are required immediately.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.8.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 7 days provides reasonable 
assurance for prompt identification of a gross failure of instrumentation. CHANNEL 
CHECK will detect gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying that the 
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION.  

The Frequency Is based on operating experience that demonstrates channel failure 
is rare. Since the probability of random failure in any 7 day period is low, the 
CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 
failure of this instrumentation.  

SR 3.3.8.2 

The Note allows channel bypass for testing of the loss of voltage Function without 
entering the associated Conditions and Required Actions, although during this time 
period it cannot actuate a diesel start. This allowance is based on the assumption 
that 4 hours is the average time required to perform channel Surveillance. The 
4 hour testing allowance does not significantly reduce the probability that the DG 
will start when necessary. It is not acceptable to remove channels from service for 
more than 4 hours to perform required Surveillance testing without declaring the 
channel inoperable.
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A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel, 
including the sensor. The setpoints and the response to a loss of voltage and a 
degraded voltage test shall include a single point verification that the trip occurs 
within the required delay time. CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall verify that setpoints 
are within the required ranges.  

The Frequency is based on the reliability of the components, on operating 
experience which demonstrates channel failure is rare, and on consistency with the 
typical industry refueling cycle, and is justified by the assumption of at least an 
18 month calibration interval in the determination of equipment drift.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 8.3.1.  

2. SAR, Chapter 6 and 14.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.  

4. ANO-1 Design Guide, IDG-001, "Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint 
Methodology Manual."
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.15 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The primary purpose of the PAM instrumentation is to display unit variables that 
provide information required by the control room operators during accident 
situations. This information provides the necessary support for the operator to 
monitor and take the manual actions for which no automatic control is provided and 
that are required for safety systems to accomplish their safety functions for Design 
Basis Accidents (DBAs).  

The OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instrumentation ensures that there is 
sufficient information available on selected unit parameters to monitor and to 
assess unit status and behavior following an accident.  

The availability of accident monitoring instrumentation is important so that 
responses to corrective actions can be observed, and so that the need for and 
magnitude of further actions can be determined. These essential instruments are 
identified in SAR Table 7-1 1A (Ref. 1) addressing the recommendations of 
Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 2) as required by Supplement I to NUREG-0737 
(Ref. 3).  

The instrument channels required to be OPERABLE by this LCO equate to two 
classes of parameters Identified during unit specific implementation of Regulatory 
Guide 1.97 as Type A and Category I variables.  

Type A variables are specified because they provide the primary information that 
permits the control room operator to take specific manually controlled actions that 
are required when no automatic control is provided and that are required for safety 
systems to accomplish their safety functions for DBAs.  

Category I variables are the key variables deemed risk significant because they are 
needed to: 

"* Determine whether systems important to safety are performing their intended 
functions; 

"• Provide information to the operators that will enable them to determine the 
potential for causing a gross breach of the barriers to radioactivity release; and 

" Provide information regarding the release of radioactive materials to allow for 
eariy indication of the need to initiate action necessary to protect the public and 
to estimate the magnitude of any impending threat.
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These key variables are also identified in SAR Table 7-1 1A (Ref. 1).  

The specific instrument Functions listed in Table 3.3.15-1 are discussed in the LCO 
Bases Section.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The PAM instrumentation ensures the availability of information so that the control 
room operating staff can: 

"* Perform the diagnosis specified in the abnormal and emergency operating 
procedures. These variables include preplanned actions for the primary 
success path of DBAs (e.g., loss of coolant accident (LOCA); 

"* Take the specified, preplanned, manually controlled actions, for which no 
automatic control is provided, which are required for safety systems to 
accomplish their safety functions; 

"* Determine whether systems important to safety are performing their intended 
functions; 

"* Determine the potential for causing a gross breach of the barriers to radioactivity 

release; 

"* Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred; and 

"• Initiate action necessary to protect the public and estimate the magnitude of any 
impending threat 

SAR Section 7.3.4 (Ref. 4) documents the results of the Regulatory Guide 1.97 
analysis process which Identified Type A and Category I non-Type A variables.  

In MODE 1, PAM instrumentation that meets the definition of Type A in Regulatory 
Guide 1.97 satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 5). In MODES 2 and 3, 
Category I, non-type A, instrumentation must be retained in Technical 
Specifications because it Is intended to assist operators in minimizing the 
consequences of accidents. Therefore, Category I, non-Type A variables are 
important for reducing public risk, and satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 5).  

LCO 

LCO 3.3.15 requires two OPERABLE channels for all but one Function to ensure no 
single failure prevents the operators from being presented with the Information 
necessary to determine the status of the unit and to bring the unit to, and maintain it 
in, a safe condition following that accident. Furthermore, provision of two channels 
allows a CHANNEL CHECK during the post accident phase to confirm the validity of
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displayed information. When a channel includes more than one qualified control 
room indication, such as both an indicator and a recorder, or an indicator and 
Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) readout, etc., only one indication is 
required for channel OPERABILITY.  

The exception to the two channel requirement is reactor building isolation valve 
position. In this case, the important information is the status of the reactor building 
penetrations. The LCO requires one position indicator for each automatic reactor 
building isolation valve. This is sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status of 
each isolable penetration either via indicated status of the active valve and prior 
knowledge of the passive valve or via system boundary status. If a normally active 
reactor building isolation valve is known to be dosed and deactivated, position 
indication is not needed to determine status. Therefore, the position indication for 
valves in this state is not required to be OPERABLE (See Table 3.3.15-1, Note (a)).  

Each of the specified instrument Functions listed in Table 3.3.15-1 are discussed 

below: 

1. Wide Range Neutron Flux 

Wide Range Neutrori Flux indication is a Type B, Category I variable 
provided to verify reactor shutdown. The Wide Range Neutron Flux 
channels consist of two channels of qualified fission chamber based 
instrumentation (Gamma-Metrics) with readout on one recorder and on the 
SPDS. The channels provide indication over a range of 107 to 100% full 
power (Ref. 1).  

2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Hot Lea Temperature 

RCS Hot Leg Temperature instrumentation is a Type A Category I variable 
provided for verification of core cooling and long term surveillance including 
determining when to secure reactor coolant pumps following a LOCA.  
Reactor outlet temperature inputs are provided by two fast response 
resistance elements and associated transmitters in each loop. The two 
channels provide readout on one indicator and one recorder and on the 
SPDS. The channels provide indication over a range of 50OF to 7000F.  

3. RCS Hot Lea Level 

RCS Hot Leg Level instrumentation is a Type B, Category I variable 
provided to support operator diagnosis of inadequate core cooling and 
tracking reactor coolant inventory. Each channel monitors level from one (1) 
wide range and any two (2) of four (4) narrow range transmitters per hot leg.  
Channel OPERABILITY requires a minimum of one wide range and any two 
of the narrow range transmitters in the same channel OPERABLE. In 
addition, reference leg temperature inputs and core exit thermocouple 
average temperature are used for density compensation of the level. The 
system is designed to infer the water level in the hot legs during no-flow 
conditions. The channels provide readout on two indicators and on the
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SPDS. The channels provide indication over a Unit elevation range of 368 
feet 6 inches to 417 feet 6 inches.  

4. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) 

RCS Pressure (Wide Range) instrumentation is provided for verification of 
core cooling and RCS integrity long term surveillance.  

Wide range RCS loop pressure is measured by pressure transmitters with a 
span of 0 psig to 3000 psig. The pressure transmitters are located inside 
the RB. Redundant monitoring capability is provided by two channels of 
instrumentation. This control room display, consisting of one indicator and 
one recorder, and the SPDS is the primary indication used by the operator 
during an accident. Therefore, the accident monitoring specification deals 
specifically with this portion of the instrument string.  

RCS Pressure is a Type A, Category I variable because the operator uses 
this indication to monitor the cooldown of the RCS following a steam 
generator (SG) tube rupture or small break LOCA. Operator actions to 
maintain a controlled cooldown, such as adjusting SG pressure or level, 
would use this indication. In addition, high pressure injection (HPI) flow is 
throttled based on RCS Pressure and subcooled margin.  

5. Reactor Vessel Water Level 

Reactor Vessel Water Level instrumentation is a Type B, Category I variable 
and is provided for verification and long term surveillance of core cooling.  
The reactor vessel level monitoring system provides an indication of the 
liquid level above the fuel.  

The level range extends from the top of the vessel dome down to the top of 
the fuel alignment plate. The response time is short enough to track the 
level during small break LOCA events. The resolution is sufficient to show 
the initial level drop, the key locations near the hot leg elevation, and the 
lowest levels just above the fuel. This provides the operator with adequate 
indication to track the progression of the accident and to detect the 
consequences of its mitigating actions or the functionality of automatic 
equipment.  

The Reactor Vessel Water Level channels consist of two redundant Radcal 
Level Instruments (RLIs) (each containing nine (9) axially distributed level 
sensors and one reactor vessel head temperature thermocouple to detect 
reactor coolant Inventory above the core), and a data acquisition system 
with readout on two indicators. When Reactor Coolant Pumps are running, 
all except the dome sensors are interlocked to read "invalid" due to flow 
induced variables that may offset the sensor outputs. Channel 
OPERABILITY requires a minimum of three sensors in the upper plenum 
region and two sensors in the dome region OPERABLE. Readout for this 
parameter is also provided on the SPDS.
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6. Reactor Building Water Level (Wide Range) 

Reactor Building Water Level (Wide Range) instrumentation is a Type B, 
Category I variable and is provided for verification of net positive suction 
head (NPSH) for the recirculation phase. The Reactor Building Water Level 
instrumentation consists of two channels with readout on two indicators and 
one recorder and on the SPDS. The channels provide water level indication 
over a range of 0 to 144 inches.  

7. Reactor Building Pressure (Wide Ranae) 

Reactor Building Pressure (Wide Range) instrumentation is a Type B, 
Category I variable and is provided for verification of RCS and reactor 
building OPERABILITY. Reactor Building Pressure instrumentation consists 
of two channels with readout on two indicators and one recorder and on the 
SPDS. The channels provide pressure indication over a range of 0 to 210 
psia (-15 to 195 psig).  

8. Automatic Reactor Building Isolation Valve Position 

Automatic Reactor Building Isolation Valve Position is a Type B, Category I 
variable and is provided for verification of the isolation status of the reactor 
building penetration. The LCO requires one channel of valve position 
indication in the control room to be OPERABLE for each automatic isolation 
valve in a reactor building penetration flow path, i.e., two total channels of 
position indication for a penetration flow path with two automatic valves. For 
reactor building penetrations with only one automatic valve having control 
room indication, Note (b) requires a single channel of valve position 
indication to be OPERABLE. This is sufficient to verify the isolation status of 
each isolable penetration via indicated status of the automatic valve, as 
applicable, and prior knowledge of passive valve or system boundary status.  
If a penetration flow path is isolated, position indication for the isolation 
valve(s) in the associated penetration flow path is not needed to determine 
status. Therefore, the position indication for valves in an isolated 
penetration flow path is not required to be OPERABLE. Each penetration is 
treated separately and each penetration flow path is considered a separate 
function. Therefore, separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable 
penetration flow path.  

The isolation valve position PAM instrumentation consists of Class 1 E 
position switches for each automatic reactor building isolation valve. These 
switches provide "closed -not closed" indication via indicating lights in the 
control room.  

9. Reactor Building Area Radiation (High Range) 

Reactor Building Area Radiation (High Range) instrumentation is a 
Type E, Category I variable and Is provided to monitor the potential for 
significant radiation releases and to provide release assessment for use by 
operators in determining the need to invoke site emergency plans. The
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Reactor Building Area Radiation instrumentation consists of two channels 
with readout on two indicators and one recorder and on the SPDS. The 
channels provide high radiation indication over a range of I to 108 R/hour 
gamma; however, the required range is only I to 10o R/hour gamma.  

10. Reactor Building Hvdrogen Concentration 

Reactor Building Hydrogen Concentration instrumentation is a Type A, 
Category I variable and is provided to detect high hydrogen concentration 
conditions that represent a potential for a reactor building breach and the 
need to initiate hydrogen control measures such as hydrogen purge. This 
variable is also important in verifying the adequacy of mitigating actions.  
The Reactor Building Hydrogen Concentration Instrumentation consists of 
two channels with readout on two indicators and one recorder and on the 
SPDS. The channels provide hydrogen concentration indication over a 
range of 0 to 10% volume.  

11. Pressurizer Level 

Pressurizer Level Instrumentation is a Type D, Category I variable and is 
used in combination with other system parameters to determine whether to 
terminate safety Injection (SI), if still in progress, or to reinitiate SI if It has 
been stopped. Knowledge of pressurizer water level Is also used to verify 
the unit conditions necessary to establish natural circulation in the RCS and 
to verify that the unit is maintained in a safe shutdown condition. The 
Pressurizer Level instrumentation consists of two channels with readout on 
one indicator and one recorder and on the SPDS. The channels provide 
level indication over a range of 87 to 407 inches (bottom to top).  

12. Steam Generator Water Level 

Steam Generator Water Level instrumentation is a Type A, Category I 
variable provided to monitor operation of RCS heat removal via the SG and 
to determine the affected SG for Isolation following a SGTR event. The 
indication of SG level is provided by the low range and high range level 
instrumentation, covering a span of 6 inches to 500 Inches above the lower 
tubesheet. The measured differential pressure is displayed in inches of 
water.  

The Steam Generator Water Level instrumentation consists of two channels 
(A and B) for each steam generator for the low range and two channels for 
each steam generator for the high range with readout on four dual indicators 
(one SG channel with both ranges per indicator) and on the SPDS. The 
Low Range channels provide level Indication over a range of 6 to 156 inches 
of water and the High Range channels provide level indication over a range 
of 102 to 500 inches of water. Each range of water level instrumentation for 
each steam generator is considered a separate Function of PAM 
Instrumentation. Two additional channels (C and D) also monitor SG water 
level for EFIC but these channels are not required as PAM instrumentation.
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SG high range level indication is used by the operator to manually raise and 
control SG level to establish reflux boiling (boiler condenser) heat transfer.  
Operator action is initiated on a loss of subcooled margin. Feedwater flow is 
increased until the indicated level reaches the reflux boiling (boiler 
condenser) setpoint.  

13. Steam Generator Pressure 

Steam Generator Pressure instrumentation is a Type A, Category I variable 
provided to support operator diagnosis of a design basis steam generator 
tube rupture to identify and isolate the affected SG. In addition, SG 
pressure is a key parameter used by the operator to evaluate primary-to
secondary heat transfer. For example, the operator may use this indication 
to control the primary system cooldown following a steam line break accident 
or a small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA).  

Steam generator pressure measurement is provided by two pressure 
transmitters per SG. The channels provide readout on two indicators (one 
per SG) and two dual pen recorders (one per SG) and on the SPDS. The 
channels provide pressure indication over a range from 0 to 1200 psig. The 
pressure instrumentation for each steam generator is considered a separate 
Function of PAM Instrumentation.  

14. Condensate Storage Tank (QCST) Level 

QCST Level Instrumentation is a Type A, Category I variable and is provided 
to ensure a readily available, condensate quality water supply for EFW.  
Inventory is monitored by a 0 to 30 feet level indication. QCST Level is 
displayed on one control room indicator and one recorder, and on the 
SPDS.  

QCST Level is the primary indication used by the operator to identify loss of 
QCST volume and replenish the QCST or align suction of the EFW pumps 
to the safety related source, I.e., service water.  

15. Borated Water Storage Tank Level 

Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) Level instrumentation is a Type A, 
Category I variable provided to support action for long term cooling 
requirements, I.e., to determine when to initiate the switch-over of the core 
cooling pump suction from the BWST to sump recirculation. BWST Level 
measurement is provided by two channels with readout on two indicators 
and one recorder and on the SPDS. The level transmitters are calibrated 
over a range of 0 to 45 feet. The 0" reference level is the level instrument 
tap, which is approximately 5 inches above the bottom of the tank.  

16. Core Exit Temperature 

Core Exit Temperature is a Type C, Category I variable and is provided for 
verification and long term surveillance of core cooling. Twenty-four (24)
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qualified core exit thermocouples (CETs) are provided with six (6) located in 
each core quadrant. Two CETs are required in each core quadrant and 
readout is provided on two indicators and on the SPDS. The channels 
provide core exit temperature indication over a range of 50 to 23000F. This 
Function Is specified on a "CETs per quadrant basis. Therefore, each 
quadrant of required CETs is considered a separate Function for Condition 
entry.  

17. Emergency Feedwater Flow 

EFW Flow instrumentation is a Type D, Category I variable and Is provided 
to monitor operation of RCS heat removal via the SGs. One channel is 
provided for each flow path of an EFW pump to each SG, i.e., each pump 
feeds both SGs so there are four flow paths. The channels provide 
indication of EFW Flow to each SG over a range of 0 to 900 gpm. Each 
transmitter provides an input to a control room indicator (four indicators total) 
and to the SPDS. Flow measurement to each steam generator is 
considered a separate Function of PAM Instrumentation.  

EFW Flow is the primary indication used by the operator to verify that the 

EFW System Is delivering flow to the correct SG.  

18. High Pressure Iniection Flow 

See the discussion for Function 19 below.  

19. Low Pressure Iniection Flow 

High and Low Pressure Injection Flow instrumentation is a Type A, Category 
I variable provided to support action for long term cooling requirements.  

HPI flow may be throttled based on RCS pressure, subcooled margin and 
pressurizer level, and to balance flow rates between the injection lines. LPI 
flow information Is used to determine when it is acceptable to terminate HPI.  
High and Low Pressure Injection Flow measurement is provided by two 
channels each with readout on two indicating recorders for high pressure 
injection (HPI), and with readout on two indicators and one recorder for low 
pressure injection (LPI) and on the SPDS. Each HPI channel includes four 
instruments (one per flow path) which provide flow indication over a range 
from 0 to 200 gpm, and the LPI channels provide flow indication over a 
range from 0 to 4500 gpm.  

20. Reactor Building Spray Flow 

Reactor Building Spray Flow instrumentation is a Type A, Category I variable 
provided to support action for long term reactor building cooling 
requirements (e.g., maintain NPSH) and iodine removal. Reactor Building 
Spray Flow measurement is provided by two channels with readout on two 
indicators and one recorder and on the SPDS. The channels provide flow 
Indication over a range from 0 to 2000 gpm.
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APPLICABILITY 

The PAM instrumentation LCO Is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. These 
variables are related to the diagnosis and preplanned actions required for safe 
shutdown and to determine that safety systems are performing their intended 
function when required. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, unit conditions are such that the 
likelihood of an event occurring that would require PAM instrumentation is low, 
therefore, the PAM instrumentation is not required to be OPERABLE in these 
MODES.  

ACTIONS 

The ACTIONS are modified by two Notes. Note I is added to the ACTIONS to 
exclude the MODE change restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry 
into an applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS 
may eventually require a unit shutdown. This exception is acceptable due to the 
passive function of the Instruments, the operators ability to respond to an accident 
utilizing alternate instruments and methods, and the low probability of an event 
requiring these instruments.  

Note 2 is added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application of Completion Time rules.  
The Conditions of this Specification may be entered independently for each 
Function listed in Table 3.3.15-1. The Completion Time(s) of the inoperable 
channels of a Function will be tracked separately for each Function starting from the 
time the Condition was entered for that Function. This Note is also applicable for 
Table 3.3.15-1 items 12a, 12b, 12c, 12d, 13a, 13b, 17a and 17b, each of which is 
considered a separate Function.  

A.1 

When one or more Functions have one required channel inoperable, the inoperable 
channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days. The 30 day 
Completion Time is based on operating experience. This takes into account the 
remaining OPERABLE channel, the passive nature of the instrument (no critical 
automatic action is assumed to occur from these instruments), and the low 
probability of an event requiring PAM instrumentation during this interval.  

B._1 

Required Action B.1 specifies initiation of actions to prepare and submit a Special 
Report to the NRC. This report discusses the results of the root cause evaluation of 
the inoperability and identifies proposed restorative actions. The Special Report is 
to be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days of entering 
Condition B. This action is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown requirement since 
alternative actions are identified before loss of functional capability and given the
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likelihood of unit conditions that would require information provided by this 
instrumentation. The Completion Time of "Immediately" for Required Action B.1 
identifies the start of the "cockM for submittal of the Special Report. Condition B is 
modified by a Note requiring Required Action B.1 to be completed whenever the 
Condition is entered. The Note ensures the requirement to prepare and submit the 
report is completed. Restoration alone per Required Action A.1 after the initial 
Completion Time of 30 days does not alleviate the need to report the extended 
inoperability to the NRC.  

C.1 

When one or more Functions have two required channels inoperable (i.e., two 
channels inoperable in the same Function), one channel in the Function should be 
restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days. This Condition does not apply to the 
hydrogen monitor channels. The Completion Time of 7 days is based on the 
relatively low probability of an event requiring PAM instrumentation action operation 
and the availability of alternative means to obtain the required information.  
Continuous operation with two required channels inoperable in a Function is not 
acceptable because the alternate indications may not fully meet all performance of 
qualification requirements applied to the PAM instrumentation. Therefore, requiring 
restoration of one inoperable channel of the Function limits the probability that the 
PAM Function will be unavailable should an accident occur.  

D.1 

When two required hydrogen monitor channels are inoperable, Required Action D.1 
requires one channel to be restored to OPERABLE status. This action restores the 
monitoring capability of the hydrogen monitor. The 72 hour Completion Time is 
based on the relatively low probability of an event requiring hydrogen monitoring.  
Continuous operation with two required channels inoperable is not acceptable 
because alternate indications are not available.  

E.1 

Required Action E.1 directs entry into the appropriate Condition referenced in 
Table 3.3.15-1. The applicable Condition referenced in the Table is Function 
dependent Each time an inoperable channel has not met the Required Action and 
associated Completion Time of Condition C or D, as applicable, Condition E is 
entered for that channel and provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent 
Condition.  

F.1 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Conditions C or D are not 
met and Table 3.3.15-1 directs entry into Condition F, the unit must be brought to a 
MODE in which the requirements of this LCO do not apply. To achieve this status,
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the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and MODE 4 within 
12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions In an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

G.1 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Conditions C or D are not 
met and Table 3.3.15-1 directs entry into Condition E, alternate means of 
monitoring the parameter should be applied and the Required Action is not to shut 
down the unit but rather to initiate actions to prepare and submit a Special Report to 
the NRC. These alternate means may be temporarily installed if the normal PAM 
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allotted time. The 
report provided to the NRC should discuss the alternate means used, describe the 
degree to which the alternate means are equivalent to the installed PAM channels, 
justify the areas in which they are not equivalent, and provide a schedule for 
restoring the normal PAM channels. The Special Report is to be submitted in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days of entering Condition F.  

Both the RCS Hot Leg Level and the Reactor Vessel Level are methods of 
monitoring for inadequate core cooling.  

The alternate means of monitoring the Reactor Building Area Radiation (High 
Range) consist of a combination of installed area radiation monitors and portable 
instrumentation.  

The Completion Time of Ilmmediately" for Required Action G.1 identifies the start of 
the clockM for submittal of the Special Report. Condition G is modified by a Note 
requiring Required Action G.1 to be completed whenever the Condition is entered.  
The Note ensures the requirement to prepare and submit the report is completed.  
Restoration alone per Required Action C.1 or Required Action D.1 after the initial 
Completion Time of 7 days, or 72 hours, respectively, does not alleviate the need to 
report the extended inoperability to the NRC.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation 
Function in Table 3.3.15-1.  

SR 3.3.15.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days for each required 
instrumentation channel that is normally energized provides reasonable assurance 
for prompt identification of a gross failure of instrumentation. A CHANNEL CHECK 
is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel with a similar 
parameter on other channels. It Is based on the assumption that instrument
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channels monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the same 
value. Significant deviations between the two instrument channels could be an 
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of something even 
more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; therefore, it is 
key to verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate properly between 
each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high radiation instrumentation should be 
compared with similar unit Instruments located throughout the unit. For the reactor 
building hi-range radiation monitor, the CHANNEL CHECK should also note the 
detectors response to the keep alive source.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a combination of the 
channel instrument uncertainties, including indication and readability. If a channel 
is outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor or the signal 
processing equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are 
normally off scale during times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL 
CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in the same direction. Offscale low 
current loop channels are, where practical, verified to be reading at the bottom of 
the range and not failed downscale.  

The Frequency is based on unit operating experience that demonstrates channel 
failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal but more frequent 
checks of channels during normal operational use of the displays associated with 
this LCO's required channels.  

SR 3.3.15.2 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel, Including the sensor.  
This test verifies the channel responds to measured parameters within the 
necessary range and accuracy.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors from CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the detectors because generating a 
meaningful test signal is difficult, and there is no adjustment that can be made to 
the detectors. Furthermore, adjustment of the detectors is unnecessary because 
they are passive devices, with minimal drift. Finally, the detectors are of simple 
construction, and any failures in the detectors will be apparent as change in 
channel output.  

For the Reactor Building Area Radiation Instrumentation, a CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION may consist of an electronic calibration of the channel, not including 
the detector, for range decades above 10 RPhr, and a one point calibration check of 
the detector below 10 R/hr with a gamma source.  

For the Reactor Building Hydrogen Concentration instrumentation, the calibration 
includes proper consideration of moisture effect.
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Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next required CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION of the resistance temperature detector (RTD) sensors is 
accomplished by an inplace cross calibration that compares the other sensing 
elements with the recently Installed sensing element.  

Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next required CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION of the Core Exit thermocouple sensors is accomplished by an 
inplace cross calibration that compares the other sensing elements with the recently 
installed sensing element 

The Frequency is based on operating experience and consistency with the typical 
industry refueling cycle and is justified by the assumption of at least an 18 month 
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift 

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Table 7-11 A.  

2. Regulatory Guide 1.97.  

3. NUREG-0737, 1979.  

4. SAR, Section 7.3.4.  

5. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.16 Control Room Isolation - High Radiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The principal function of the Control Room Isolation - High Radiation is to provide 
an enclosed environment from which the unit can be operated following an 
uncontrolled release of radioactivity. The high radiation isolation function provides 
assurance that under the required conditions, an isolation signal will be initiated to 
provide isolation and shutdown the units normal control room ventilation supply 
fan.  

The control room isolation signal is provided by two independent radiation 
monitoring systems; one associated with each unit. The Unit I radiation monitor is 
in the Unit I control room normal supply duct. The Unit 2 radiation monitor is in the 
Unit 2 control room normal supply duct. If a radioactivity concentration significantly 
above normal background level is detected, the unit monitor will initiate a shutdown 
of the units normal duty supply fans, place both unWs ventilation dampers in their 
recirculation mode, and start the unit's Control Room Emergency Ventilation System 
(CREVS) supply fan.  

The trip setpoints are chosen sufficiently below hazardous radiation levels to 
minimize operator exposure during an accident and sufficiently above normally 
experienced background levels to minimize spurious actuation. The habitability 
systems functional design bases are provided in the ANO Unit 2 SAR, Section 6.4 
(Ref. 1).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The control room must be maintained habitable during post accident operations and 
recovery. The CREVS Is a shared system which provides a filtered makeup air 
source for the common control room habitability envelope from which the unit can 
be operated following an uncontrolled release of radioactivity. Upon receipt of a 
high radiation signal, the associated normal ventilation supply fans are shutdown, 
the control room isolation dampers are dosed to isolate both normal outside air 
intakes, and the associated CREVS train emergency filtration function is initiated.  
Operator action is necessary to shut down one train of CREVS (if both actuate) in 
order to prevent operator doses greater than identified by the habitability analysis.  
Operator action is also necessary to verify that at least one door between the Unit I 
and Unit 2 control rooms is open to provide appropriate pressurization and 
recirculation.
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In MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4, the radiation monitor isolation of the control room 
habitability envelope and actuation of the CREVS provides a habitable environment 
for the operators following a design basis accident or any event with a significant 
release of radioactivity.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the radiation monitor isolation of the 
control room habitability envelope and actuation of the CREVS provides a habitable 
environment for the operators following a fuel handling accident 

The Control Room Isolation-High Radiation satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 
(Ref. 2).  

LCO 

The LCO requires that instrumentation necessary to initiate the CREVS is 
OPERABLE. Two channels of Control Room Isolation-High Radiation are required 
to be OPERABLE to provide actuation capability from high radiation either entering 
the control room habitability envelope via the Unit I normal supply duct 
(2RITS-8001) or entering the control room habitability envelope via the Unit 2 
normal supply duct (2RITS-8750-1).  

Trip setpoints are specified in the unit specific procedures. The setpoints are 
selected to ensure the as-found setpoint measured by the CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST does not exceed the Allowable Value if the bistable is 
performing as required. The trip setpoint for this parameter does not include 
additional allowances for instrument uncertainties. Therefore, the trip setpoint and 
Allowable Value are the same.  

APPLICABILITY 

The control room isolation capability on high radiation shall be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in any 
MODE. If a radioactive release were to occur during any of these conditions, the 
control room would have to remain habitable to ensure continued reactor control 
capability from the control room.  

ACTIONS 

A-1 

Condition A applies to Inoperability of one channel of the Control Room Isolation 
High Radiation function in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.
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With one channel of Control Room Isolation-High Radiation function inoperable, 
one channel remains OPERABLE to provide an automatic actuation function. Since 
the probability of an event which would be detected by only one of the radiation 
monitors is low, operation of the unit may continue for up to 7 days. If the CREVS 
actuation instrumentation is not returned to OPERABLE status, the unit ventilation 
system must be placed, within the 7 days, in a state equivalent to that which occurs 
after the high radiation actuation has occurred with one OPERABLE train of the 
CREVS in the emergency recirculation mode of operation. Reactor operation may 
then continue indefinitely in this state. The 7 day Completion Time is sufficient to 
restore most causes of inoperable actuation instrumentation.  

B.1 

Condition B applies to inoperability of both channels of the Control Room 
Isolation-High Radiation function in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.  

With both channels of Control Room Isolation - High Radiation inoperable, the 
ventilation system must be placed in a condition that does not require the isolation 
to occur, i.e., in a state equivalent to that which occurs after the high radiation 
isolation has occurred with one OPERABLE train of the CREVS in operation.  
Reactor operation can continue Indefinitely in this state. The 1 hour Completion 
Time is a sufficient amount of time in which to take the Required Action.  

CA.1 and C.2 

If the CREVS cannot be placed into the emergency recirculation mode while in 
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, actions must be taken to minimize the chances of an accident 
that could lead to radiation releases. The unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 
within 6 hours, with a subsequent cooldown to MODE 5 within 36 hours. This 
places the reactor In a low energy state that allows greater time for operator action 
if habitation of the control room is precluded. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

D.1 and D.2 

Required Action D.1 is the same as discussed earlier for Condition A, except for 
Completion Time. If the CREVS cannot be placed into recirculation mode while 
moving irradiated fuel assemblies, then Required Action D.2 suspends actions that 
could lead to an accident that could release radioactivity resulting from a fuel 
handling accident.  

Required Action D.2 places the irradiated fuel in a safe and stable configuration in 
which it is less likely to experience an accident that could result in a release of 
radioactivity. The irradiated fuel must be maintained in these conditions until the 
automatic isolation capability is returned to operation or when manual action places
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one train of the CREVS into the emergency recirculation mode. The Completion 
Time of "Immediately" is consistent with the urgency of the situation and accounts 
for the high radiation function, which provides the only automatic Control Room 
Isolation function capable of responding to radiation release due to a fuel handling 
accident. The Completion Time does not preclude placing any fuel assembly into a 
safe position before ceasing any such movement.  

Note that in certain circumstances, such as fuel handling in the fuel handling area 
during power operation, both Condition A or B and Condition D may apply in the 
event of channel failure(s).  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.16.1 

Performance of a CHANNEL CHECK for the Control Room Isolation - High 
Radiation actuation Instrumentation once every 12 hours provides reasonable 
assurance for prompt identification of a gross failure of instrumentation.  
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK helps ensure that the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Acceptance criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a combination of the 
channel instrument uncertainties. If a channel is outside the criteria, it may be an 
indication that the transmitter or the signal processing equipment has drifted outside 
its limit If the channels are within the criteria, it is an indication that the channels 
are OPERABLE. The Frequency is based on operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare.  

SR 3.3.16.2 

A Note allows a channel to be inoperable for up to 3 hours for surveillance testing 
without entering the associated Conditions and Required Actions, although during 
this time period it cannot actuate a control room isolation. This is based on the 
average time required to perform channel surveillance. It is not acceptable to 
remove channels from service for more than 3 hours to perform required 
surveillance testing without declaring the channel inoperable.  

SR 3.3.16.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST once every 
31 days to ensure that the channels can perform their intended functions. This test 
verifies the capability of the instrumentation to provide the automatic Control Room 
Isolation. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the setpoint 
requirements.  

The 31 day Frequency is based on operating experience which indicates that the 
instrumentation usually passes the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when 
performed on a monthly basis.
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SR 3.3.16.3 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION to ensure that the 
instrument channel remains operational with the correct setpoint.  

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop and the 
sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter within 
the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive calibrations to ensure 
that the channel remains operational between successive tests. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION must be performed consistent with the setpoint requirements.  

The Frequency is based on the assumption of at least an 18 month calibration 
interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift and is consistent 
with the typical refueling cycle.  

REFERENCES 

1. ANO-2 SAR, Section 6.4.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.
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ITS Section 3.3D: Instrumentation - MISC.  

Note: ITS Section 3.3D package includes the following ITS: 
ITS 3.3.8 Diesel Generator (DG) Loss of Power Start (LOPS) 
ITS 3.3.15 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation 
ITS 3.3.16 Control Room Isolation - High Radiation 

and addresses the following NUREG-1430 RSTS: 
RSTS 3.3.8 Diesel Generator (DG) Loss of Power Start (LOPS) 
RSTS 3.3.15 Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation - High Radiation 
RSTS 3.3.16 Control Room Isolation - High Radiation 
RSTS 3.3.17 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation 
RSTS 3.3.18 Remote Shutdown System 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas 
Nuclear One, Unit 1 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-1 
Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the B&W Standard Technical 
Specification (RSTS), NUREG 1430, Revision 1. This change does not alter the 
requirements of the CTS or RSTS. Examples of this type of change include: wording 
preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering and formatting changes; and 
hierarchy structure.  

A2 The ANO-1 CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the 
NUREG-1430 Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content that will 
be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  

A3 CTS 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2 represent information on the proper action when the number 
of channels is less than required by CTS Table 3.5.1-1. For example, CTS 3.5.1 does 
not clearly specify that the number of channels identified in Table 3.5.1-1, Column 1, 
are required to be OPERABLE, and CTS 3.5.1.2 provides limitations for inoperable 
channels. Similarly, CTS Specifications 4.1.a, and 4.1.b contain information on the 
proper application of CTS Table 4.1-1. These Specifications and the format of the 
referenced Tables are replaced with the appropriate ITS 3.3.15 and ITS 3.3.16 
requirements. The CTS markup for these Specifications and Tables does not attempt 
to depict all of the changes required to adopt the ITS format. Rather, the appropriate 
specific Discussion of Change (DOC) is indicated along with the appropriate CTS 
versus ITS cross reference. Therefore, this change in format is considered 
administrative.
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A4 Surveillance frequencies in CTS Table 4.1-1 have been replaced with those from 

NUREG-1430. The CTS and corresponding ITS Frequencies are as follows: 

CTS ITS 
S - Each shift 12 hours 
W - Weekly 7 days 
M - Monthly 31 days 
D - Daily 24 hours 
T/W - Twice per week 96 hours 
Q - Quarterly 92 days 
P - Prior to each startup if Not Used 

not done previous week 
B/M - Every 2 months Not Used 
R - Once every 18 months 18 months 
PC - Prior to going Critical Not Used 

if not done within 
previous 31 days 

NA - Not Applicable Not Used 
SA - SA Twice per Year 184 days 

(Note: Not all Frequencies are applicable to this package.) 

A5 The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST requirements for the CTS Degraded Voltage 
Monitoring Functions in CTS Table 4.1-1, item 37, are omitted as a specific line item in 

the ITS. However, this results in no change in requirements since the CHANNEL 

FUNCTIONAL TEST is required as part of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION which is 

on the same Frequency, 18 months. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A6 ITS 3.3.15 ACTIONS Note 2 is incorporated. The inclusion of ITS 3.3.15 brings 

together all the Post Accident Monitor (PAM) Functions into one Specification. As 

separate items in the CTS, each Function had separate Actions and was considered 

separately. In ITS, the addition of ACTIONS Note 2 retains this separate 
consideration for each Function. This is an administrative change only, and is 
necessary due to the different format utilized for ITS. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

A7 The term Minimum Degree of Redundancy as presented in CTS, i.e., Table 3.5.1-1 

Column 4, will not be retained in ITS. Omission of this term is not considered to 

result in any changes in requirements since the intent of this column is consistent with 

application of Table 3.5.1-1 Column 3, "Minimum Channels Operable," which is 
retained (although the format is changed per DOC A3). Removal of this term and its 

usage from the CTS does not 1"epresent any actual change in requirements, only a 
change in presentation.
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A8 A Note is incorporated into the ITS that is not in the CTS. The ITS 3.3.8 ACTIONS 

Note provides for separate entry into the ACTIONS for each Function. This is 

consistent with the CTS in that each CTS function was also considered separately (see 
Table 3.5.1-1, items 8a and 8b). Separate ACTIONS is therefore consistent with the 

CTS and the NUREG, and the addition of the Note is for clarity in application only.  

A9 Specific Applicability requirements are included for ITS 3.3.8. These are included 

consistent with the CTS requirements which are not explicitly identified, but considered 

to be MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 since the Actions provided by CTS Table 3.5.1-1, 
Note 14, require the unit to be placed in cold shutdown (ITS MODE 5) when the DG 

LOPS function is not OPERABLE. There are no additional restrictions once the unit is 

in cold shutdown or refueling. Further, events occurring in these MODES are slowly 
evolving events which provide time for operator action to start the DG when required, 
and such starts are not required by the ANO-1 safety analyses.  

A10 The Applicability of the Degraded Voltage Monitoring (DG LOPS) Specifications in 

CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Other #8, as applied at ANO-1 is above Cold Shutdown. Due to 

the way requirements are presented in CTS Table 3.5.1-1, the Applicability is often not 
specifically stated. In the case of Degraded Voltage Monitoring instrumentation, it is 
considered to be required above Cold Shutdown which is consistent with the CTS 
Applicability for OPERABILITY of the DGs. This is consistent with CTS 
Table 3.5.1-1, Note 14, which requires the unit to be placed in cold shutdown (ITS 

MODE 5) when the DG LOPS function is not OPERABLE. There are no additional 
restrictions once the unit is in cold shutdown or refueling. Events occurring in 
MODES 5 & 6 are slowly evolving events which provide time for operator action to 

start the DG when required, and such starts are not required by the ANO-1 safety 
analyses.  

All Not used.  

A12 Not used.  

A13 Not used.  

A14 CTS 4.1.c is omitted since it duplicates requirements provided in the regulations, i.e., 
10CFR Part 50, Appendix B, criteria XI, XVI, & XVII. Such duplication is 

unnecessary and results in additional administrative burden to revise the duplicate TS 
when these regulations are revised. Since removal of the duplication results in no 
actual change in the requirements, removal of the duplicative information is considered 
an administrative change. Further, changes to the requirements are controlled by the 
NRC. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A15 This page is not yet approved as provided in this package. Therefore, this markup is 
dependent on the expected NRC approval of the August 6, 1998, (Ref. ICAN089801) 
license amendment request (LAR) related to the sodium hydroxide tank limits.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

MI The CTS 3.5. 1-1, Note 14, Actions for inoperable channels in the Degraded Voltage 

Monitoring function are revised consistent with ITS 3.3.8 ACTIONS. CTS Note 14 

allows 72 hours for restoration or place the unit in hot shutdown within the next 

6 hours and in cold shutdown within the following 30 hours. The ITS provides 1 hour 

for restoration of the inoperable channel(s) and then requires that the affected DGs be 

declared inoperable and the applicable Conditions entered. If the inoperable channels 

affect both DGs, the applicable Condition of LCO 3.8.1 will be Condition E and will 

allow only 2 hours for restoration of at least one of the inoperable instrument channels.  

This is more restrictive than CTS, but is appropriate since the affected automatic start 
function of both DGs is lost. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M2 The CTS is revised to add a CHANNEL CHECK of the hydrogen concentration 
instrument channel every 31 days for each required instrument channel that is normally 
energized. There is no such requirement in the CTS. The Frequency of ITS 3.3.15.1 

for PAM Function 10 is based on unit operating experience that demonstrates channel 

failure is rare, and on the use of less formal but more frequent checks of channels 
during normal operational use of the displays associated with the required channels.  
This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M3 An explicit Applicability is incorporated for ITS Table 3.3.15-1, PAM Functions which 

do not have an Applicability identified in CTS. For all PAM Functions identified in 

CTS Table 3.5.1-1, CTS 3.5.1.1 indicates that "startup and operation are not 
permitted" unless the minimum channels are OPERABLE. These were identified in the 

Section 1.0 conversion package as being equivalent to ITS MODES 1 & 2. Since 
ITS PAM Function 9 will be Applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3, this is a more 
restrictive change consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M4 Additional appropriate Conditions are included for the control room isolation on high 
radiation. ITS 3.3.16 Condition C is included to provide an appropriate default 

condition if Condition A or B are not met without reverting to LCO 3.0.3. Condition 
D is included to provide an appropriate condition if the LCO is not met during 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in MODES 5 or 6. The additional Conditions 

are consistent with NUREG-1430. This is considered a more restrictive change since 
CTS 3.5.1.17 and CTS Table 3.5.1-1 do not provide these Actions, and less time is 
provided to take the ACTIONS than if CTS LCO 3.0.3 were entered.
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M5 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 18 provides the Actions for inoperability of one channel of 
control room isolation on high radiation. After 7 days of inoperability of one channel, 
this Note allows an additional 6 hours to initiate and maintain operation of the CREVS.  
This additional 6 hours is not included in ITS 3.3.16, Condition A. This time period is 
excessive for initiation of CREVS; fin-ther, most problems can be restored within the 
initial 7 days. If the isolation instrumentation is not restored, the actuation of CREVS 
can easily be implemented within the initial 7 days. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M6 CTS 3.3.1 provides an Applicability for the Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) 
Level instrumentation that is associated with the containment integrity requirements of 
CTS 3.6.1 which is dependent on reactor coolant pressure (> 300 psig), reactor coolant 
temperature (> 2000F), and reactor fuel in the core. The proposed Applicability for the 
PAM instrumentation, including the BWST Level Function, is MODES 1, 2, and 3 
with no dependence on reactor coolant pressure. Since CTS requirements for this 
Function would not be applicable in MODE 3 with the reactor coolant < 300 psig, the 
proposed Applicability is more restrictive than CTS. An Applicability which includes 
all of MODES 1, 2, and 3 is appropriate since the unit condition are such in other 
MODES that the likelihood of an event occurring which would require PAM 
instrumentation is low.  

M7 Additional Functions are incorporated in order to include all Type A and Category 1 
post accident monitors (PAMs). The addition of these Functions includes the 
associated LCO, Applicability, ACTIONS, Table entries, SURVEILLANCES, and 
Notes for each of the following PAM Functions: 

1. Wide Range Neutron Flux 
2. RCS Hot Leg Temperature 
8. Automatic Reactor Building Isolation Valve Position 
12c. Steam Generator (SG) "A" Water Level - High Range 
12d. SG "B" Water Level - High Range 
14. Condensate Storage Tank Level 
20. Reactor Building Spray Flow 

RCS Pressure is incorporated into the ITS as a specific Type A, Category 1 PAM, 
Function #4. Although the RCS pressure instrumentation is included in Table 3.5.1-1, 
ESAS items la and 2a, and in Table 4.1-1, items 15a and 17a, these requirements are 
intended for the automatic actuation functions of the instrumentation. The display 
functions are not required for the automatic actuation channels to perform their 
required functions, and as such, are not definitively included in the CTS. The addition 
of this ITS PAM Function includes the associated LCO, Applicability, ACTIONS and 
Surveillances.
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M7 (continued) 

SG "A" and "B" Water Level .- Low Range are incorporated into the ITS as specific 
Type A, Category 1 PAMs, Functions #12a and 12b. Although the SG water level 
instrumentation is included in Table 3.5.1-1, EFIC item lb, and in Table 4.1-1, item 
53b, these requirements are intended for the automatic actuation functions of the 
instrumentation. The display functions are not required for the automatic actuation 
channels to perform their required functions, and as such, are not definitively included 
in the CTS. The addition of this ITS PAM Function includes the associated LCO, 
Applicabilityj ACTIONS and Surveillances.  

SG "A" and "B" Pressure are incorporated into the ITS as specific Type A, Category 1 
PAMs, Functions #13a and 13b. Although the SG pressure instrumentation is included 
in Table 3.5.1-1, EFIC item 1c, and in Table 4.1-1, item 53c, these requirements are 
intended for the automatic actuation functions of the instrumentation. The display 
functions are not required for the automatic actuation channels to perform their 
required functions, and as such, are not definitively included in the CTS. The addition 
of this ITS PAM Function includes the associated LCO, Applicability, ACTIONS and 
Surveillances.  

High Pressure Injection (HPI) Flow and Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Flow are 
incorporated into the ITS as specific Type A, Category 1 PAMs, Functions #18 and 19.  
IHPI Flow and LPI Flow instrumentation are included in Table 4.1-1, item 29.  
However, these requirements are for calibration of the instrumentation only. The 
associated requirements, including the associated LCO, Applicability, ACTIONS, 
Notes, and SR 3.3.15.1 are not included in the CTS. SR 3.3.15.1 requires a 
CHANNEL CHECK of this instrument channel every 31 days for each required 
instrument channel that is normally energized. The Frequency is based on unit 
operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare, and on the use of less 
formal but more frequent checks of channels during normal operational use of the 
displays associated with the required channels.  

All Type A variables, as identified in SAR Table 7-11 A, are included in the ITS 
because they provide the primary information that permits the control room operator to 
take specific manually controlled actions that are required when no automatic control is 
provided and that are required for safety systems to accomplish their safety functions 
for Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). Additionally, Category I variables are the key 
variables deemed risk significant because they are needed to: a) determine whether 
systems important to safety are performing their intended functions; b) provide 
information to the operators that will enable them to determine the potential for causing 
a gross breach of the barriers to radioactivity release; and c) provide information 
regarding the release of radioactive materials to allow for early indication of the need to 
initiate action necessary to protect the public and to estimate the magnitude of any 
impending threat. Since these PAM Functions are not in the CTS requirements, their 
addition represents a more restrictive change. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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M8 An explicit Applicability is incorporated for ITS Table 3.3.15-1, PAM Functions which 

do not have an Applicability identified in CTS. For all PAM Functions identified in 

CTS Table 3.5.1-1, CTS 3.5.1.1 indicates that "startup and operation are not 
permitted" unless the minimum channels are OPERABLE. These were identified in the 
Section 1.0 conversion package as being equivalent to ITS MODES 1 & 2. For ITS 
PAM Functions 11 and 17, CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 10 provides a final Action to 
place the unit in Hot Shutdown. For ITS PAM Functions 3 and 5, CTS Table 3.5.1-1, 
Notes 28 and 29 provide final Actions to place the unit in Hot Shutdown. For ITS 
PAM Function 16, CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 22 provides a final Action to place the unit 
in Hot Shutdown. Also, for ITS PAM Functions 6 and 7, CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 21 
provides a final Action to place the unit in Hot Shutdown. Finally, for ITS PAM 
Function 10, CTS 3.14.4 provides a final Action to place the unit in Hot Shutdown.  

Since the instrument channels are not restored to OPERABILITY, these Actions are 
interpreted as requirements to place the unit in a MODE in which the equipment is no 
longer required. Since the CTS hot shutdown is approximately equivalent to ITS 
MODE 3, the CTS Applicability is taken as the equivalent of ITS MODES 1 & 2.  
ITS 3.3.15 is proposed to be Applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. Therefore, this change 
is more restrictive.  

M9 The number of required channels for the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) flow PAM, 
i.e., CTS Table 3.5.1-1, item OTHER #3, column 3, is increased from I to 2 per SG.  
One of the four flow monitors is included in the four flow EFW flow paths, i.e., each 
pump has a flow path to each SG. Since the combination of steam line break and single 
failure cannot be predicted, all four flow monitors should be available to assure the 
necessary information is available to the operator in a post accident environment. This 
change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M10 The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.1-1, Note 10) for the Pressurizer Level (ITS 3.3.15 
PAM #11) and EFW Flow (ITS 3.3.15 PAM #17) Functions and the CTS Action 
(Table 3.5.1-1, Note 22) for the Core Exit Thermocouples (ITS 3.3.15 PAM #16) 
Function allow 30 days for restoration of inoperable instrument channels and then 
required the unit to be in hot shutdown (i.e., subcritical) within 12 hours. The allowed 
30 days was independent of the number of channels inoperable in the Function.  

The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.1-1, Note 21) for the Containment Water Level - Wide 
Range (ITS 3.3.15 PAM #6) and Containment Pressure - High Range (ITS 3.3.15 
PAM #7) Functions allowed 30 days for restoration of inoperable instrument channels 
(unless containment entry was required for restoration) and then required the unit to be 
in hot shutdown (i.e., suberitical) within 72 hours. If containment entry was required 
for restoration, operation was permitted until the next refueling outage. The allowed 
30 days was independent of the number of channels inoperable in the Function; 
however, if both channels were inoperable for 30 days, the time to place the unit in hot 
shutdown (i.e., subcritical) was reduced to 12 hours.
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M1O (continued) 

CTS 3.3.6 for the Borated Water Storage Tank level instrument channel (ITS 3.3.15 
PAM #15) Functions allow 7 days for restoration of inoperable instrument channels 
and then require the unit to be in hot shutdown (i.e., subcritical) within 36 hours and in 

cold shutdown within an additional 72 hours.  

ITS 3.3.15 allows 30 days for one inoperable channel (RA A- 1), but is proposed to 
allow only 7 days (new RA C.1) for both required channels inoperable. At the end of 
the 30 days, if the required channel has not been restored to OPERABLE status, a 
Special Report is required to be prepared and submitted (new RA B. 1). Additionally, 
with both required channels inoperable for more than 7 days, the ACTIONS are 
modified to require the unit to be placed in ITS MODE 3 (i.e., suberitical) in 6 hours 
(new RA F. 1), and in ITS MODE 4 in 12 hours (new RA F.2). The shorter 
Completion Times are consistent with the time required to achieve these MODES in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems, and ultimately placing the unit in 
MODE 4 is consistent with the new MODES of Applicability.  

M11 CTS 3.14.4 for the hydrogen concentration monitor (ITS 3.3.15, PAM #10) Function 
allows 30 days for restoration of one inoperable instrument channel and then requires 
the unit to be in hot shutdown within 6 hours. The ITS provides a 72 hour Completion 
Time for two inoperable instrument channels prior to requiring a shutdown (see DOC 
L9). However, with both required channels inoperable for more than 72 hours, the 
ACTIONS also require the unit to be shutdown consistent with the new MODES of 
Applicability (see DOC M8). Therefore, with both required channels inoperable for 
more than 72 hours, Required Action F. 1 requires the unit to be placed in ITS 
MODE 3 in 6 hours, and new Required Action F.2 requires the unit to be in ITS 
MODE 4 in 12 hours. The Completion Times are consistent with the time required to 
achieve these MODES in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  
Ultimately placing the unit in MODE 4 is consistent with the new MODES of 
Applicability, but more restrictive than CTS 3.14.4. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

Li CTS Table 3.5.1-1, item OTHER #8, requires operability of the Degraded Voltage 

Monitoring (DG LOPS) Systems. The "Required Actions," for this Function when it is 
inoperable are provided in CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Note 14. These requirements have been 

replaced with those presented in ITS 3.3.8, ACTIONS. The CTS allows for a 72 hour 

outage time after which the unit must be placed in at least Hot Shutdown within the 
next 6 hours and Cold Shutdown within the following 30 hours. The ITS will require 
that, after one hour, the applicable Condition(s) and Required Action(s), for the 
associated DG made inoperable, be entered. This change will allow a loss of the DG 
LOPS function to exist for up to 7 days provided the Required Actions of ITS 3.8.1 are 
met for the inoperable DG. After 7 days, the unit will be required to enter MODE 3 
within 12 hours and MODE 5 within 36 hours. This change emphasizes the 
support/supported equipment relationship between the LOPS instrumentation and the 
DGs and ensures that the supported equipment (DG) Conditions and Required Actions 
are entered after a short (1 hour) delay. This change to the allowable time that these 
functions can be inoperable is being made to adopt requirements consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

L2 The Degraded Voltage Monitoring (DG LOPS) surveillance requirements of CTS 
Table 4.1-1 Item 37 have been replaced by ITS SR 3.3.8.1 and SR 3.3.8.2. These new 
requirements are consistent with the CTS requirements with the exception of the 
NOTE in SR 3.3.8.2. This NOTE allows for a delay, of up to 4 hours, in the entry into 
associated Conditions and Required Actions, when DG LOPS instrumentation is 
inoperable solely for performance of SR 3.3.8.2. This delay is acceptable only if the 
remaining channel, monitoring the bus, is OPERABLE. Adoption of the Note in 
SR 3.3.8.2 provides sufficient time to perform the required testing while not 
significantly reducing the probability that the DG will start when necessary.  

L3 CTS 3.3.1 provides an Applicability for the Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) 
Level instrumentation that is associated with the containment integrity requirements of 
CTS 3.6.1 which is dependent on reactor coolant pressure (> 300 psig), reactor coolant 
temperature (> 200°F), and reactor fuel in the core. The proposed Applicability for the 
PAM instrumentation, including the BWST Level Function, is ITS MODES 1, 2, 

and 3, which include reactor coolant temperatures > 280*F with no dependence on 
reactor coolant pressure. Since CTS requirements for this Function would be 

applicable in MODE 4 with the reactor coolant 2 300 psig, the proposed Applicability 
is less restrictive than CTS. An Applicability which includes only ITS MODES 1, 2, 

and 3 is appropriate since the unit conditions are such in other MODES that the 
likelihood of an event occurring which would require PAM instrumentation is low.
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L4 ITS 3.3.15, ACTIONS Note 1 is incorporated to exclude the MODE change 
restrictions of LCO 3.0.4 for the PAMs. This exception allows entry into an applicable 
MODE while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may eventually 
require a unit shutdown. This exception is acceptable due to the passive function of the 
instruments, the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate 
instruments and methods, and the low probability of an event requiring these 
instruments. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L5 The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.1-1, Note 10) for the Pressurizer Level (ITS 3.3.15 
PAM #11) and EFW Flow (ITS 3.3.15 PAM #17) Functions and the CTS Action 
(Table 3.5.1-1, Note 22) for the Core Exit Thermocouples (ITS 3.3.15 PAM #16) 
Function allowed 30 days for restoration of inoperable instrument channels and then 
required the unit to be in hot shutdown within 12 hours. The allowed 30 days was 
independent of the number of channels inoperable in the Function. The ITS allows 30 
days for one inoperable channel (RA A. 1), but at the end of the this time, if the 
required channel has not been restored to OPERABLE status, ITS requires that a 
Special Report be prepared and submitted (new RA B. 1) rather than the unit shutdown.  
This change is consistent with the safety function of the equipment and with NUREG
1430.  

L6 The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.1-1, Note 20) for the Containment High Range Radiation 
Monitoring (ITS 3.3.15 PAM#11) allow 7 days for restoration of a single inoperable 
instrument channel and then requires submittal of a Special Report within 30 days of 
the event. ITS 3.3.15, Condition A allows 30 days for restoration of a single channel 
and then requires a Special Report. Note that the CTS phrase "of the event" is moved 
to the Bases and interpreted as "expiration of the Completion Time for restoration" and 
"entry into the Condition requiring the Special Report." CTS also allows 72 hours for 
restoration with two inoperable channels in the Function. At the end of the 72 hours, 
alternate monitoring methods are required to be implemented. The ITS Completion 
Time for restoration with two channels inoperable is 7 days. If the required channel has 
not been restored to OPERABLE status, ITS requires only that a Special Report be 
prepared and submitted. However, alternate monitoring is a part of the expected 
response to the Conditions as indicated in the Bases (see DOC LAI). This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.
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L7 The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.1-1, Note 21) for the Containment Water Level - Wide 
Range (PAM #6) and Containment Pressure - High Range (PAM #7) Functions allow 
30 days for restoration of inoperable instrument channels (unless containment entry was 
required for restoration) and then required the unit to be in hot shutdown within 
72 hours. If containment entry was required for restoration, operation was permitted 
until the next refueling outage. The allowed 30 days was independent of the number of 
channels inoperable in the Function; however, if both channels were inoperable for 
30 days, the time to place the unit in hot shutdown was reduced to 12 hours.  
ITS 3.3.15, Condition A allows 30 days for restoration of a single channel and then 
requires only a Special Report (regardless of the need for containment entry). This 
change is consistent with NUREG-1430. (Note: Default Required Actions for two 
channels inoperable are addressed in DOC M10.) 

L8 The CTS Actions (Table 3.5.1-1, Notes 28 and 29) for the Reactor Vessel Level 
Monitoring System (ITS 3.3.15 PAM #5) and the Hot Leg Level Measurement System 
(ITS 3.3.15 PAM #3) allow, if repairs are feasible, 7 days for restoration of a single 
inoperable instrument channel and 48 hours for restoration of two inoperable 
instrument channels. The unit is then required to be in hot shutdown within 12 hours.  
If repairs are not feasible, operation is permitted until the next refueling outage with the 
required submittal of a Special Report within 30 days of the failure. ITS Condition A 
allows 30 days for restoration of a single channel, and ITS Condition C allows 7 days 
for restoration of one of two inoperable instrument channels. ITS Conditions B and G 
then require a Special Report regardless of the feasibility of repairs. Note that the CTS 
phrase "of the failure" is moved to the Bases and revised to "entry into the Condition 
requiring the Special Report." This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L9 CTS 3.14.4 for the hydrogen concentration monitor (ITS 3.3.15 PAM #10) Function 
allows 30 days for restoration of one inoperable instrument channel and then requires 
the unit to be in hot shutdown within 6 hours. The ITS adds Required Actions B. 1, 
D.l and F.1. ITS Required Action A.l allows 30 days for one inoperable channel, but 
at the end of the 30 days, if the required channel has not been restored to OPERABLE 
status, the added ITS Required Action B. 1 requires only that a Special Report be 
prepared and submitted. In addition, ITS Required Action D. 1 provides a 72 hour 
Completion Time for two inoperable instrument channels prior to requiring a 
shutdown. With both required channels inoperable for more than 72 hours, ITS 
Required Action F. 1 & F.2 require the unit to be shutdown consistent with the new 
MODES of Applicability (see DOC M8). Since no allowance was provided in CTS for 
both channels inoperable, this change is less restrictive than CTS. This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.
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L10 The CTS requirements (CTS Table 4.1-1, items 15a, 17a, 26, 34, 46, 51, 53b, 53c, 57, 
58, 59, 61, 63, and 64) for a CHANNEL CHECK of this instrument channel are 
revised to require such a check every 31 days and then only for each required 
instrument channel that is normally energized (ITS ST 3.3.15.1). CTS requires the 
check regardless of the normal energization state. Therefore, this change is less 
restrictive than CTS. The Frequency is based on unit operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare, and on the use of less formal but more frequent 
checks of channels during normal operational use of the displays associated with the 
required channels. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

SG "A" and "B" Water Level - Low Range are incorporated into the ITS as specific 
Type A, Category 1 PAMs, Functions #12a and 12b. Although the SG water level 
instrumentation is included in Table 3.5.1-1, EFIC item lb, and in Table 4.1-1, item 
53b, these CTS requirements are intended for the automatic actuation functions of the 
instrumentation. The display functions are not required for the automatic actuation 
channels to perform their required functions, and as such, are not definitively included 
in the CTS. However, since the CHANNEL CHECK Frequency for these instruments 
PAM Function is less than identified in the CTS for these instruments, the use of this 
Frequency is considered a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

Similarly, SG "A" and "B" Pressure are incorporated into the ITS as specific Type A, 
Category 1 PAMs, Functions #13a and 13b. Although the SG pressure instrumentation 
is included in Table 3.5.1-1, EFIC item 1c, and in Table 4.1-1, item 53c, these CTS 
requirements are intended for the automatic actuation functions of the instrumentation.  
The display functions are not required for the automatic actuation channels to perform 
their required functions, and as such, are not definitively included in the CTS.  
However, since the CHANNEL CHECK Frequency for these instruments PAM 
Function is less than identified in the CTS for these instruments, the use of this 
Frequency is considered a less restrictive change. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

L11 CTS 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 for the Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) level 
instrumentation (ITS 3.3.15 PAM #15) Function allows 7 days for restoration of one 
inoperable instrument channel and then requires the unit to be in hot shutdown within 
36 hours and in cold shutdown within an additional 72 hours. The ITS allows 30 days 
for one inoperable channel (RA A. 1), but at the end of the 30 days, if the required 
channel has not been restored to OPERABLE status, ITS requires only that a Special 
Report be prepared and submitted (RA B. 1). In addition, the ITS provides a 7 day 
Completion Time for two inoperable instrument channels (RA C. 1) prior to requiring a 
shutdown. Additionally, with both required channels inoperable for more than 7 days, 
the ACTIONS also require the unit to be shutdown consistent with the new MODES of 
Applicability (RAs F. 1 & F.2). Since no allowance was provided in CTS for both 
channels inoperable, this change is less restrictive than CTS. This change is consistent 
with NUREG-1430.
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L12 CTS Table 4.1-1, item 57, requires a monthly functional test of this instrument channel 
which is not included in ITS. Such a test is typically required when the instrumentation 
provides a safety related automatic actuation function. This instrument channel 
provides information only, and as such, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is not 
appropriate, nor required. This change is also consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L13 CTS Table 4.1-1, item 28.b, requires a monthly functional test of the control room area 
radiation monitor instrument channel. The CTS also includes a Note which requires 
that the test include a check of the self-checking feature on each detector. This check 
is not included in ITS requirements. The self checking feature is not required to 
adequately test the monitor, nor is the self checking feature required for the monitor to 
perform its required safety function. Therefore, this checking requirement is deleted.  
This change is also consistent with NUREG-1430.  

CTS Table 4.1-1, item 28.b, ii modified to include the NUREG-1430 SR 3.3.16.2 Note 
which provides a three (3) hour time period with the monitor inoperable to conduct the 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST without entering the associated Conditions and 
Required Actions. This allowance is based on an industry average time frame for 
conducting the test and the need to conduct the test during conditions for which the 
monitor is normally required to be OPERABLE. This change is also consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

L14 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, item 17, Note (Action) 30, and CTS 6.12.5.m require that a Special 
Report be submitted when the main steam line radiation monitors are inoperable for 
more than 7 days. This report is proposed to be eliminated. These monitors provide a 
normal operations function of radiological effluent release monitoring and a post 
accident monitor (PAM) function. Since the PAM function is neither Type A nor 
Category 1, neither of these functions met the 10 CFR 50.36 criteria for retention in the 
ITS. The radiological effluent release monitoring function is relocated to the ODCM, 
and the PAM function is relocated to the SAR (see DOC LA2). These administrative 
controls will continue to contain the associated corrective actions but the Special 
Report is an unnecessary use of licensee and regulator resources since it does not 
provide a significant corresponding benefit. Further, similar Special Reports are not 
required of other post accident monitors which are not Type A or Category 1 variables.  
As before, any deficiency which is reportable under other reporting criteria will 
continue to be reported in accordance with the regulations. This change is consistent 
with NUREG-1430 and the regulations.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

L 15 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Other Safety Related Systems, items 4, 5, 6, and 7, associated 
Notes (Actions) 10, 11 (and 9), and 12, and CTS Table 4.1-1, items 22, 27, 28a, 28b, 
40, 47, 48, 49, and 50 provide requirements for monitoring instrumentation which 
perform no safety related actuation functions. These monitors provide information to 
the operator under accident conditions, but these parameters are not considered as 
either Regulatory Guide 1.97 Type A or Category 1 parameters. Therefore, these 
monitors are omitted from the Technical Specifications. All Type A variables, as 
identified in the SAR Table 7-1 IA, are included in the ITS because they provide the 
primary information that permits the control room operator to take specific manually 
controlled actions that are required when no automatic control is provided and that are 
required for safety systems to accomplish their safety fimetions for Design Basis 
Accidents (DBAs). Additionally, all Category I variables are the key variables deemed 
risk significant because they are needed to: a) determine whether systems important to 
safety are performing their intended functions; b) provide information to the operators 
that will enable them to determine the potential for causing a gross breach of the 
barriers to radioactivity release; and c) provide information regarding the release of 
radioactive materials to allow for early indication of the need to initiate action 
necessary to protect the public and to estimate the magnitude of any impending threat.  
Since these PAM functions are neither Type A nor Category 1, none of these functions 
met the 10 CFR 50.36 criteria for retention in the ITS. The functions to be removed 
from the Technical Specification requirements are already identified in the SAR, along 
with all other PAMs, and administrative controls will provide the same response for 
degraded and nonconforming conditions which are currently provided for other PAMs 
which are not required by the Technical Specifications. These administrative controls 
will provide a level of maintenance and corrective actions commensurate with the 
importance to safety of these instruments. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

LESS RESTRICTIVE - ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REQUIREMENTS 

LAI This information has been moved to the Bases. This information provides details of 
design or process which are not directly pertinent to the actual requirement, i.e., 
Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance Requirement, but rather 
describe an acceptable method of compliance. Since these details are not necessary to 
adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a licensee 
controlled document without a significant impact on safety. Placing these details in 
controlled documents provides adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The 
Bases will be controlled by the Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the proposed 
Technical Specifications. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

CTS Location New Location 
3.5.1.12 Bases 3.3.15, LCO 
Table 3.5.1-1, Columns.1 and 2 for the following parameters: 

ESAS #1a & 2a Bases 3.3.15, LCO 
EFIC #1b & Ic Bases 3.3.15, LCO 
OTHER #2 & #3 Bases 3.3.15, LCO 
OTHER #8a & b (with Note *) Bases 3.3.8, BACKGROUND 
OTHER#10, 11, & 12 Bases 3.3.15, LCO 
OTHER #13 Bases 3.3.15, LCO 
OTHER #15 & 16 Bases 3.3.15, LCO 
OTHER #18 Bases 3.3.16, BACKGROUND 

Table 3.5.1-1, Note 13 Bases 3.3.8, LCO 
Table 3.5.1-1, Note 20 Bases 3.3.15, ACTIONS 
Table 3.5.1-1, Note 28.b Bases 3.3.15, ACTIONS 
Table 3.5.1-1, Note 29.b Bases 3.3.15, ACTIONS 
4.12.2 Bases 3.3.15, SR 3.3.15.2 
6.12.5.b, k, & 1 Bases 3.3.15, ACTIONS
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

LA2 CTS 3.5.1.14, CTS Table 3.5.1-1, item 17, with Note (Action) 30, and 
CTS Table 4.1-1, item 28c, require the OPERABILITY of main steam line radiation 
monitors, and provide corresponding actions and Surveillance Requirements for these 
monitors. These monitors provide a normal operations function of radiological effluent 
release monitoring and a post accident monitor (PAM) function. Since the PAM 
function is neither Type A nor Category 1, neither of these functions met the 10 CFR 
50.36 criteria for retention in the ITS. The radiological effluent release monitoring 
function is relocated to the ODCM (in accordance with Generic Letter 89-01), and the 
PAM function is relocated to the SAR (except as discussed in DOC L14). This 
information provides details of these functions which are not directly pertinent to the 
safety analysis, but rather describe equipment used to implement not-safety analysis 
functions. Since these functions are not pertinent to the fulfillment of the safety 
analysis, they can be moved to a licensee controlled document without a significant 
impact on safety. Placing these items in controlled documents provides adequate 
assurance that they will be maintained. The ODCM will be controlled by the ODCM 
Control Process in Chapter 5 of the proposed Technical Specifications. The SAR will 
be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59 and 50.71. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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3.3 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING. REACTOR BUILDING EMERGENCY COOLING AND REACTO 
BUILDING SPRAY SYSTEMS 

Applicability 

Applies to the emer y core cooling, reactor build g emergency cooling an rl 
reactor building ay systems. cooling a 

ObJectivity 

To defi the conditions necessary to as re immediate availability the 
emer cy core cooling, reactor buildi emergency cooling and rea or buildi ipysystems. 

Specification Mt 

3.3.1 The following equipment shall be operable w ver cSp Malnme 

3A pp. •• r •y ,jK es ~ iW ne1 reqn y cific o-n 3.6 

( One reactor building spay pump and its assoc ted spray noz 
header.  

(B) ne train of reactor buil Ing emergency cooling.  

•(C) T out of three service wa.r pumps shall be ope ble. powe 

,LATC. fro Independent essential • es. to provide redun nt and LATC( 

m-01 indep dent flow paths.  

CD) Two eng eered safety feature a uated Low Pressure I ectio 
11 , 14 ~ ra ( L P p u aps hl l b o p e r a b l e .* L I T r k J 

ts.r) (E) Both low h1re 1 tre iniection r and their cooling wa r L Aep 
le hT\besoprale 

"• 3.3.is -1 •L<"(F) Two Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) level instrument channres 
shall be operable.  -rci . __ __(G)_ .T) borated fwater storage •Yank shall contain a ý2v he ovf A M 

40. t 1.8 ft. (387.400 : .300 gallons) of wate having -Ar'R 
a co entration of 2470 ± 2 ppm boron at a tempe ature / not lesthan 4OF. The man~ua valve on the dischag line fr the borated water st age tank shall be lollked 

(H) The four rea tor building emergenc sump isolation valv 
to the LPI sy em shall be either ma ally or 
remote-manually perable.

Amendment No. •1.3.4 -•.444.44&.171 36



3.3.L'" 

),T SR sytems 'whiche 11q not remove re than e teof a Nh te from LAMted 

& the af'fet a train ineptrable foro mr than 14 cons Ive 

L 3.3,6 JIf the conditions of Specifications 3.3.1, . .3 . . 3.  

cannMot be met cetas noted in 3.3. bel or 
L I s the tbe in u conditio pithM 

~E ~ hours, and, if not corrected, in c~ U cnil 

3.3.7 Ezceptions to 3.3.6 shall be as follows: ca't 

5.15 (A) If the conditions of Specification 3.3.3(D) caot be met, reactor 
, OLS operation is permissible o5n uring the succeeding e day 

k AA ule uchtco uMnts are moons mde operable, provided that 
C-dur suchsevenAaYO the other inST level Instrument crannl ofhall 

be operable.  

/L•• • •te on pe iss oibl~e onlyht~ r .ing )• o be seven • % " 1 

W••'e |unles such camp Z nz are sooere~nds operable, r•videdd tat% 
(3-S)J dlSJY~u ,€, :uc sven a the other in Jstrument el. (press of%0 

Llevel)- h.ll bo cps I.:• .-

<AJs 3.3. L5 RA Ii4R .L 4 A

Amendment No. 01,145
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33,1 5* 

(E) If the cond ions of Specif tion 3.3.4(A) c ot be met be ,u _, 

I 1~~.one train of a required reac r building e er ccoling 
N.• -' Inoperable and e reactor burld spray system inoperable, 

estore the inope ble spray syste a operable stat vithin 72 

h h s or be •n at I at hot shutdown thin the next ours and in 
Cc hutdown within e following 30 hTs. Restore th inaperabl 
reacto building energe cooling train operable sta within 
days of tial loss or be t least hot , tdown within next 
S hours an cold shutdown ithin the follow 30 hoE .  

reducthon may be aof plished by two spray unith or oa 3ombinatio of one 
cooling train •nd e sp:ry unit. P est-accsient ijeie reoval nay beci 
tacc•mpished by a of the two spray system str The specified requir-ments 

asusure that t erequired post-accident compontentS'are available for both reacto Sbuildion e igency coolian and iodine removal. Specificatin 3.3.1 ssures the 

t he requi d equipent is operable". . ..  

£ A t a •ossts of two c oolers and their associatedans which have ieJ nt 

ca i£ty to meet post accident heat remntal requirements. Conserwat ely each 

rTh V ps-ctet.rtr building emergency cooling tr cosss ofgtw o rf n powessfromte 
reducio emereny bus and t/opheir bsstcoedpcoilsibu other combinationso onybe 

justified by an e agineeripng eau• o. cc. / .  

Theomporated wyaterfstorae tano spay u ysted fo thre pu poes: ideureet 

a r (A) As a supply oforated - ater for accident ta v tions. bt a 

(C)din A. ga ppy c ofiboratnd i ae o oding thovl.S ei f uelatian331assre caa 

h refueltis operatbol.(') 

A.__ /r cossso/w es n hi mcae an hc aea Lin

Amendment No. 20, 02,145 38a
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LAR,

fuflsrqxat o megnycr coli0 :on .Approxiimatly n6,000•gallon 

ofborated wt aerequired to reac olda dw.Teoiiahoia 

borated waestrg tank capacity of 3600 gallons is based on refueling 

volumme re eet. Heaters maintain the ~orated water supply at a temperatu• 

ST boron concentration of 2 ppm assures that the core will be Ao.  
mainta ed at least 1 percent Ak/k s critical at 70OF without any contro rods 

S cification 3.3.2 assures th above 350OF two high pressure inje on pumps 

re also available to provide njection water as the energy of the eactor 

coolant system is increased 

Specification 3.3.3 ass s that above 800 psig both core flo ig tanks are 

operational. Since th r design pressure is 600 * 25 psig, hey are not brought 

into the operational tate until 800 psig to prevent spur us injection of 

borated water. Bo core flooding tanks are specified a a single core flood 

tank has insuffic nt inventory to reflood the core. ( 

Specification .3.4 assures that prior to going cri cal the redundant train of.  

reactor buil ng emergency cooling and spray trai are operable.  

The spray ystem utilizes common suction lines ith the low pressure injection 
system. f a single train of equipment is r ved from either system, the other 

train at be assured to be operable in ca system.  

Th olume specified by 3.3.4.B is the fety analysis volume and does not 

c tamn allowances for instrument un tainty. 9,000 gallons corresponds o 

level of approximately 26 feet at temperature of 77VF and a NaCH 

concentration of 5.0 wtW. No ma volume is specified as the value sed 

as the maximum volume in the sa ty analysis bounds the physical siz of the 

NaOH tank. Additional allows aes for instrument uncertainties, as etermined 

in Reference 6, are incorpo ted in the operating procedures ass ated with 

the level instrumentation zed in the control room.  

When the reactor is cr ical, maintenance is allowed per Sp ification 3.3.5.  

Operability of the a cified components shall be based on a results of testing 

as required by Tec cal Specification 4.5. The mainten ce period of up to 24 

hours is acceptab if the operability of equipment re ndant to that removed 

from service is emonstated within 24 hours prior to emoval. Exceptions: to 
Specification .3.6 permit continued operation for van days if one of two BWST 

level inst nt channels is operable or if eithe pressure or level 

inrulment annel in the C er instrument channel y operable.  

In the ent that the need for emergency cor cooling should occur, functi qg 

of on train (one high pressure injection p- , one low pressure injaction mp, 

and oth core flooding tanks) will protec the core and in the ent of a in 

clant loop severance, limit the peak ad temperature to less vthan 220 F and 

emetal-water reaction to that repr enting less than 1 percent of clad.  

The service water system consists two independent but interconne ed, full 

Amendment No. 444,&4~,4 4,1 39 
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3..3 1'&

STRUMENTATZON SY

icability /

C

1.3

L
<L A rdfr

(z.3)

1 3.5.1.5

<1$C. A ME 
MWJA

/ .onditions of the t instrumentation 

ssure reactor safety

'Lensz 

Startup /aand ape tion are not permitttd unless the requir ants 1 
Table 3.5.1-1, columns 3 and'4 axe t.  

a~ 
In the eve the number of prote ion channels operab falls be 

the limi given under Table 3.5 -1. Columns 3 and operation 

shall b limited as specified n Column 5.  

For on-line sting or in thq event of protection instrument c 

channel failur a key operated channel ass switch associatec 

with each react protection channel may b used to lock the 

channel trip rela in the untripped state as ndicated by a ligk. LATUP 

Only one channel a 11 be locked in the untri ed state or 

contain inoperable ctions in the untripped s te at any one 

ti-e. In the event e than one protection cha 1 contains 

inoperable func~tions inthe untripped state, or a tection 
channel or function bec s inoperable concurrent wi another 

protection channel locked the untripped state. wi * 1 hour 

implement the actions requl• d by Table 3.5.1-1 Note 6. Only or 

Schannel bypass key shall be a cessible for use in the co rol rc 

While per:ating with an moeper le function unbypassed in e 
\ntripped state, the remaining key operated channel byp x 

a tches shall be tagged to pevey their operation.  

c p5osal.ntbe u dr "apoe *e 

r action channesh$ no •d~nq ec oe 

During sta up whe th tnemcte range •struments .come an 

scale, the ora ewean the intermediate r q~e arid the source 
range ~ _ jnt~nealn shall not be less than o eae l h 

overlap is lesshan one decade, the flux level 11 be mainta: 

in the source ran until the one decade overlap achieved.  

v •ATER.  
In the event that one of the trip devices in either athe sourc

supplying power to the ontrol rod drive mechanisms fa a in the 
untripped state, the pow supplied to the rod drive me nisms 

through the failed trip de ce shall be manually removed thin 

nnutes following detection. 
The condition will be correct at 

fo owing detection. If the co tion is not corrected and th 

rema inq trip devices are not te ted within the eight-hour per: 

the r ctor shall be placed in t a at shutdown condition withi: 

additio 1 four hours.

Amendment No. 4.., 174
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3.& 8 

W.: e Recay Reat al System i0olaL beequa o o cc ass than 340 pl.414 
thIss athn 400 ps for the second 
relief valve a •ing for the 

to aess than 450 p *

3.5.1.3 The degraded voltage monitoring relay settings shall be as 

1z .5& follows S 

a. The 4.16 KV emergency bus undervoltage relay setpoints 

shall be >3115 VAC but <3177 VAC.  

b. The 460 V emergency bus undervoltage relay setpoints shall 
be ,42n3 VAU but <431 VAC with a time delay satpoint of I 
seconds tl second.  

3.35.*1.* The llowing Reactor ip circuitry shall e operable as 

1. Reactr trip upn Tubies Tips bE1 ea oper a ble(a 
determi(ane te4-d by pacification 4 .*1*a tr 1. od item 
35 of T ,.1-11 at greate a 5rector pw (Kacto pe 

3ea.1r ctarip ot be e.re orep ta be operable ips 

"etiat se ad rol (FC em caels du g power t 4-eapor 

(L.A F3.ope 1.i .o anly one be hal bo lored intoabl innac 

(.L3. bya at any one If one 1l of the NIl S is in 
mint ~ 2 obp ass the correspo g channel of TICma 

be bypass 7

3.5.1.12 

TLbe 3,.L-L 
PAAA *'

The Containment NIL h Ran e Radiation Konitoring instrumentatLok 
ghall be Creiable minimum asurere m range

Amendment No. 40,.•4-,44,P,*4,a#4, 
192
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3.5.1.13 Two control room ventilation radiation -onitorin channels shall be 
A,*3,) t~t j era~bi e enever ,the reactor coolant a 

,3. 6 Aj/' . oraiatedf 

Lshutdown co tions shall ha• the f~ol~lowiLng ope. ilttyl 

()• lo. w seama reator pressure" •tiate shall eq operable ien L1 

|b. "1o. of 4 ItC p~q " iniltiate shall :e operable wh• neutronJ 

rflux ced 10_ pF 

c.€ ai fewaer ~s edu intiLate be oper8 e when 5neutron _fl exceeds 10 nowe4.  

menoent: No. , , 4T' 

196 

be calo ~ijzl as t



3.3.1S' 

Every reasont effect will be made to Mai i all safety inesttiuntati 

in oeraic strtu isnot permittted less the requirements of Tb 

3.5.1-1,! umns 3 and 4. ace met.  

€perat n at rated power is permitted s long as the systems have at ast 

the rc undancy requirements of Col 4 (Table 3.5.1-li. This is L 

agr nt with redundancy and sing failure criteria of EZZL 279 

do ribed in fSii. Section 7.  

heae are four reactor protect n channels. Nom-l trip logic s two-out

of-four. Required trip log10 for the power range instrumenta on channels 

is tvo-out-of-three. MiniL trip logic on other instrzen ftion channels 

is one-out-of-two.  

The four reactor prate on channels were provided with y operated bypass 

switches to allow on- no testing or maintenance n oa one channel at a 

time during p opw ation. Each channel is provid with alarm and 

lights to indicate hen that channel is bypassed. e will be one 

reactor protecti• system channel bypass switch ke permitted in the 

control room. n the discovery of inoperable f ctions in any one reactor 

protection cha el, the effect of the failure aothe reactor protection syst 

and other mt sconnected systems is evaluated. The affected reactor protect 

channel may a placed in channel bypass r in operation in a degraded 

condition,. placed in the tripped condti as determined by operating 

condition and management Judgment. This -tion allows placing the plant it 

the sat t condition possible considerin the extent of the failure, plant 

condit na. and guidance f rom pant ma gement. Shoul4 the failure in the 

react protection channel prohibit proper operation of another system, 

the ppurcpriate actions far the ate ran e nuclearfe imlu ented. Adnitscal 

overols ap e es cablshed to pdeclua o placing a reactohiprotection chanmel nnel bypass wh~en any other e atpoeto hnIcnaisnLn a 

nction in the unterpped state 

Tahe rPea loys rotetiondepend key operated si a aalog a ls .wich 

prpvlded y alar and lsqi to indicate n t h the shutdown bypaste .  

or being t u th s d s 

mus trpu il as oh iia ubyt t rp. Tripping of 
The source range and ln actuate range nuclear syst asso cated 

overlap by oedecade This decade overlap will be aci at 10'` amps • 

the intermediate a s cle.  
Th US mpoy t*independent and identical analog annls, which 

mucause ootn digital subsystemisnd to tur sstete sa a r eihe die 
sysetemra as ocia-

e ter d~git •subsystem will actuate all saf l sU6J 
°r•e 

aJ lg 

I with that d~tal subsystem./ 

Because a y on dgia sussewihesy oataen the safeguards 

system-s these systems a re capable of t pping even when they are being 

tested, a single failure in a digital s stem cannot prevent protective

43Amendment No. 174



Rmvala t&moulereuied, for thtca a Rscanlwl aus 

nethat anlto trip, unless that chan has been bypacsed toip thatsan• 

one annel of the other three must t p to cause a g@5Ct0Z trip. Thus, 

suf cient redundancy has been built nto the system to cover this Smval 

of a module required fo oetv cio o naao 

annel willZ cause that channel trip' 90 that only one of the a ertw 

for protective action from a gital ESAS subsystem wll no can ha 

susytm otrip. The fact at a aocule "has been r not v b 
sVntiu usys annunciated to eoperator. The redundant dg subsystem 
4• c entinosl 

Vl stall sufficient to i te complete ESA action.  

aThe testing schemes of chnSn the riS, and the nlyC neab oes complete

system testing cole reactor il operating. Each chasunelA i capable of 

being tested independ tly so that operation of individua channels may be 

evaluated. ey"e 
ato.Oe.ane 

The UEC Is desi to allow testing during pocwr op atio. one channel 

may be placed in ey locked maintenance bypaso Pri to testing. This 

will bypass onl ne channel of LV initiate logic. An interlock feature 

prevents bypas all more than one channel at a time In addition, since the 

EFIC receives ignals from the Nt/RS, the mainte nce bypass from the 

NXI/RS is in lrcked with the EFIC. If one cha el of the NI/US is in 

maintenance ypass, only the correspondig cha I of SFIC may be bypassed.  

Prior to p cing a channel of EriC in maintenula bypass, any NI/RPS channel 

contaifin inoperable functions in the untri d state is evaluated tot its 

effect a EIC. Only the ErIc channel corre onding to the NI/RPS channel 

contai nq the inoperable function may be p ced in maintenance bypass unles 

it can e shown that the failure in the t_ S channel has no effect on EFIC 

actu ion, actions are taken to ensure z actuation when required, or the 

app: priate actions of Table 3.5.1-1 are lemented. The ErIC can be teste 

fro its input terminals to the actuate 
device controllers. A test of the 

9 trip logic will actuate one of t relays in the controllers. Activat! 

o both relays is required in order t actuate the controllers. The two 

lays ar* tested individually to Pr nt automatic actuation of the compon 

he EFIC trip logic is two (one-out of-two).  

Reactor trips on loss of all mai feedwater and on turbine trips will 

sense the start of a loss of ,0 heat sink and actuate earlier 
than a er 

trip signals. This tealy actu ion will provide a lower peak 
RC pres ro 

during the initial over press 
ization following a loss of feedwater or 

turbine trip event. The LO trip may be bypassed up to 10% to al 

sufficient margin ore bina; the MW pumps into use at app1 o ely 7s .  

The Turbine Trip may bea std, up to 45% based on LN-1693.. is for 

Raising Arming Threshold or AnticipatoCry Reactor Trip on Turbi Trip," 

October ISiS and the Safety Evaluation Report for dat-1JU3 ssued from 

Kr. 0. K. Crutchfield ao r. J. U. Taylor via letter dated Pp 1 25, 1986.  

The Automatic Closu and Isolation System 4P•CI is design to close the 

Decay Neat Remova System ID.--I return line isolation va as when the 

Reactor Coaolant stem tPCS) pressure exceeds a selected raction of the 

ONUS design PC* ureoa: when Caoe floodi•g system isola on valves are 

opened. The I is designed to permit manual operatic of the O-RS return 

line isolati valves when permissive conditions eaxis .in addition. the 

/CI is desi ed to disallow manual operation of the _lves when permissive 

conditions do not exist.

Amendment No. , , , .74 43a



3,3.8 

P ave s normally apidtoth tacd meanssfotw 
separate paralll volt sources, trip devices are employed 
each of these aoces. If any one!: the estrip devices fails in the -
untzilpped. stst on-line repairs to the Li[£ed device, when practiLcal, •11 
be made and r emaining trip devices i~ll be tested- Four hours isf 

ampletime a tst thereaining t=Ai dvices and, in many css 

on-line c ls 

Thle D d Voltage Konito:i sla settings are based an hot: to= 
eta q voltage Iprotect-ion ayWon as long term ý-U=nv ag voli. a protection.  
The .16 Lr -el-rvcltage to yE setpointS ar•e baell On the Iabl s•Ltaring 

tapg* Plus Waxi""M syst~e voltage drops to the cotoc td: ~ts,-whch allows 
razmatly761of c raed olageat heMotor tela Is. The 46S0V 

If undervoltqe =eAsy as Aits based on long term Moto tg requirements 
Splus the mai•u fe r voltage dro allawance :ie111l q in a 21• set~ting Ot 

Th O£PZRBI ofth accident monitoring is ntation es res tha 

asse~ssi varal4besI duri-ng an followingn accident. This capaitys 
c:on8sitP 4.th the recmmndtion of Re stryGude 1.97, 01atum~ent n 

forLLt-Wto-MaedNuclear Power 1 to Ases lant ConditiLons q 
f~do win L t-ane -co~dsn, Decemer S and ssess , TI2 es Lere 

force Status Report and ,Sh~ort-• = RcommendetLons." 

sSbcooled mrin&vJL monitorws and colre-ezit• S th:o e Reactor 

Vese evel Xonittorin System MRTXS)-a a• nd goct Leg Lev-• aes t Sstem 
(EIM•4) area re=sult of t.he e t Core CooliLng (tIC11) U t tatlon 
required by Item II.T.2 03.The function of the, Xccrot t-rumantatin is 

toInras h bliy the plant Oeaosto diaqnosa approach to and 
recovery from Ig Atounally,• they aid in tracking re o: oat 
inventory. Th iset are inclu.ded in the Teh=s Speci icationx at 
the request of nrcLetter 83-37 and are not r rzed bythe accident 

aayintto •ng the pate toold shutdown € •25Lons. The Reactor / 
vessel Level No 'or is Iprovided a4 a means of 1 ca€ting level in th reactor: 
vasalse durin~g rciden•t codtos h channel stabLlity o the RVIMC is 

defin-ed as a -4- of hreesensors in the at plenu ego and we as ors 
the regioen oeal.When Reactcor Cla•nt Pumpsng areru"'-~a zecept 

t~adome ensors ar nelce ora a~rdue to flow indluced v a~ls 
r3t m•roffset th esrotus h loperability of the iL• s 
dfLir as amnz oonwierge any two of the narrow canqr 
t • mitters; In the same channel ap a.I the equipment is in& 6essibledu 

health and 4ndh, trial safety eanm (fre ea-pl, Ia lqhadi ar, low 
tent o the c sphers) cc da to physical ocaten ofth 

fal fre, a rb alu h eco vexssl)l, than or~eation may 
continue until1 the next achedfed refueling outage and a reoe filed. .  

Amendment NO. •G•4,1,3, , 43b 
*4, 192



3;.3, /

!he ~in~pa fu~cIon 
an enclosead envizoninent 
uncontralled release of 
2 hared control room en 
hgh radiation sign 
and the redundant P 
room venftilation takee 
radiation ma ring symm 
that doo" requirie t 
ia plakced the iemrgew 
Imay cn ue inde fini~te]3 

To art loss o~f m~aiiv"o

Amendment No. ~I,~4#l643c
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Table 3.5.1-1 .ont'd 

OTHER SAETY RELATED SYSTESM 

lContda 

Functional Unit can a t tr ch nelm dan as at be t 

Ti.LL- S.3.L-Ci 2. Pressurizer level channels 
#LL 

Tar) 3.3.1-I 3- Emergency Feedwater flow channels 2/S. . RI 

S4. RCS u ooling margin ion-h 2v•- ./A I N Note 

3 I p S. Degtroad i ed V lta ef vaonmnitt /A1ring1 

T.ble 3Js-L 10. tigh tag ocet Vo.0t 

R. sadiatio g Monito ring 
460~ fte~- 11 a Ur amUnderat - ig Rang 2 A 1 

146a 43,15-L 12. a Wangte Level - Wide ange T"LIe 3.36j'r-L11Prsue-i Rne21 

C'ti dervol ~ relmya uaareu tie naideIc ut-af

A)V 

40 44 12 45d c
Fý l Ban 6 # 6 0 p
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flqti flO

14. Control Rom 
Radiation Monitors.  

TaI.k ,X3/ti 15. Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System 

-r~~t3-3SI 1i. Hot Leg Level Measurement System (fWIS)

SoR

Amendment No. M4,fl&,4&&,aa4l,196
45dl

( 
I



'C-

I ntate a shutdown using norml OP igIsrcin nd place the reactor in jrne 5,W& 

on iton within 12 hours If the reueet fClms3ad4 are not met\• 
2. Nhn 2 of 4 piner range instru ment chan iie great er than 10 -rated n, hot hutdc 

reqied.  
, n \ 

great er hha t0 shutd" 
3. When o~f 2 intermediate range Instrument ch si rae hn1-0amps, ho •d 

4. FoiL channe tasting, calibration, or 
maintenance, a minimam number of operable chann lo 

and a degree of redundancy of one for a maximum of ur hours, after which Note 1 appli a 

r5. f the requir ' nts of Columns 3 or 4 cannot be met *i 
n an additional 48 hours, place 

inthe cold shu own condition within. 24 hours.

45e
Amendment 1o. "#"O,#4. 174

C (

30 days. or be in nor
?"Jec 

ofWerable c als I ths 
low
go %0 

1e17 >_ 10 AAS IV RA S. I ; U e.. 1 RARI 4F-Z
W
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1?8 R44A.  

1, A')A

•At. - (1E~.,4 C)

12. With t ? f mpe Is chan alesin tha ymized either rdt n the I tor to Pera 

eto within 2 houg, aothemer, bkote 14 applies.  
hou ~al/~ae bl•to vlve CA lt e rls r c~z lo'se I.thab n the it•ndeo 4sg photeura hll 

14. With "he number of channels less then I restore thein ra e anne t abLe status 3t 0 a boute NOT ýh#?= th ne 0 o a in S n •at*

<LATCA > rpo e me&btu o ~o L.470/ 

/,•,A4 & • 17. With no channel operable, within 1 hour initiate and maintain operation of the control zoom emergency ventilation system in the recirculation mode of opeeation.  

,;/ tA, A rI 6e. * one channel tnerable, restore the Inoperable channel to operable status within 7 days or -h 0 e initiate and maintain operation of the control r om ergency ventilation system in the recirculation mode of operation.  

lWe pea g0 pt t.3 m s nims A

13.3 

19A C. 1/.  

.RA A-1

20.  

21.

'I either restore the inoperable channel to operable status within

< ~JLJ 3, 3,/ R31 f VAA -F2 4 - A O * e #~S7

PM1nduent NO. 6,,4,6,.4.4o4.a4., 196 45f

!
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Table 3.5.1-1 (cont'd)

22. With-the number of operable channels less than two (2) per core quadrant restore the Inoperable 

Echannel to onerable status within 30 days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

< AAA i 111.14 RA' F.2- A PAM I' >

AA ,.3.9 App

,33eATIDISs Ala4v /

<AM, •3.?98 PA 23.1>

C

Notes: 
3,m.15 

F'AFt1** 
PA Ail 
ItA 'It 
KA F-1

C

z 
0 

s-a s-A m

*AM 

-4.

W

I -9



Table 3,5.1-1 (cant'4) 

.3.15• 28. With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the minimum number of channels required to be 

P~AM%. ".54 OPENRABL:L 

AIf irA e feasi , restore the inoprable channel to OPERABLE statue within days 

-- M•, b.• 'b.• .  
sAp . a r not s .1 -- "ralte iofl;" inue anda Lars r 

es ig theacotae, ecue tei b y n 

•or Xstar te• chn to 0 WA status i•n& th h ext: sch ed refue u 

5.3.15 29. With the number of OPERABLE channels two lees than the minimum channels required to be OPERABLE: 

PAC. a. If pairs e fees e, restore at least one inope ithin 

"ba CA ae. 
rable channel to OPERABLE status vAhn 

eA Gr b . e e rn 
d a s p e i als r 

s tOmt 
_t...tt 

s 
RA GL b. -- /( es 

Amendrent an. ne wt 163 4Rhn 
"-1

U1.



3.3,s-S

3.14 HYDROGEN RECOMBINERS 

Alicability 

Appl s to the operating status of the hyd en recombiner systems.  

<LA lrcR . Ob ecti 

(.0'• To ensure at the hydrogen recombiner systems wi perform within 
acceptable I vels of efficiency and reliability.  

Specification 

3.14.1 Two indepen ent hydrogen recombiner systems shall operable 
whenever rea or building integrity is required.  

3.14.2 Within one hydro n recombiner system inoperable, resto the 
inoperable system operable status within 30 days or th reactor 
shall be placed in e hot shutdown condition within the net 6 
hours.  

T~tj.3jSj,4/03.14.3 Hydrogen concentration instruments shall be operable.

oiArCi

3.14.4 With one of two hydrogen concentration instruments inoperable Lestore the inoperable analyzer to OPERABLE status within 30 days / 
Sit 

east bvt-shuýý i thi n p ext 

Bases 
Tehdogen recom er systems are detn oeaesnessr/o 

lii •h hydroje concentration in herptor building followin• Loss 
o f Coo"lat A dent-. ..  

IThe sys~t is composed of two redu pdant 100% capacity Inte Il Electrical • 
Hyd; en KRecombinetrs, manufactur '0 byWesltinghouse. ,

Amendment No. 10, Z7,1Z02

,., M4,

66e



cinsert CTS 66eA>.

Add 3.3.15, ACTIONS Note 1 

Add 3.3.15, ACTIONS Note 2 J 

Add 3.3.15, Required Action E.1 for all PAM Functions 

Add 3.3.15, Condition B Note for all PAM Functions 

Add 3.3.15, Condition C Note for all PAM Functions 

Add 3.3.15, Condition G Note for PAM Functions 3, 5, & 9 

Add 3.3.15, SURVEILLANCES Note for all PAM Functions 

Add PAM Functions 1, 2, 8, 12b, 12d, 14 & 20 Including all () 
associated LCO, Applicability, ACTIONS, SURVEILLANCES, Notes and Table 
entries: 

1. Wide Range Neutron Flux 
2. RCS Hot Leg Temperature 
8. Automatic Reactor Building Isolation Valve Position 
12b. SG A Water Level - High Range 
12d. SG "8" Water Level - High Range 
14. Condensate Storage Tank Level 
20. Reactor Building Spray Flow 

Add PAM Functions 4, 12a, 12c, & 13 Including all () 
associated Applicability, ACTIONS, Notes and Table 
entries: 

4. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) 
12a. SG "A Water Level - Low Range 
12c. SG 0B' Water Level - Low Range 
13a. SG "A" Pressure 
13b. SG "B" Pressure 

Add PAM Functions 18 & 19 including all (j 
associated LCO, Applicability, ACTIONS, Notes, Table entries, 
and SR 3.3.15.1: 

18. High Pressure Injection Flow 
19. Low Pressure Injection Flow

ANO-1 ITS

3.3.15

L=8/000INSERT



<Insert CTS 66EA, (continued)

Add 3.3.15, Applicability for PAM Functions 3 & 5 M 

Add 3.3.15, Applicability for PAM Functions 6 & 7 

Add 3.3.15, Applicability for PAM Function 10 

Add 3.3.15, Applicability for PAM Functions 11 & 17 

Add 3.3.15, Applicability for PAM Function 16 

Add 3.3.15, Applicability for PAM Function 9 (j)

ANO-! ITS

3.3.15

INTSERT 1/28/2000



VEILANCE IEET atm 

4.0.5 utinued) 

bsurveillance Intervals specifi in section 11 of the ASH! $*I r 

and Pressure Vessel Code and app cable Addenda for the inservic 

spection and testing, activities euired by the ASH! Bailer and 

P ssure Vessel Code and applicable ddends shall be applicable a-v 

(L ~ ~fol in these Technical Specificst 
LARX 

ASH! 1er and Pressure Vessel R uired frequencies for 

Coda applicable Addenda p forminug inservice 

terminal for inservice inspe tLon and testing 

s ection d testin activities itivities 

aeeAkest 
c er7dy 

Month At least on per 31 days 

Quarterly or eve months At least once er 92 days 

Semiannua.lly or eve 6 months At least once 184 days 

learly or annually 
At least once pe366 days 

Theprvison of Specif ation 4.0.2 are applicable to thebo 

required frequencies for p forming inservice inspection and eat 

activities.  

d. Performance of the above inserv a inspection and testing activit 

hall be in addition to other spe fled Surveillance Requirements 

e. No Inin the ASIIE Boiler and Pressu Vessel Code shall be 

cons ed to supersede the requiresetfls f any Technical 

Speci ation.  

4.1 0 IONAL SAFETY I 

A ies to items dire ly related to safet limits and limitin conditions fo

eration.  

when th reactor Is critical all be as stated Table 4.1-1. v

Amendment No. 161 67a



3.S.1S 

OPE IONAL SAFETY ITEMSZant inuled) 

'33G.) c Discrepancies noe igsrvilqeta iib P b. u pont adistribuiong map shall be maertorverif t exetaied inC 

safe y l mit , t at he imi ing scon it l c on o oera io will be mA 
0.1 Distcbiepanthes roequireint thturveillances mustl beproe 

requiementofte, Limitng eConadit. o prtinapymn 
otherwisertated i an idvdua Se raid.eReurmn. ups 

of this p disifica tion is tesuthat subeillanes tavref p formed t 
A ~ ~ erf heký opeCWratioa sibtiatu o ysems andi copoents at thast 0 

paraZ tersaecwthienq spoeii limis toiensuresafe raionst ofmethe 

4.. ch the 4.ssociatedblith Condition freqpiramets arapplicable.t 
rviilance Requirements do not uihavento beprfed whesn the fclt 

cainbnprationalmd or inh icht esr thet rtquireen ofqtheiassoiayted s 

reurmn fteLimiting Conditios for Operation d o apply ines otewsesai

Amendment No. 7$, 161 67b



j

BASES ctnued) 

Under e terms of thi specification, e more restrictive equirements: 
of Technical Spe ications take p cedence over the Boiler andt | 
Pr sure Vessel Code and applicable denda. The requir nts of dM7 

S cification 4.0. to perfoam su liance activities b fore entry into 
operational mo or other speci ed condition takes recedence over the 

HASEZ Boiler and ressure Vessel C e provision which lows pumps andnd 
valves to be t ted.up to one we after return to na 1 operation. Th 
Technical Spe fication deofili on of OPERABLE does not allow a grace 
period befor a component, t is not capable of erforming its speci ied 
function, declared mnoper ale and takes prece ce over the ASHE iler 
and Press e Vessel Code p vision which allows valve to be incap,le of 
performi its specified ction for up to 24 ours before being clared 
inoper e.  

4.1 ses 

ck e 

lures such as own instrument fuse , defective indica rs, faulted 
amplifiers whi result in upscale' r downscale" indi tion can be 
easily recogni d by simple observ••on of the functio g of an 
instrument or ytem. Furthermore, such failures are, many cases, 
revealed by arm or annunciator tion. Comparison foutput and/o state 
of independ t channels measurin the same variable upplements thi type 
of built-£ surveillance. Base on experience in eration of bo 
conventic 1and nuclear plant ystems, when the ant is in ope tion, 
the checking frequen stated is deemed quate for re tor 
system nstrumntation.  

Cal ation 

ibration shall be pe armed to assure present4^"i " & iiSitio 
accurate informatio•u ear rpower range) nnels &halb- e 

r•a•:•ae zin •es- €nste~dwyestate a ratiLng I 
conditions) againsti heat balance stand;d to compens ae for • • iLnstrumnentatiLon dz t. DuriLng nonsteaý&ytstate opera ot'n, the nucle• 
flux channels shl be caZlibrated davy to compensa• for iLnstrume jatiLon 
drift and chang q rod patterns and/core physic€s p ~mneters.  

Amendment No. 161 67e 
Revised by NRC Letter Dated 6/17/98



Mar are subje to NdrLftW*GZZCrS cod within the 
Ing tion itself = 617umfly, can rate longer inte S betwe calibrations. ECCCýIOMMCTSS system ftýs tLon *rzors Lndu by drif can be eVe to remain within accep le tolerances if 
cc r&tLcm IS P c=ed once every 18 

stantlal zatLcn shifts within (assantLall a 
UZO) Will a revealed -A-rd" cou a chackin and tea g procedures.  

Thus, Ca" catIon frequan as tax the nuclear uz (Power range) ge&&"Imels' once every 18 for the process stem channels is 
consIde acceptable.  

Tax 

ekn- no t-as-Ung of rea r protective and Zr1C charms is 
One& OVOCY weeks on a cotatI ox staggered bee The Utica seh- Is igned to reduce a probability of -4 tooted 

=0 *XtStLng thin the system to m4"49nfts the cod of the 
game systeMatLc ast exrors being tzoduced into a& t Channel.  

ALL reactor tactive channel be tested be Z* . startup if the Individual al rate quency Us be continued or If outage a vItLes po Ually have affe the operability a one or a - A tatIon will than establish" to tes 
first one week tar startup, the scow4 Chs"IM&I two 
after tartup, the Charmal three ks after startup, the 
to Channel four eks after sta 

established cter prote system Instr=anta and E27C test a La con with onee In Luxtruzaantatl tasted each weak.  on detectL of a fý&Uur-e prevents trip au"inst -- Z a ant associated the prote channels be ted after 
rotational at cycle is ' a again. Xf a tion.of a aa=eti;ý tjd el ccauza, BuCance will b required that a tion was within the ting safety tem setting.  

The eta ve coincidence c and control zed ve trip b trip sted ovary C. The trip test all lo c 
and to IF an a rotational be a. The lo and br kers o four pro shall be tested pri to agartup and r JudIvi als trip tested a cyclic La.  covezy c a failure the testing of channel lo c and breaker tar which the test Cycle is again.  

68 
Revised by 1= Letter Dated
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Channel Description Chec__k Lest , Calibrate Remarks 
hReactor Bui M R 
Pr ure Channel 

L T 

High PrssureInjectto n A M " 

r sure Channel 
_ 

,,- 
• 

Ractor Buidn 
R• 

Logic C henn el_. 

- -- • [ 
Logic Chnnel• 

High Pressur Injec o 
Analog Channel 

R7 e acor Coolant sMl MM ( ) nclu i gt et o f ( C s hu d w byp ass fu c1o ) Pressure Channel i. &1 . S ItS.2---fnc io-EC yp s f nc io ) 

bR tr Building S M R 
4p g hannelLAE 

Lo PReator Iu~nd j renction .A M"A 
e Logic ChanneAT 

LowoPressuresolation 
Ss Analo Channel s 

b. ReactorCBu ldtng •S R 

." o 4 psg thnd Is ation,•.  

stem gic ha elATE O



C

ScnelDgriptiofi

CC

Table 4.1-1 (Cont'd) 

CheA ion "AIlbou~

ffl control R Absolute Poulo n 5( N R 

24. Con 1 Rod Rela we Posxtion S(O) NA\ It

L L 

Compare *It e"It 16 tion WOR 
IcstdIcstor.  

dIcst, 
ac w.  
ac w.  offlp'lr" offlp'lr" offlp'lr" ac w.  

IndiIndiIndi 
1) LCMha with %Abaolut" Position

,LAMP,~

71-1
Amendment No. 163

Remarks

ýL-j

LO (13



Table 4.1-1 gContNdI 

Channel Deseratlton 2ffl Titi ClBbrate 

20. Reactor Building Spray System NA "MH) NA (I) Including RD spray pump, 
System Logic Channels spray valves, and chem.  

add. valve logic channels.  

21. Reactor Building Spray System 
Analog Channels 

a. Reactor Building -Pressure 
Channels NA R 

22. Pressurizer Temperature Channels S NA R 

23. Control Rod Absolute Position S(1) NA R (1) Compare with Relative Position 
Indicator.  

24. Control Rod Relative Position S(1) NA 3 (1) Check with Absolute Position 

Indicator 

25. Core Flooding Tanks 

a. Pressure Channels 3 NA R 

b. Level Channels S NA R 

26. Pressurizer Level Channels S NA R 

27. Makeup Tank Level Channels. D NA R 

2ee c i. o ha m n tea i L/.lne Radiationf t e hc 

r g monitors 
S (i 

A .endment No. mat r, 163 7-e 8R



C C C

©
Channel Description 

J.5 "jir 29. Nigh and Low Pressure 
p:ts A 1,5 ,01? •/ Injection Systensa Flow 

Channels 

Tu 3.. • 0. Does ',leat remov el 
s-ystem lation valve 

) nutommtick sure and 
Iinterlocl syaN

Table 4.1-1 (Cont.) 

Check Test Calibrate Remark.  

ee- it

3 tl) ~ Inlde CS slur Antalog Chi nel 
(21 Includes CIT Is Lton Valve Pooi on 
3) At least once eve refueling shutd 

with Reactor Coolan yatem Pressure 
Sreeter than or equal 200 psig, but 

a then 300 p841, ve: automatic 
io• tie" of the decay hec removal 
S yate from the Reactor Cool t System 

high actor Coolant system ressure.

'32. Diesel •eator (L 1r •-- protectiv• relaying 
starting iNerlocks 
and Circuit 

33. f-site powerNdrvoltage 
a protective laying Sink locks .and ci it:? 

•.3.I5 34. lorated water storage 
" A s tank level indicator

31. C ... .

S,. •% load .h•4ring n t oel¢k in g~ 

-% '' % • du 'Iing _sckor.tqti r• \ •er o•t,:t~b •tx; .. i, rodo\ S• 
•a~ ~tu ? r ateor er•.•

SR33I 
sK 3J.3.15 SR 33 ••

<LArTef, a mai~n fe ter ei it: 

AmrAnmnt Ito. e&s,72 
4" , 4", 192

LAT9K

Ln

it

"L

<MJ SR 3.3. LIC.

$(I) ,)
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C (.

©ý

Channel Desoziption 

(34-ta 46.tc a1 Floogicat 

PAM 'le

Table 4.1-1 (Cont.) 

Check Test calibrate Remarks
I

XIThE
P LArER 

IVA R I

Amenmfent no. ##44.444 
"o"0,# 192

UJ 
(-p3 

t-.  
Cs'

72b

(.

m 
0

splumi 4%Oo3.xQ.



(

Channel Description check Teot

Table 4.1-1 (Cont.) 

Calibrate

3.3.:t 
PAAM -*

47. RC ubcooling H in 
Ito: 

4 -lectromat Relief Valve D 
Flow or or 

49. Zie romatic Relief ock 
v ye Position Ind ator 

. Pressurizer s3 ty Valve D 
Flowr Monito 

51. Pressurizer Water Level 
Indicator CRO5 

52.

3,3* iSb. SO Uow Level, SOA or 3 

4(L.Ve. a-q. Low Pressure 9GA or 5 

(LArnM -- d.> ALass o. Lboth HF tuMps

PAendroent No.  
192

( C

e

premark.

LAMA'

LArMR

72b1
I-..

• ii I w |

I
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Channel Deecription OMe

Table 4.1-1 (Centel 

Teat Calibrate

313, 1 Sý'57 Containm~nt High ltan"g p#PPOLI Ra~diation Monitoers 

3.3. 1 59. Contairment Witter Level-Wide 
Ran"e.

PJV'q s/ 61. Cor.-.iit Theineeouplee IN 

63 RVUIM SA I.I 
3 / 64 UIINS RA f 

.. ,. ., 17 -cl 7 . Ir I ~ J

110 2.0

z 

if.?.

ý- LTF

Ainendment goe. we,9144

C

Rrt~rl

724
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4.12 HYDROGEN RECOMBINERS SURVEILLANCE

<LA TCI?>

rpb K.if ,

Aplicability 

Applies to the surveillance the hydrogen recombiner sys S.  

Objective 

To verify an acceptable level of e iciency and operability of th hydrogen 
recombi ner systems.  

Specification 
4.12.1 Each hydrogen recombiner syste shall be demonstrated OPERABL 

a. At least once per 6 months verifying during a recombiner 
system function4l test that t minimum heater sheath 
temperature. increases to great than or equal to 700V withii 

90 minutes. -Upon reaching 7000 increase the power setting 
maximum power for 2 minutes and v ify that the power meter 
reads greater than or equal to 60 

b. At least once per 18 months by: 

1. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of 11 recombiner 
instrumentation and control circuits, 

Verifying through a visual examination at there is 
no evidence of abnormal conditions within the 
recombiner enclosure (i.e., loose wiring o structural 
onnections, deposits of foreign materials, tc.), and 

3. Ve ifying the integrity of the heater electric 
dir its by performing a resistance to ground te t 
foll ing the above required functional test. Th 
resis nce to ground for any heater phase shall be 
greater han or equal to 10,000 ohms.  
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 3.3D: Instrumentation - MISC.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 
determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1OCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

3.3D Li 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The change in the Required Actions for inoperable DG LOPS instrumentation does not result in 
any hardware changes. The change also does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not 
change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed) and the proposed Completion 
Time is short (and therefore limits the impact on probability). Further, the change of Required 
Actions does not significantly increase the consequences of any accident previously evaluated 
because the change does not affect the assumed response of the equipment in performing its 
specified mitigation function from that considered during the accident analysis.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure corrective actions are taken to restore plant systems to 
OPERABLE status, as assumed in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
OPERABILITY of the equipment and loss of function continue to be evaluated in the same 
manner. The increase in time allowed for such an evaluation and restoration is minimal and 
provides additional potential for the preferred action of restoration of the equipment to 
OPERABLE status, rather than requiring a shutdown transient.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D L2 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The change in the Required Action does not result in any hardware changes. The change also 
does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event 
since the function of the equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not 
changed) and the proposed time for allowing testing is short (and therefore limits the impact on 
probability). The proposed changes allow time for testing the equipment which is less than the 
time allowed for restoration of the equipment if it were discovered to be inoperable. Since some 
time is currently allowed for operation with the equipment unavailable, this change does not 
involve an increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure corrective actions are taken to restore plant systems to the 
OPERABLE status assumed in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the 

possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for the automatic start function for AC Sources is provided by the design 

requirements and assumed analysis response parameters. The design requirements and assumed 

analysis response parameters are not affected by a short allowance for unavailability to perform 

testing. Further, the proposed time for unavailability is less than is currently allowed for the 

equipment if it is discovered to be inoperable. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D L3 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) Level instrumentation is utilized as a post accident 
monitor (PAM). Therefore, it is used to support mitigation of the consequences of an accident, 
but it is not considered as initiator of any previously evaluated accident. As such the proposed 
revision of the Applicability does not significantly increase the probability of any accident 
previously evaluated. Since the PAM function of the BWST Level continues to be verified 
OPERABLE for any MODE in which previously evaluated events may require the PAM, the 
proposed revision of Applicability does not reduce the capability of required equipment to support 
mitigation of the event. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the 
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different knd of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability of the PAM for the MODES of operation 
of the unit during which a design basis event is considered credible. The other operating MODES 
are not considered in the safety analysis as likely to require the PAM functions due to the 
significantly reduced unit operating conditions. Thus, this change does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and capability of the instrumentation to 
provide the required information to the operator. The availability and capability of the PAMs 
continue to be confirmed with the required Surveillances. The revision of the Applicability still 
provides assurance that the PAM function will perform its required function when needed.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D 1A 

K> 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does allow startup with inoperable PAM 
functions. The PAMs provide indication only and are not considered as initiators of any analyzed 
event. Therefore, the change does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence of any 
previously analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not change (and therefore any 
initiation scenarios are not changed). Neither will the change result in a significant increase in the 
consequences of any accident previously evaluated since the consequences of an event occurring 
during the proposed operation of the unit during the proposed Completion Times are the same as 
the consequences of an event occurring while operating under the current ACTIONS. Therefore, 
the proposed change does not involve a significant increase to the consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed). The equipment function has not changed, nor has its 
interface with other equipment. The proposed change will still ensure proper actions are required, 
consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, this change does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and capability of the instrumentation to 
provide the required information to the operator. The availability and capability of the PAMs may 
be affected but is not considered to be significant due to the passive function of the instruments, 
the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments and methods, and 
the low probability of an event requiring these instruments. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.  

"N
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D L5 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does allow additional continued 
operation with inoperable PAM functions. The PAMs provide indication only and are not 
considered as initiators of any analyzed event. Therefore, the change does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence of any previously analyzed event. Neither will the change 
result in a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated since the 
consequences of an event occurring during the proposed operation of the unit during the 
proposed Completion Times are the same as the consequences of an event occurring while 
operating under the current ACTIONS. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a 
significant increase to the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed). The equipment function has not changed, nor has its 
interface with other equipment. The proposed change will still ensure proper actions are required, 
consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, this change does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and capability of the instrumentation to 
provide the required information to the operator. The availability and capability of the PAMs may 
be affected but is not considered to be significant due to the passive function of the instruments, 
the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments and methods, and 
the low probability of an event requiring these instruments. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS

3.3D L6 

K> 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does allow additional continued 
operation with inoperable PAM functions. The PAMs provide indication only and are not 
considered as initiators of any analyzed event. Therefore, the change does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence of any previously analyzed event. Neither will the change 

result in a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated since the 
consequences of an event occurring during the proposed operation of the unit during the 
proposed Completion Times are the same as the consequences of an event occurring while 
operating under the current ACTIONS. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a 
significant increase to the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed). The equipment function has not changed, nor has its 
interface with other equipment. The proposed changewill still ensure proper actions are required, 
consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, this change does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

K> 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and capability of the instrumentation to 

provide the required information to the operator. The availability and capability of the PAMs may 
be affected but is not considered to be significant due to the passive function of the instruments, 
the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments and methods, and 
the low probability of an event requiring these instruments. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D L7 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does allow additional continued 

operation with inoperable PAM functions. The PAMs provide indication only and are not 

considered as initiators of any analyzed event. Therefore, the change does not significantly 

increase the probability of occurrence of any previously analyzed event. Neither will the change 

result in a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated since the 

consequences of an event occurring during the proposed operation of the unit during the 

proposed Completion Times are the same as the consequences of an event occurring while 

operating under the current ACTIONS. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a 

significant increase to the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed). The equipment function has not changed, nor has its 
interface with other equipment. The proposed change will still ensure proper actions are required, 
consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, this change does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and capability of the instrumentation to 

provide the required information to the operator. The availability and capability of the PAMs may 

be affected but is not considered to be significant due to the passive function of the instruments, 
the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments and methods, and 
the low probability of an event requiring these instruments. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D L8 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does allow additional continued 
operation with inoperable PAM functions. The PAMs provide indication only and are not 
considered as initiators of any analyzed event. Therefore, the change does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence of any previously analyzed event. Neither will the change 
result in a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated since the 
consequences of an event occurring during the proposed operation of the unit during the 
proposed Completion Times are the same as the consequences of an event occurring while 
operating under the current ACTIONS. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a 
significant increase to the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed). The equipment function has not changed, nor has its 
interface with other equipment. The proposed change will still ensure proper actions are required, 
consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, this change does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and capability of the instrumentation to 
provide the required information to the operator. The availability and capability of the PAMs may 

be affected but is not considered to be significant due to the passive function of the instruments, 
the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments and methods, and 
the low probability of an event requiring these instruments. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D L9 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase In the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does allow additional continued 

operation with inoperable PAM functions. The PAMs provide indication only and are not 

considered as initiators of any analyzed event. Therefore, the change does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence of any previously analyzed event. Neither will the change 

result in a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated since the 
consequences of an event occurring during the proposed operation of the unit during the 

proposed Completion Times are the same as the consequences of an event occurring while 

operating under the current ACTIONS. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a 

significant increase to the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed). The equipment function has not changed, nor has its 
interface with other equipment. The proposed change will still ensure proper actions are required, 
consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, this change does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and capability of the instrumentation to 
provide the required information to the operator. The availability and capability of the PAMs may 
be affected but is not considered to be significant due to the passive function of the instruments, 
the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments and methods, and 
the low probability of an event requiring these instruments. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D L10 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The PAMs are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an accident; however, they are 
not considered the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As such, the proposed revision 
of the Surveillance Frequency of the PAMs does not significantly increase the probability of any 
accident previously evaluated. Since the function of the PAMs continues to be verified, and 
continues to be required to be OPERABLE, the change of the Surveillance Frequency will not 
reduce the capability of required equipment to mitigate the event. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for the equipment 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and capability of the instrumentation to 
provide the required information to the operator. The Frequency is based on unit operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare, and on the use of less formal but more 
frequent checks of channels during normal operational use of the displays associated with the 
required channels. Therefore, the availability and capability of the PAMs continues to be assured 
by the proposed Surveillance Frequency and this change does not involve a significant reduction 
in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D Ll1 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes, but does allow additional continued 
operation with inoperable PAM functions. The PAMs provide indication only and are not 
considered as initiators of any analyzed event. Therefore, the change does not significantly 
increase the probability of occurrence of any previously analyzed event. Neither will the change 
result in a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated since the 
consequences of an event occurring during the proposed operation of the unit during the 
proposed Completion Times are the same as the consequences of an event occurring while 
operating under the current ACTIONS. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a 
significant increase to the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed). The equipment function has not changed, nor has its 
interface with other equipment. The proposed change will still ensure proper actions are required, 
consistent with applicable regulatory guidance. Thus, this change does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and capability of the instrumentation to 
provide the required information to the operator. The availability and capability of the PAMs may 
be affected but is not considered to be significant due to the passive function of the instruments, 
the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing alternate instruments and methods, and 
the low probability of an event requiring these instruments. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D L12 

K> 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The PAMs are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an accident; however, they are 

not considered the initiator of any previously analyzed accident, nor do they provide any 
automatic actuation functions. As such, the proposed revision to omit the Surveillance 
Requirement for functional testing of the PAMs does not increase the probability of any accident 
previously evaluated. Since the capability of the PAMs to provide the required information 
continues to be verified, and continues to be required to be OPERABLE, the change will not 
reduce the capability of required equipment to mitigate the event. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for the equipment 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for PAMs is based on availability and capability of the instrumentation to 
provide the required information to the operator. The Frequency is based on unit operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare, and on the use of less formal but more 
frequent checks of channels during normal operational use of the displays asiociated with the 
required channels. Therefore, the availability and capability of the PAMs continues to be assured 
by the proposed Surveillance Requirements and this change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D L13 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The control room area radiation monitor is used to support mitigation of the consequences of an 

accident; however, it is not considered the initiator of any previously analyzed accident. Also, the 
addition of the Note to allow time for testing reduces the potential for initiation of a previously 
analyzed accident due to reduced potential for shutdowns and startups due to incomplete or 

missed surveillances. As such, the proposed revision to omit the check of the self-checking 
feature from the Surveillance Requirement for functional testing and to include an allowance for 

testing does not significantly increase the probability of any accident previously evaluated. This 

change does not result in any hardware changes, but does allow operation for a limited time with 

an inoperable monitor for the purposes of testing. Since the capability of the control room area 
radiation monitor to provide the required information continues to be verified, and the time 
allowed for inoperability for testing is short, the change will not reduce the capability of required 
equipment to mitigate the event. Also, the consequences of an event occurring during the 
proposed operation of the unit during the allowed inoperability for testing are the same as the 

consequences of an event occurring while operating under the current ACTIONS. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously 
evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kdnd of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for the equipment 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for the control room area radiation monitor is based on availability and 
capability of the instrumentation to provide the required information to the operator. The 
Frequency is based on unit operating experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare, and on 
the use of less formal but more frequent checks of channels during normal operational use of the 
displays associated with the required channels. Therefore, the availability and capability of the 
control room area radiation monitor continues to be assured by the proposed Surveillance 
Requirements and this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D L14 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any changes in hardware or methods of operation. The change in 
date for submittal of "after the fact" information is not considered in the safety analysis, and 
cannot initiate or affect the mitigation of an accident in any way. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will impact only the administrative requirements for submittal of 
information and do not directly impact the operation of the plant. Thus, this change does not 
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety is not dependent on the submittal of information. Therefore, this change 
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3D Li5 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change removes non-Type A, non-Category 1 post accident monitor (PAM) 
requirements from the ANO-1 Technical Specifications. This instrumentation is not 
assumed to be the initiator of any analyzed event and is not assumed to function to 

mitigate any previously evaluated accident. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 

different type of equipment will be installed) or change in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and 
adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because the operation of the 
instrumentation is not considered in any safety analysis assumptions. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.3D1: Instrumentation - MISC.  

Note: The ITS Section 3.3D package addresses the following NUREG-1430 RSTS: 
RSTS 3.3.8 Diesel Generator (DG) Loss of Power Start (LOPS) 
RSTS 3.3.15 Reactor Building Purge Isolation - High Radiation 
RSTS 3.3.16 Control Room Isolation - High Radiation 
RSTS 3.3.17 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation 
RSTS 3.3.18 Remote Shutdown System 

NUREG 3.3.8 - The title of this instrumentation Specification is revised to omit the 
term "emergency" when referring to the diesel generators for consistency with the 
Section 3.8 Specifications, and "EDG" is revised to "DG." This change is consistent 
with both CTS and the majority of the NUREG, and is considered to be editorial in 
nature. This change is identified only in the title of the Section of the Specification and 
of the Bases, but not for each occurrence in the markup.  

2 NUREG 3.3.8 - The Frequency for performance of CHANNEL CHECKS (SR 3.3.8.1) 
and CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS (SR 3.3.8.2) for DG LOPS instrumentation has 
been changed to 7 days and 18 months, respectively. This change is being made to 
maintain consistency with CTS Table 4.1-1, Item 37. There are no indications on the 
relays upon which to base a more frequent CHANNEL CHECK. The available 
indications consist only of power available lights and drop flags. Unit experience has 
indicated that the CTS Frequency of 18 months for the CHANNEL CALIBRATION is 
sufficient. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST requirements are omitted as a 
specific line item in the ITS. However, this results in no change in requirements since 
the CTS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST requirements for the CTS Degraded 
Voltage Monitoring Functions in CTS Table 4.1-1 are required on the same Frequency, 
18 months, as the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. Since the CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST is required as part of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION, both 
surveillances continue to be performed. However, the discussion of CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST has not been retained as this information duplicates the 
information provide in the Definition of CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The NOTE is 
retained to allow the testing to be performed at power, if necessary.  

3 NUREG 3.3.8 - The ANO-1 Diesel Generator Loss of Power Start Functions consist 
of the following for each DG: 1) two loss of voltage channels in a one out of two logic 
configuration, and 2) one degraded voltage channel. The number of channels indicated 
in ITS LCO 3.3.8 was changed to indicate this ANO-1 specific design. This design 
additionally required the indicated changes to the ACTIONS of ITS 3.3.8 and to the 
Note in SR 3.3.8.2. The Bases are also significantly revised to reflect the unit design.  

4 NUREG 3.3.8 - The word "per" was replaced by the phrase "for one or more in 
ITS 3.3.8 Condition A. This change represents a site specific wording preference.  
This change is being made to ensure that the proper Condition and Required Actions 
are entered in the event that a Loss of Power Start Function, affecting only one Diesel 
Generator, is inoperable.
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5 NUREG 3.3.8 - The detail of setpoint Allowable Values for degraded voltage and loss 
of voltage functions has been revised consistent with CTS 3.5.1.8. References to 
Allowable Values have been deleted for consistency with the CTS (which discusses 
"setpoints", not "Allowable Values"). The DG LOPS signals are not parameters 
explicitly modeled in the plant safety analysis. However, the function of the loss of 
voltage start signal is implicitly assumed to function in response to a loss of offsite 
power. The degraded voltagi diesel generator start signal is assumed for the 
protection and OPERABILITY of equipment supplied by the respective ES bus.  
Accordingly, the Bases Background discussion is revised to omit the paragraph relating 
compliance with the Allowable Values to compliance with the Safety Limits. This 
discussion is not directly related to the DG LOPS setpoints since they are checked only 
against the previously documented analysis for consistency with the assumptions and 
results; not as direct inputs to confirm Safety Limit conformance.  

6 NUREG 3.3.15 - The Reactor Building (RB) Purge Isolation - High Radiation" 
requirements are not adopted. The ANO-1 RB Purge System is required to remain 
isolated during operation in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. Further, the ANO-1 design does 
not include automatic isolation of the RB Purge System on a high radiation signal 
during any operating conditions. These valves may be closed by an operator from the 
control room following receipt of indication that a high radiation level exists in the RB, 
or based on other indications of need to isolate the RB Purge System.  

7 NUREG 3.3.18 - The Remote Shutdown System requirements are not adopted. The 
ANO-1 CTS does not include any requirements related to shutdown from outside the 
control room.  

8 NUREG 3.3.16 - The ANO control room is shared by the two units and isolation is 
provided by one channel primarily, but not completely, associated with each unit. The 
channel associated with each unit initiates the control room emergency ventilation 
system (CREVS) for that unit, but provides isolation for both unit's control rooms 
since they are a shared facility. Since there are two channels, appropriate ACTIONS 
are included. The Bases were also revised to reflect this change.  

9 NUREG 3.3.16 - The ANO CREVS emergency recirculation mode is essentially the 
same as the toxic gas protection mode. Therefore, the Note in NUREG LCO 3.3.16 
Required Action A. 1 is not required.  

10 NUREG 3.3.16 - The Frequency for the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the 
CREVS initiation instrumentation (i.e., SR 3.3.16.2) is revised to be consistent with 
unit specific information as provided in CTS Table 4.1-1, item 28.b, and in the ANO-2 
CTS (Table 4.3-3). The Bases were also revised to reflect this change.  

11 NUREG 3.3.16 - The Allowable Value is not included in ITS for this function.  
Therefore, this portion of SR 3.3.16.3 is not adopted. The setpoint for this 
instrumentation is not based on a specific safety analysis assumption or result, but is 
chosen to assure control room habitability and to prevent spurious actuations. The 
Bases were also revised to reflect this change.
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12 NUREG 3.3.17 - Renumbered and moved to ITS 3.3.15. This is an administrative 
change only. The DOD reference is only provided at the first occurrence.  

13 NUREG 3.3.17 - Required Actions B. 1 and G. 1 provide reference to the - The 
NUREG reporting requirements (NUREG 5.6.8) related to post accident monitor 
inoperability. These are not specifically identified in the ITS. A Special Report will 
continue to be required by the ACTIONS for the Post Accident Monitoring 
Instrumentation LCO, but details for content of the report will be provided only in the 
associated Bases for the Required Actions. These controls are considered sufficient 
since they are not directly pertinent to obviate the possibility of an abnormal situation 
or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety. Since the 
details of the report are also not necessary to fulfill the pertinent regulatory 
requirement, they are not mandated by 10 CFR 50.36, and they do not meet the criteria 
in 10 CFR 50.36, they can be appropriately retained in licensee controlled documents 
without a significant impact on safety. Retaining these requirements in controlled 
documents also provides adequate assurance that they will be maintained. Changes to 
the Bases are controlled by the proposed program in the Administrative Controls 
Section of the ITS. Additionally, this change is consistent with previously approved 
ITS for other ENTERGY stations, i.e., Grand Gulf and River Bend. (See also DOD 20 
for Section 5.0.) 

14 NUREG 3.3.17 - NUREG Table 3.3.17-1, Function 2, is revised such that the number 
of Required Channels is reduced from "2 per loop" to "2." There is only one PAM 
RCS Hot Leg Temperature monitoring channel per loop for this unit.  

15 NUREG 3.3.17 - NLJREG Table 3.3.17-1, Function 3, RCS Cold Leg Temperature, is 
not included in ITS since it is not a Type A or Category 1 post accident monitoring 
variable for this unit.  

16 NUREG 3.3.17 - RCS Hot Leg Level is included in ITS Table 3.3.15-1 as Function 3 
since this is a Type B, Category 1 post accident monitoring variable for this unit. This 
Function is currently required as item 16 in the "OTHER SAFETY RELATED 
SYSTEMS" portion of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 and as item 64 in CTS Table 4.1-1.  

17 NUREG 3.3.17 - NUREG Table 3.3.17-1, Functions 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, are revised 
consistent with the unit specific terminology of "Reactor Building" in lieu of the term 
"Containment." This is an administrative change only.  

18 NUREG 3.3.17 - NUREG Table 3.3.17-1, Function 8, is revised (as ITS Function 8) to 
include the term "Automatic" since many non-automatic penetration isolation barriers 
do not include position indication. This is consistent with approved unit specific 
design.  

The Table is also revised to incorporate TSTF-295.
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19 NUREG 3.3.17 - NUREG Table 3.3.17-1, Function 12, is revised (as ITS 

Function 12a-d) to identify, as separate Functions, the Low Range and High Range of 
SG water level instrumentation for each SG. These Functions are Type A, Category 1 
variables for this unit. Although the Low Range instrumentation is currently included 
in CTS Table 3.5.1-1, as item lb in the "EMERGENCY FEEDWATER INITIATION 
AND CONTROL SYSTEM" portion of the table and as item 53b in CTS Table 4.1-1, 
the High Range is not included in the CTS and neither are specifically identified as post 
accident monitors. These are provided as separate Functions for clarity only and is an 
administrative change.  

20 NUREG 3.3.17- SGPressure is included in ITS Table 3.3.15-1 as Function 13 since 
this is a Type A, Category I post accident monitoring variable for this unit. This 
Function is currently required as item lb in the "EMERGENCY FEEDWATER 
INITIATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM" portion of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 and as 
item 53c in CTS Table 4.1-1. ITS Function 13 is identified as separate Functions for 
the pressure variable in each SG for clarity only and is an administrative change. The 
subsequent Functions in the Table are renumbered as appropriate.  

21 NUREG 3.3.17 - Borated Water Storage Tank Level is included in ITS Table 3.3.15-1 
as Function 15 since this is a Type A, Category 1 post accident monitoring variable for 
this unit. This Function is currently required by Specification 3.3.1 (F), with Actions 
identified by 3.3.6 and 3.3.7(A), and as item 34 in CTS Table 4.1-1.  

22 NUREG 3.3.17 - NUREG Table 3.3.17-1, Function 15, is revised (as ITS 
Function 17a&b) to identify, as separate Functions, the Emergency Feedwater Flow 
instrumentation to each SG. These Functions are Type D, Category 1 variables for this 
unit. There are 4 indicators of emergency feedwater flow for the unit with one 
indicator for the flow path from each emergency feedwater pump to each steam 
generator. Therefore, two are associated with each SG. This instrumentation is 
currently included in CTS Table 3.5.1-1, as item 3 in the "OTHER SAFETY 
RELATED SYSTEMS" portion of the table and as item 46 in CTS Table 4.1-1. These 
are provided as separate Functions for clarity only and is an administrative change.  

23 NUREG 3.3.17 - High Pressure Injection Flow, Low Pressure Injection Flow, and 
Reactor Building Spray Flow are included in ITS Table 3.3.15-1 as Functions 18, 19, 
and 20, respectively, since these are Type A, Category 1 post accident monitoring 
variables for this unit. The HPI and LPI flow Functions are currently required as 
item 29 in CTS Table 4.1-1. RB Spray Flow is not required by CTS.  

24 NUREG Bases 3.3.16 - The Bases were revised to reflect unit specific analysis, 
terminology, and design. For example, the "comparison" discussion for the 
CHANNEL CHECK of SR 3.3.16.1 is not applicable since there is no other channel 
with which to compare.  

25 NUREG 3.3.8 - The Applicability requirements for ITS LCO 3.3.8 are revised to 
exclude the requirements for an automatic DG LOPS in MODES 5 and 6. Events 
occurring in these MODES are slowly evolving events which provide time for operator 
action to start the DG if necessary. Further, such starts are not required by the ANO-1
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safety analyses, nor are such requirements included in the CTS. CTS Table 3.5.1-I, 
Note 14 requires the unit to be placed in cold shutdown (ITS MODE 5) when the DG 
LOPS function is not OPERABLE. There are no additional restrictions once the unit is 
in cold shutdown or refueling.  

26 NUREG Bases 3.3.17 - The Bases for ITS LCO 3.3.15 are revised as necessary to 
reflect unit design and analyses.  

27 NUREG 3.3.17 - ITS Table 3.3.15-1 Function 16, Core Exit Temperature, is revised to 
identify the Required Channels as "2 core exit thermocouples (CETs) per quadrant" 
and to delete the unnecessary Table Note (c). This editorial change is consistent with 
CTS Table 3.5.1-1, OTHER item 13, and consistent with the original generic 
requirements as provided in Generic Letter 83-37. The Table is also revised to move 
the designations of"(CETs) per quadrant" from the Required Channels column to the 
Function column in order to clearly preserve the intention of the ACTIONS Note 
which allows separate Condition entry for each "Function." With a Function 
designation of Core Exit Temperature (Core Exit Thermocouples per quadrant), then 
the Note would not be clear as to its intention when a second CET in a separate core 
quadrant becomes inoperable after the Condition has already been entered for a 
previous inoperable CET. Moving the "CETs per quadrant" to the Function Column 
clearly identifies the Function is on a core quadrant basis.  

28 Not used.  

29 NUREG 3.3.8 - Required Action C.1 is revised from "Enter applicable Condition(s) 
and Required Action for EDG made inoperable by EDG LOPS" to "Declare affected 
DG(s) inoperable." The NUREG uses a consistent convention for "Declare..." and 
"Enter..." statements with the exception of LCO 3.3.8 (and LCO 3.8.10). Generally, a 
"Declare..." statement is used as a Required Action to clarify that the equipment is 
inoperable, to provide a delay time before implementing the ACTIONS of the 
supported Specification, and/or to transfer ACTIONS from the supporting 
Specification to the supported Specification. An "Enter..." statement is typically used 
as a Note to ensure that ACTIONS for the supporting Specification and the supported 
Specification are implemented concurrently when certain conditions exist and no delay 
time is provided. The need in the ACTIONS for LCO 3.3.8 is to transfer ACTIONS 
from the supporting Specification to the supported Specification. Per the above 
convention, this should be a "Declare..." format. Since the result is the same, this 
change is an administrative change only.  

30 NUREG Bases 3.3.17 - Incorporates TSTF-019, Rev. 1.  

31 NUREG 3.3.8 Bases - The Bases have been generally revised to reflect unit specific 
design, analysis, and operating practices, or to provide descriptions consistent with 
other unit specific documents and terminology. Some specific revisions are as follows: 

-LCO
Discussion was revised to remove an example. This example does not include any 
information that is necessary to identify or clarify what is required to be OPERABLE
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by this LCO. Hence this is unnecessary information and can be removed with no 
impact.  
Discussion was edited to remove detailed information regarding the determination of 
setpoints which is not applicable to ANO-1.  

-Surveillance Requirements
General discussion, in NUREG SR 3.3.8.1, was edited to match the specific design of 
the instrumentation to which this SR is applicable. A 2 out of 2 logic does not require 
two failures, and there is no normal operational use of the associated displays.  
Discussion of performance of CHANNEL CALIBRATION revised to omit reference 
to SAR since it does not describe the identified single point verification.  
CHANNEL CALIBRATION Frequency discussion revised to reflect that some 
calculations assume longer than 18 months between calibrations.  

32 NUREG Bases 3.3.8 - The Bases for SR 3.3.8.2 are revised to reflect the actual 
wording of the Note.  

33 NUREG Bases - The Criterion statement at the conclusion of the Applicable Safety 
Analysis section was modified at each occurrence to refer to 10 CFR 50.36 instead of 
the NRC Policy Statement. This is an editorial change associated with the 
implementation of the 10 CFR 50.36 rule changes after NUREG-1430, Revision I was 
issued.  

The 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion satisfied by the ITS LCOs was modified to preserve 
consistency with the ANO-I license basis. The NUREG Criterion specified were 
modified to be consistent with the analysis assumptions regarding equipment 
availability and operating condition (i.e., MODE).  

34 NUREG 3.3.8 Bases and 3.3.16 Bases were revised to reflect the unit specific 
methodology associated with the determination of instrument uncertainty. In addition, 
the Bases have been revised to correct terminology used to describe uncertainties with 
terminology used at ANO. These changes are considered to be administrative in 
nature.
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ITS 3.3.15, PAMs - CTS Cross References 

The NUREG Markups typically show the CTS source in the right margin of the NUREG Specification pages.  
However, since there are 20 Post Accident Monitors (PAMs) each item of the Specification may have as many 
as 20 different sources. Obviously, there is not room in the margin to show all the sources. Rather than 
include each page for each Function, a Table has been constructed which identifies the CTS sources for each 
part of the ITS for each ITS Function. The KEY to reading this CTS Cross References table is provided below.  

KEY: 

Each ITS 3.3.15 PAM Function is listed in a separate column by ITS PAM Function number (1 through 20) 
along with an abbreviated Function identification to provide a CTS source for each item in the ITS.  
For example, 1- N flux is the Neutron flux Function, 2- HL T is the Hot Leg Temperature function, etc.) 

Each ITS 3.3.15 item is listed in the first column of the 4 tables, with 5 PAM functions addressed in each table.  
These separate ITS items include: LCO, APPLICABILITY, ACTIONS Notes I and 2, each Required Action, 
each Note identified in the Conditions column, the SR Note, each SR, and the Table 3.3.15-1 Notes a, b, & c.  

For each item, the corresponding DOC(s) are then listed to identify the pertinent justification for adding.  

- - A double tilde indicates that the source was EQUIVALENT to the resulting ITS and no DOC was 
needed.  

- - Three hyphens indicate that this ITS item is NOT APPLICABLE for this ITS PAM Function.  

new - indicates that this item was not directly addressed in the CTS and is ADDED as a new item for ITS.  

OTHER - CTS Table 3.5.1-1 is divided into 4 parts for RPS, ESAS, EFIC SYSTEM, and OTHER SAFETY 
RELATED SYSTEMS. A CTS source of OTHER ## indicates this item is from the OTHER 
SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS section of the Table. For example, Other 16, indicates that this ITS 
PAM Function is addressed in CTS Table 3.5.1-1, item number 16 in the OTHER SAFETY 
RELATED SYSTEMS section of the table.  

N## - This refers to Note number ## of Table 3.5.1-1 

- Where complete CTS items are the source, they are provided as the reference. For example, 
CTS 3.5.1.12 provides the source for the Reactor Building High Radiation Function LCO of 
ITS 3.3.15, Table 3.3.15-1, Function #9.  

## - For SRs, a simple number refers to the item as listed in CTS Table 4.1-1. For example, 64 refers to 
item 64 of Table 4.1-1.
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PAM 
LCO 

APPL 
ACT NI 
ACT N2 
RAA.1 
Cond BN 
RAB.1 
CondC N 
RAC.1 
RAD.1 
RAE.1 
RAF.1 
RA F.2 
Cond GN 
RAG.1 
SRN 
SR I 
SR2 
T N(a) 
TN(b) 
T N(c)

1-Nflux 
new- M7 

new-MM7 
new- M7,L4 
new - M7,A6 
new-M7 
new- M7,Al 
new-M7 
new - M7,Al 
new- M7 

new - M7,AI 
new - M7 

new - M7 

new - M7Al 
new-M7 
new-M7

2-ELT 
new- M7 

new- M7 
new - M7,L4 
new - M7,A6 
new -.M7 
new - M7,AI 
new,- M7 
new - M7,Al 
new- M7 

new - M7,A1 
new-M7 
new-M7 

new - M7,AI 
new-M7 
new,- M7

6-RBWat L 
Other 12-

new-MS 
new-IA 
new-A6 
N21 - L7/M1o 
new-Al 
new - L7 
new-Al 
N21 - L7/M1o 

new-Al 
N21 -L7/MIo 
new- L7/MIO 

new-Al 
59-L10 
59--

7-RBP 
Othei Il-

new-MS 
new-IA 
new-A6 
N21 - L-7/Mi 
new-Al 
new - L7 
new-Al 
N21 - L7/M10 

new-Al 
N21 - L7/Mb0 
new - L7/M40 

new-Al 
58 - L10 
58---

8 - RBIVs 
new - M7 

new - M7 

new-M7,LA 
new - MhA6 
new - M7 
new - M7,A1 
new - M7 
new - M7,A1 
new - M7 

new - M7,A1 
new - M7 
new-M7 

new- M7,AI 
new-M7 
new-M7 
new-M7 
new-M7

9-RB hi rid 
3.5.1.12-
Other 10-
new-A15 
new- LA 
new - A6 
N20 - L6 
new-Al 
N20 - L6 
new - Al 
N20 - L6 

new - Al 

new-Al 
N20 - L6 
new - Al 
57-10ba 
57--

10 - H2 Conc 
3.14.3-

new-MS 
new - IA 
new-A6 
3.14.4-L9 
new-Al 
new - L9 
new-Al 

new-L9 
new -Al 
new - L9 
new-Mll 

new -Al 

new-M2 
4.12.2---

ANO-1 ITS 3.3.15

3-ELL 
Other 16-

new - Mg 
new-IA 
new - A6 
N28 - L8 
new - Al 
N28 - L8 
new-Al 
N29 -L8 

new-Al 

new -Al 
N29 -LS 
new -Al 
64 - L10 
64--

4-RCSP 
ESAS la-M7 
ESAS2a-M7 
newy- M7 
new - M7,L4 
new - M7,A6 
new - M7 
new - M7,Al 
new- M7 
new - M7,Al 
new-M7 

new - M7,Al 
new-M7 
new-M7 

new - M7,Al 
15a, 17a - M7 
15a, 17a - M7

5-RVL 
Other 15-

new- MS 
new - IA 
new -A6 

N28 -LS 
new-Al 
N28 -LS 
new -Al 
N29 - L8 

new-Al 

new-Al 
N29 - LS 
new-Al 
63 - LI0 
63--

PAM 
LCO

APPL 
ACT Ni 
ACT N2 
RAA.1 
Cond B N 
RAB.1 
Cond C N 
RAC.1 
RAD.1 
RAE.1 
RAF.1 
RAF.2 
Cond G N 
RAG.1 
SRN 
SR I 
SR2 
T N(a) 
TN(b) 
T N(c)
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PAM 
LCO 
APPL 
ACT Ni 
ACT N2 
RAA.1 
Cond B N 
RABA1 
Cond CN 
RAC.1 
RAW.  
RAE.1 
RA F.  
RA F.2 
CondG N 
RAG.1 
SRN 
SR I 
SR 2 
T N(a) 
TN(b) 
T N(c)

11 -PzrL 
Other 2--
new - M 
new - IA 
new -A6 

N1O-L5/mio 
new-Al 
new - L5/Ml 
new-Al 
new -L5/MIO 

new -Al 
new -L5/MIO 
new -L5/MlO 

new -Al 
26,51 -LIO 
26,51--

12- SG L 
EFIC lb - m7 
new-iA? 
new - ?,L 
new - M7,A6 
new-iA? 
new-M7,Al 
new - M7 
new - M7,Al 
new -M7 

new - M7,AI 
new -M7 

new -M7 

new -M7,Al 
53b -m7Lo 
53b -M7

13 - SG P 
EFIC Ic - m7 
new - M7 
new - M7,L4 
new - M7,A6 
new - M7 
new-M7,Al 
new -M7 

new - M7,Al 
new - M7 

new - M7,AI 
new -M7 
new - M7 

new - M7,Al 
53c - M7,LIO 
53c - M7

14 -CST L 
new-M7 
new -M7 

new -M7.L4 

new - M7,A6 
new -M7 

new -M7,AI 

new -M 

new -M7,Al 

new -M 

new - M,Al 
new-iA? 
new -M 

new -M7,AI 

new -M 

new - M7

16 -Cuts 
Other 13-
new - M 
new - IA 
new -A6 

N22- Ls/mio 
new-Al 
new -L5&410 
new-Al 
N22 - L5/Ml0 

new -Al 

N22 -L5/mio 
new -L5/MlD 

new -Al 

61 -LID 
61--

17 -EFw ibo 
Other 3-
new -MS 

new-IA 
new -A6 
NIO-LS/mio 
new -Al 

new -L5/MIO 

new -Al 

new -L5/M10 

new -Al 
new-LS/MlO 
new - L5/Ml0 

new -Al 

46 -LI 
46--
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15 - BWST L 
3.3.1(F)-
3.3.1 -L3/M6 
new -IA 
new-A6 
3.3.7(A) -Lu 
New-Al 
New-Lll 
New-Al 
New-Lll 

New-Al 
3.3.6 -Lu /M10 
3.3.6 -Lu /MiD 

New-Al 
34 -LID 
34--

PAM 
LCO 
APPL 
ACT Ni 
ACT N2 
RAA.1 
Cond B N 
RABAi 
Cond CN 
RAC.1 
RADA1 
RA E.  
RA F.  
RA F.2 
CondG N 
RAG.1 
SRN 
SR I 
SR2 
T N(a) 
TN(b) 
T N(c)

18 - HPI flo 
new - M7 
new - M7 
new -M7,L4 

new - M7,A6 
new-iA? 
new - M7,AI 
new - M7 
new - M7,Al 
new - M7 

new- M7,Al 
new -M 

new -M7 

new - M7,AI 
new -M 

29--

19 - LPI fib 

new -M 

new -M7 

new - M7,L 
new - M,A6 
new-M7 
new - M,Al 
new-iA? 
new -M7,Al 

new -M7 

new - M?,A 
new - M7 
new-M7 

new -M7.Al 

new -M7 

29--

20- RB Sfib 
new - i7 
new -M7 

new -IM,IA 

new - M7,A6 
new - M7 
new - M7,Al 
new - M7 
new -Wi7AI 

new - M7 

new-iA7,Al 
new - iA 
new -M 

new -M?,AI 

new -M7A 

new -M
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S~RB Purge Isolation--High Radiatt i 
3. 5 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.15 Reactor Build g (RB) Purge Isolation-High Radiation 

LCD 3.3.15 e] channel of Reactor Building Purge Isolat n-High 
diation shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABI Y: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, 
During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During movement of irradiated fuel a lies within the RE.  

A NT S ________

CONDITION REQUIRED AXION CONPLETION TIME 

A. One channel inoperable A.1 Plac and maintain RB 1 hour 
in NOE 1, 2, 3, or 4. pu valves in 

€ sad positions.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in NODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met.  

B.2 Be in NODE 5. 36 hours 

C. One chantielino rable C.1 Place and maintain RB Izedi ely 
during CORE purge valves in 
ALTERATIONS during closed positions.  
movement o irradiated 
fuel ass lies within QR 
the RB,.  

C.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS.  

(continued)

/

-ewo~ST~ 3.3-36Re-i. 1 1;7g
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RB Purge Isolation-High Radiati 

3 .5.

i Att I REQUIRED ACTIMOK NT

C. continued) C.2.2 Suspend movementf 
ir adited fue 

assemblies hin the 
RB.

Immediately

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ a" 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS 

SURVE3LINCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.15.1 Perform EL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.15.2 orm CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.2 d s /r 1 
SR 3.3./..3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION with setpoin [18] months 

SAllowable Value < [25] mRhr. ,,

Raw I n /.AI7I4j-sWGG-5ST- 333

I VTTflUC

/

I

Vý__ -

\
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Control Room Isolation-High Radiation 3.3.16

3.3 IHSTRU4ENTATION 

3.3.16 Control Room Isolation-High Radiation

LCO 3.3.16 

APPLICABILITY:

~'~hanne~bf Control Room Isolation-High Radiation shall 
5PEALE.' 

". vOiErS . 2f 3a 4li 

-During mo-vement of Irradlateo. T el assemblies.

c••hannels i noperable 
in M¶ODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

Required Action and
associated Completion •.2 
Time of Condition A __ 
not met. or 

A;[.T Os W c '0-ertI- A.

IJ,�IL ii

(continued)

M~et. it

Rev 1, 04107/95
BWOG STS
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Control Room Isolation-High Radiation 3.3.16

ACTIONS (continued) 
CONDITION 

One channe noperabl e 

movement of irradiated 
fuel.

______________________________________________________________ I

REQUIRED ACTION

1
Place one OPERABLE 
CREVS train in 
emergency 
recirculation mode.

1* ed el

2 ISuspend movement of 
rj\ irradiated fuel 

assemblies.

COMPLETION TIME

Inuediately

NAl

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.16.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.16.2 S.... . -NOTE-
When the Control Room Isolation-High 
Radiation instrumentation is placed in an.  
inoperable status solely for performance of 
this Surveillance, entry into associated 
Conditions and Required Actions may be 
delayed for up to 3 hours.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

I

q,7l° /

10 

31 rq.i-l., 
)days ortq I jj 1

P 18 monthsSR 3.3.16.3 Perform CHANNEL CA.IBRATIR

,r4.14

Rev 1, 04/07/95
ENWMEOM STS 3.3-39MEM
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ITS 3.3.15, PAMs - CTS Cross References 

The NUREG Markups typically show the CTS source In the right margin of the NUREG Specification 

pages. However, since there are 20 Post Accident Monitors (PAMs) each item of the Specification 

may have as many as 20 different sources. Obviously, there Is not room invthe margin to show all 

the sources. Rather than Include each page for each Function, a Table has been constructed which 
Identifies the CTS sources for each part of the ITS for each ITS Function. The KEY to reading this 
CTS Cross References table Is provided below.  

KEY: 

Each ITS 3.3.15 PAM Function Is listed in a separate column by ITS PAM Function number (1 
through 20) along with an abbreviated Function Identification to provide a CTS source for each Item 
Inthe ITS.  
For example, 1- N flux is the Neutron flux Function, 2- HL T Is the Hot Leg Temperature function, 
etc.) 

Each ITS 3.3.15 Item Is listed In the first column of the 4 tables, with 5 PAM functions addressed In 
each table.  
These separate ITS items Include: LCO, APPLICABILITY, ACTIONS Notes I and 2, each Required 
Action, each Note identified in the Conditions column, the SR Note, each SR, and the Table 3.3.15-1 
Notes a, b, & c.  

For each Item, the corresponding DO(s) are then listed to identify the pertinent justification for 
adding.  

.- - A double tilde Indicates that the source was EQUIVALENT to the resulting ITS and no DOC 
was needed.  

- - Three hyphens Indicate that this ITS Item is NOT APPLICABLE for this ITS PAM Function.  

new - Indicates that this Item was not directly addressed In the CTS and Is ADDED as a new item 
for ITS.  

other - CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Is divided into 4 parts for RPS, ESAS, EFIC SYSTEM, and OTHER 
SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS. ACTS source of OTHER #1 Indicates this Item Is from the 
OTHER SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS section of the Table. For example, Other 16, 
Indicates that this ITS PAM Function is addressed In CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Item number 16 In 
the OTHER SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS section of the table.  

N## - This refers to Note number## of Table 3.5.1-1 

#.#.# -Where complete CTS items are the source, they are provided as the reference. For 
example, CTS 3.5.1.12 provides the source for the Reactor Building High Radiation Function 
LCO of ITS 3.3.15, Table 3.3.15-1, Function #9.  

#17 - For SRs, a simple number refers to the Item as listed In CTS Table 4.1-1. For example, 64 
refers to Item 64 of Table 4.1-1.  

Insert after page 3.3-39 
Page 1 of 3
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ITS 3.3.15, PAMs - CTS Cross References

3-HLL 
Other 16 -

new- M8 
new- L4 
new - AS 
N28 - LB 
new -Al 
N28- LS 
new- Al 
N29 - LS 

new - Al 

new - Al 
N29 - L8 
new- Al 
64- .10 
64.--

4 - RCS P 
ESAS la - M7 
ESAS 2a - MW 
new -M7 
new - M7.L4 
new - M7.AB 
new - M7 
new - M7,A1 
new - M7 
new - M7,A1 
new- M7 

new - M7,A1 
new - M7 
new- M7 

new - M7,A1 
158,178 - MW 
15a,17a - MW

5-RVL 
Other 15 -

new - M8 
new - L4 
new - AS 
N28 - LB 
new - Al 
N28 - LB 
new - Al 
N29 - LB 

new - Al 

new - Al 
N29 - LB 
new - Al 
63 - LI0 
63--

6- RE Wat L 
Other 12 -

new- MB 
new - 4 
new-AS 
N21 - L7/M10 
new- Al 
new - 7 
new -Al 
N21 - L7/M10 

new -,Al 
N21 - L7/MlO 
new- L7/MIO 

new - Al 
59 - LI1 
59--

7-RBP 
Otherl -

new- MB 
new - U.  
new - AS 
N21 - L7/MI0 
new - Al 
new - 7 
new - Al 
N21 - L7/Ml0 

new - Al 
N21 - L7/MI0 
new- L7/M1O 

new.. AI 
58 - L10 
5SB-

8 - RBIVS 
new - M7 

new - M7 
new - M7,L4 
new - M'.A6 
new - M7 
new - M7Al 
new - M7 
new - M7EAl 
new - M7 

new - M7,A1 
new - M7 
new - M7 

new - WEAl 
new - M7 
new - M7 
new - M7 
new- M7

9 - RB hi rad 
3.5.1.12 -
Other 10 -
new-A1S 
new - LA 
new-AS 
N20 - 16 
new - Al 
N20 - LS 
new - Al 
N20 - L.  

new - Al 

new-Al 
N20 - LB 
new - Al 
57 - L10 
57--

10 - H2 Conc 
3.14.3-

new- M8 
new - U.  
new - AS 
3.14.4 - L 
new -Al 
new - L.9 
new -Al 

new- 1.9 
new- Al 
new - L9 
new- Mil 

new -Al 
new - M2 
4.122--

Page 2 of 3

ANO-1 ITS

PAM 
LCO 

APPL 
ACT NI 
ACT N2 
RAA.1 
Cond B N 
RA B.1 
Cond C N 
RAC.A 
RAD.1 
RA E.1 
RA F.1 
RA F2 
Cond G N 
RAG.1 
SR N 
SR I 
SR 2 
T N(a) 
T N(b) 
TN(c)

I -Nflux 
new- M7 

new- M7 
new - M7,L4 
new - MAS 
new - M7 
new - M7,A1 
new - M7 
new - M7,A1 
new - M7 

new - M7,A1 
new - M7 
new - M7 

new - M7,A1 
new - M7 
new - M7

2-HLT 
new - M7 

new- M7 
new - M7,L4 
new - MWA 
new- M7 
new - M7,AI 
new- M7 
new - M7,A1 
new- M7 

new - FM,AI 
new -FM 
new- M71 

new. M7-AI 
new- M7 
new - M7

PAM 
LCO

APPL 
ACT NI 
ACT N2 
RAA.1 
Cond B N 
RA B.1 
Cond C N 
RAC.A 
RA D.1 
RAE.1 
RA F.1 
RA F.2 
Cond G N 
RAG.1 
SR N 
SR I 
SR2 
T N(a) 
T N(b) 
T N(c)

W.,__
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ITS 3.3.15, PAMs - CTS Cross References

11 -Pzr L 
Other 2 
new- Me 
new -L4 
new-A6 
NIO -LSI1O 
new - Al 
new- 1M10 
new- Al 
new- LSMIO 

new-Al 
new- LS/M10 

new- LSiM10 

new - Al 
26.51 - L10 
26,51 - -

12 -SG L 
EFIC lb - M7 
new - M7 
new - M7,L4 
new - MWAS 
new - M7 
new - M7,AI 
new - M7 
new - M7,A1 
new- M7 

new - M7,A1 
new- M7 

new - M7 

new - M7,A1 
53b- M7,L10 
53b - M7

13 -SG P 
EFIC Ic- M7 
new- M7 
new - M7,L4 
new - MTJA6 
new - M7 
new - MT,A1 
new - M7 
new - MT,A1 
new - M7 

new - M7,AI 
new- M7 

new - M7 

new - M7,A1 
53c - M7,L10 
53c- M7

PAM 
LCO 
APPL 
ACT N1 
ACT N2 
RAA.I 
Cond B N 
RAB.1 
Cond C N 
RAC.A 
RAD.I 
RAE.1 
RA F.1 

RAFF2 

CondG N 
RAG.1 
SR N 
SR 1 
SR 2 
T N(A) 
T N(b) 
TN(c)

15 - BWST L 
3.3.1 (F) -
3.3.1 - L3UM6 
new- L4 
new - AS 
3.3.7(A) - LlI 
New - Al 
New. LIl 
New - Al 
New - LlI 

New - Al 
3.3.6 
LlII0MO 
3.3.6
11I/MI0 

New - Al 
34 - LI

1S -CET 
Other 13 -
new- M8 
new -LU 
new- A 
N22 - L5M10 
new- Al 
new- 5/M I0 
new - Al 
N22 -L5MID 

new - Al 
N22 - LSMI0 
new- LSM10 

new - Al 
61 - L10 
61---

17-EFWflo 
Other -
new - MB 
new -14 
new - A6 
N10- LS/M1O 
new - Al 
new- LI./M10 
new - Al 
new- LS1/M0 

new - Al 
new- LS/M10 
new- L5/MID 

new - Al 
46 - L10

18 - HPI fio 
new - M7 
new - M7 
new - M7,L4 
new - MW,AS 
new - M7 
new- M7TA1 
new - M7 
new- MT,A1 
new - M7 

new - MTA 
new - MT 
new - M7 

new- M7 

new - M7,A1 
new - M7 
29.,-,

19 - WI flo 
new - MT 
new - MT 
new - M7,L4 
new - M7,A6 
new- M7 
new - MT,AI new - M71 
new.-MT 
new - MT.AI 
new-MT 

new - MT,Al 
new - MT 
new - M 

new - M7,AI 
new- M7 
29--

20- RB S flo 
new- M7 
new- M7 
new - MT.L4 
new - MWAS 
new - M7 
new - MT.Al 
new - M7 
new - MT.A1 
new - M7 

new - M7,A1 
new- M7 
new - M7 

new - MTAI 
new -M 
new- M

Page 3 of 3

ANO-! U"S0

14- CST L 
new - MT 
new - MT 
new - M7.L4 
new - M7T,6 
new - M7 
new- M7•I 
new - M7 
new - MT 

new - M7 
new -MT, 

new- MT 

new - MT,AI 
new- M7 
new- M7

PAM 
LCO 
APPL 
ACT NI 
ACT N2 
RAA.1 
Cond B N 
RA B.1 
Cond C N 
RA C.  
RA D.1 
RA E.1 
RA F.1 
RA F.2 
Cond G N 
RA G.1 
SR N 
SR 1 
SR 2 
TN(a) 
T N(b) 
TN(c)

etc:===
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PAN Instrumentation 3.3

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.&) P ost Accident Monitoring (PAN) Instrumentation 

LCO 3.3.0, The PAN instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.j1 

Uc shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.  

ACTIONS 

1. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.  

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

i I COMPLETIWi �TIF�k�

CONDITION

A. One or more Functions 
with one required 
channel inoperable.

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met.

C. --- OTE-----
Not applicable to 
hydrogen monitor 
channels.  

One or more Functions 
with two required 
channels inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

A. I Restore required channel to OPERABLE 
status.

C.1 Restore one channel to OPERABLE status.

CO3PLETION TIME 

30 days

7 days

(continued)

3.3-40

C- 7r3s 6 resS 

sdIene
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PAM Instrumentation C -r75 
3.3

.Anio cU.•|ong]nued, 
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. Two required hydrogen D.1 Restore one required 72"hours 
monitor channels hydrogen monitor 
inoperable. channel to OPERABLE 

status.  

E. Required Action and E.1 Enter the Condition Immediately 
associated Completion referenced in 
Time of Condition C Table 3.3.•1 for 
or D not met. the channeF.NIjo 

F. As required by F.1 Be In MODE 3. 6 hours 
Required Action E.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.0=1. F.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

G.1 Initiate action I 
iaccoLc• t | 
(S i•fi€ o/.6.8) 

•_ Spee•t Report. 2

crosS 

1ecee

Immedi ately 

'3
G. As required by 

Required Action E.1 
and referenced in 
Table 3.3.()-1.

--BwE8G-6f5 3.- -- Um 1, 04ýQZJSS-3.3-41
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c -r.5 
PAM Instrumentation 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

These SRs apply to each PAM instrmentiton Function in Table 3.3.-1.cr 
rf'e~e'~ee

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 
instrumentation channel that is normally 
energized.

t 
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL

-... - --.. NOTENeutron detectors are excluded fromCANE 

CALIBRATION.  

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

1�IL

31 days

i1s8 months

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BW0G STS

SR 3.3; I

SR 3.3 2
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1. wide lawNe lutron ftm 

3.3- q3A 

r.Se c o w tasa at r o

1r~.97. Lyp A~I

PAM Instrumentation 3.350 

ToIs, 3J3.0ýVI-pw I1sf 1) 
Post AccIdmt MonitorinII instninentation' 

KIIMMEND ftaiA 

2 F 

do 2a" F 

tlv positl~ w- po2 

IanvCtionSws 

c. afor~c omitoas gEsayto Ii it U.S. sac taultory 
tnmt att*iI U. F. I Ut*ua~trcut? .97, cate"O. 1, non-T),o 
rEd ujttltoda U.(UWC leoutat de 1.97, OtY fvat#UAti taport.,

(a) flat requited for isotation volves whose associaed pmnetrstimi Is lacated by at least en Closed end 
deectivated autmnti~ valve, close ealns valve, blindt ftarue. or check valve with flow through the 
valve secured. , 

(b) Only ons positioni indication 11wu tIs required for penetration flow paths with only am inutatted 

control. roo irdication iael.  

.a gIn sror overage. kfiv high ifor Z elCý t . 'MED -

~~-BW94~-Re 3.-3.i, 04;Oqf%'3.3-43-4wGG-&T4-



<INSERT 3.3-43A) 

3. RCS Hot Leg Level 2 G 

<INSERT 3.3.43B> 

12. a. SG W Water Level - Low Range 2 F 

b. SG OB' Water Level - Low Range 2 F 

c. SG A Water Level - High Range 2 F 

d. SG "B' Water Level - High Range 2 F 

13. a. SG W Pressure 2 F 

b. SG B" Pressure 2 F 

<INSERT 3.3-43C> 

15. Borated Water Storage Tank Level 2 F 

<INSERT 3.3.-43D> 

17. a. Emergency Feedwater Flow to SG 2 F 
"Aw 

b. Emergency Feedwater Flow to SG 2 F 
"1si 
18. High Pressure Injection Flow 2 F 

19. LowRPressurelinjectgon Flow 2 F 
20. Reactor Building Spray Flow 2 F

ANO-I ITS INSERT
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OGLOPS 
B3.3.8

9 3.3 INSTRMEATIOH 

B 3.3.8 J Diesel Generator (&G) Loss of Power Start (LOPS)

al ow 51; operatio Undervoltage protection will 

genera-e aLO in the event a loss of voltage or degrade 
voltage co l lion occursa, "r There are two 

S~LOPS 
Functions for each 4.16 kV vital bus.  

undevolagerelays with ffnverie voltage timej 
Sbus; 

for the purpose ofdectn SM M 

V Le vol , mi 

provide O n c described 4n 

SThe 
trip setpo nts used in thear 

Sanalytical limits presented in 

~ (.( i.~.The selection a ese trip 
setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided hen 
l () time delas 

t €7hq,4 tua I l t etv 1,u kei0 
l re 3.3-7v an h ............  

Iff Din 31Clati - chnnel is inoperable iltV 
fts ac aontrp setpoint is not within its required 

IstonsI codnewt h beVlue will as e .  

an thtcontinueuctond) d h 

;Teptoo'tg rtcin c a endsge o1

Rev 1. 040i9sB 3.3-72BWDG STS



<INSERT B 3.3-72A> 

Two loss of voltage relays are provided on the 4.16 kV bus with a nominal 

voltage setting of 78% of the motor rated voltage of 4000 V and a time dial 

setting of 1.0. Upon loss of power to either of these relays, In approximately 
1.0 second, load shedding and starting of the associated DG are Initiated.  
Isolation of the safety related buses Is delayed approximately 2.0 seconds to 
allow an automatic transfer to offsite power. The safety related bus Is 
Isolated only If the transfer Is unsuccessful.  

Two definite time undervoltage relays are provided on each safety related 

480 V load center bus with a coincident trip logic (2 out of 2) for the purpose 

of detecting a sustained undervoltage condition. The undervoltage relays 

on the 480 V bus have a nominal setting of 92% of the motor rated voltage 
of 460 V. Upon voltage degradation to 92% of 460 V and after a delay of 8 
seconds, both relays must operate to Isolate the associated safety related 
4.16 kV bus from offsite power, and start and connect the associated DG.  

The relays are delayed 8.0 seconds to prevent spurious operation of the 
relays when large motors start on the safety related 4.16 kV and 480 V 
buses.

ANO-1 UTS DINET 1=2/000



6A

4 LOPS B 3.3.B 

SES____ 
_ 

ACKGROUND Trio Setpoints and Allowable Value (continued 

t RD A complete loss of I 
a-fsite power will result In ar•oxlmately a ClLsecond 

ay in LOPS The. starts and is Availabl 

' accept -oa s w thin a second time interval -n9eI _ 
.... i- e .r Actuation System ([ESAS) or LOPS.  

"ncy owerl-e ta ished within the maximum time delay 
assumed for each event analyzed in the accident analysisi 

71 LOS protection channels n wo- t-o - ree p 
•-•-~ ~ c |lIV eeiv on 9.'rn''6 Wa- A power, Apply.,, a 

PPLICABLE The ( LOPS is required for the En ineerede 
AFETY ANALYSES (E56 to function in any accident a loss of offsite power. IM I . . .. AF ý ý 

Accident analyses credit the loading of the , based on 
the loss of offsite tower, during a loss of coolant accident 
(LOCA). The actual0 ,art has historically been 
associated with the ESUA, actuation. The diesel loading has 
been included in the delay time associated with each safety 

\system otu-ponent requiring CDG supplied power following a 
loss of offsite power. Theranalysis assumes a 
nonmechanistic'tOG loading, which does not explicitly e- t 
account for each individual component of the 
detection and subsequent actions. The toti;actuaaton time 

for the limiting systems., high pressure injection, and low 

pressure injection ier includes 
contributions from theJV€G Start, lOG loading, and safety 
injection system' compofhent actuation. The response of the 
JM to a loss of power must be demonstrated to fall within 
this analysis response time when including the contributions 
of all portions of the delay.  

The required channels of LOPS, in conjunction with the ESe 
systems powered from thejDGs, provide unit rotection 

or • -the Inalyzed accidents 

___-_-______e_________ 
in which a loss of offsite power 

(continued) 

DU,. drd B 3.3-73 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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fD'G LOPS 
B 3.3.8 

APPLICABLE The dely t~imes assmee-d in the S fety analysis for the 

SAFETY AxALYSES equipment include the second;gGytart delay and if 1skoe4 

(continuel) applicable, the appropriate sequencflng delay. The i-snse 

( __ times for A actuated equipment in LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered 

n eAActuation System ESOAS) Instrumentation," 

appropriate aD; loadingyand sequencing delay.  

Zn AM I e LOPS channels satisfy Criterion 3 of 

cc The LCO for theLP requires t hat l nl spr So 

Ii nstrumentation Function shall be OPERABLE n 

s aed w the the re: 

nell e. OP OI.Evi enrhepisoca EDG i 

Loss o S func on could result in the delay of safety 

systems initiation when required. This could lead to 

unacseptpble c anseqlc during accTde s etourn os-sa 

d i elerfor n as rqird,,' ed+. ,oera t tr p eXAt 

lm ult eave in e onset andcidenta tonea 

ncreasc t potentrumentr a las• rera he !33 

hec on.a unerite snthe 

SAllo~a~leYaluefar 
each Function~i 

• 

"se •--•'point calculations.-,--he w setpofn-t-s are 

selected to ensure that tes setpoint" measured by CHMQEL 

FUNCTION TESTS does not exceed thORe i h 
isefmin qas reqlui red. eOrat n wiptV a tr 

n ,vte Ia trp rtpoi , 
b i th owablV &I, is i~cp +le p ide 

per nan ettngs € itste w.tt he asuptn 

6"daece, Use'4 16 Va ie Ismore conservative Ia 9 aU1iC1 

ese, aluei tasuein the transient and accident analy-s; s to 

___-account fo_ instrument uncertantiest propriate tothe trfp 

Sunce on.. 
0uncerta/nties • •0e7/9 

1-4MELM- e tp t ethodolog (Ref . .et).  

S___..,
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<INSERT B 3.3-74A> 

and one channel per DG of the degraded voltage Instrumentation Function 
shall be OPERABLE to ensure that the automatic 4.16 kV bus Isolation 
capability and automatic start of the DG Is available when needed. The 

degraded voltage channels may be bypassed for < 30 seconds during 
reactor coolant pump start to prevent such starts from initiating spurious DG 
LOPS, separation of the ES busses from offsite power, and subsequent 
loading of the DG. Therefore, the automatic bypass and associated alarms 
are required functions for OPERABIUTY of the DG LOPS Instrumentation.  

<INSERT B 3.3-74B> 

There are no specific safety analyses for operation in MODES 2, 3, and 4.  
However, Industry operating experience has identified DG LOPS as 
significant to public health and safety during these operating conditions.  
Therefore, In MODES 3 and 4, the DG LOPS channels satisfy Criterion 4 of 
10 CFR 50.36.

ANO-1 US ]IMSMT !/28/2000



A LOPS 
B 3.3.8

BASES

Le 
(continued)

Voltag /'The minimum Allow le Value includes an qfowance for aycoil calibration rror and is based on intainin 
at 1 ast (20%] of rated tage on the 480 V mat e€ontrol 
ceers, with a [4.1%] drop across the [4160/ 0] V 

epdown transformers The [4.1%] V drop ass iated with 
ese transformers i the maximum expected d to ESF bus 

loading, while the C contactors are cons ered to require 
at least [90%] V or proper operation.  

The maximum Al owable Value is not bas aon equipment 
operability ncerns, but rather avo ance of unnecessary 
EDG starts ue to spurious channel ip.  

Time Del : The response time i ludes [5 seconds] for 
underv tage relay actuation f owing detection of de aded 
ES bu voltage, [13 seconds] r the bus trip delay t er, 
and seconds] for the dead us timer. Note that e 
ac ptance criteria of [21 econds] does not accou for th 

tpoint tolerance of [1 or [t 2.1 seconds].  

SoP

oltage and Respo e Time: The Allowable alue for the loss 3 
f voltage chann s is k 0 V. This All able Value and the 
ssociated cha el response time are b ed on the physical 
haracteristi of the loss of volta sensing relays. The/ 
oss of vol ge channels respond to complete loss of ES | 

bus voltag , providing automatic arting and loading of he 
associate EDG. However, their sponse time is not 
citica to the overall ES equ ment response time fo owing 
an act tion, since the degra d voltage LOPS 
nst entation will also pond to the complete ss of 
ol ge, and will do so ea ier than the loss of oltage 

rumentation. The lo of voltage channel ponse 
cludes only the time sponse associated wi the 

ndervoltage relays, i cluding the nominal s point of 
7.8 seconds] and a erance of [7%] or ( .55 seconds].

APPLICABILITY The & LOPS actuation Function shall be OPERABLE in 
NODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 because ES ;jun ttons are i u to 
W•vyM pYr-e••M in these KOWDE tuation is. _/ 

SL(continued)

SWOG STS 
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.CINSERT B 3.3-76A> 

The LOPS relay settings are based on the short term starting voltage 
protection as well as long term running voltage protection. The 4.16 kV 
undervoltage relay setpoints are based on the allowable starting voltage 
plus maximum system voltage drops to the motor terminals, which allows 
approximately 78% (at the motor terminals) of motor rated voltage of 4000 
V. The 480 V undervoltage relay setpoint Is based on long term motor 
voltage requirements plus the maximum feeder voltage drop allowance 
resulting In an approrimately 92% setting of the motor rated voltage of 480 
V.

ANO-1 ITS =/82000INSERT



9G LOPS k-0 
B 3.3.8 

APPLICABILITY required r required e 

Mfunction 
on a loss of power or degraded power to 

4protothe vital bus.  

ACTIOMS if a channel's trip setpoitnt is found nonconservative with 

respect to the Allowable Value, or the channel is found 

inoperable, then the function that the channel provides must 

be declared inoperable and the LCO Condition entered for the 

__ A e d jr protec unction a fected. Since the required 
a specified on a basis, the Condition may 

r-? s-- f h 

t~ nt red saaey for eachr 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating that 

separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.  

e vone chann in one or more Functions l 

gnoperadled cond o e i pa er aTnne I and taks N t 

acn thee LOPS channels a requi r oPS 

ocurn uigti initeral.  
Cone-dut Baplogic to w niatw o o ro p of the tncomong 

offsit •oe.In tripý, one adi Vnlvalid actuation will 

mcaus LOPS signal dn the hann The I hour Completion Tbme 

i asonable to evaluate take action by correcting ae 

proidng an auomaicLOS igaln for v 
LOd~~y 

graded cr nition in an d erly condt and takes inton 
account the low pro ab ty fa event requiring LP 

occurring during t~ nterva• 

Conditt B a~pplies when two or more u ltage or two or 

i (contine d) 

e restored OERABEs whour. ivth a 

rovidingG aauoti LOPS signal for validdm 
e e-r-a cundittons .- The I hour 

Compl n w reason& le tov laend to take action 

by correcting the degraded condition in a orderly manner 

: •Q. ~ i•-•(continued) 
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AD LOPS 
4 3.3.8 

BASES 

ACTIONS ( (continued) 

and takes into account the low probability of an event 
requiring LOPS occurring during this interval.  

Condition Opapplies if the Required Action a-Condition A 
_____ _ d Man associated Co mletion me not me 

Required Action ensures Actions for 
ReuiedAcio W ns1 e t tat equ ~red 

fefcod die se n erator it operabilities are initiated.  
ecified in LCO 3.8.1, 

-AC Sources erat g P r 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1 %4or 0,-&t* " ,&z.•

R£QUI£H£KT . ]erformanc o the CHANNEL CHECK once .  

norma Y a parison f t arameter i _di ed on one 
channel t a similar para er on other c nels. It is 

based the assumptio at instrument annels monito g 

the e parameter uld read appro ately the same alue.  

Si 1ficant devia ns between the o instrument c nneIs 

uld be an i ation of exces e instrument di t in one 
•of the chant s or of somgethij elen more serio• 

ML(L e1 e gross Channel faIlu.. ; there ore, it is 
key in verifying that the instrumentation continues to 

operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

AThnete are deteFrqed by tce units s ff based onpeatn 
c•c ainoft he chan irnstrument unc.. ati.e~s, _ 

oft 
h 

experien c o thoateonstration, and re is• rta . Sain c 
(c ontinted Ganne iTd criteria, tB b 3n indRcatev 1 OI •1is otue:s:dee 

transa c t' 

art 

e 

qt 

that theeust~ ttra sm rf ortearne 
g equ me ha 

dri fted o I slimit.If Acmw nth 

crit . i an indicatiool ha the channels e 

The Fre:uency/---5u° a 0 1 I s based an operating • 

experience thit demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

(continued)
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B3.3.8LP 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1 (continued) 
REQUI NS the probability of random failure NeLuC mnimines in an prio-ds low, the C AIN£L CHECK minimizes 

t ctie function due to failure o f 

0 u re n s of nnel OP L 

AW C Tnnel bypass for testing 
0 although durin this time period t cannot 

actuate a diesel start. This allowance is based on the 

assumption that 4 hours is the average time required to 

perform channel Surveillance. The 4 hour testing allowance 

does not significantly reduce the probability that thejDG 

,'•4 \ •. ill start Zg.when necessary. It is not acceptable to 

59n aremove channels from service for more than 4 hours 
--- -*.rn.. renuired Surveillance tesi -,#'

A CIANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 

channel, including the sensor. The setpoints and the 

response to a loss of voltage and a degraded voltage test 
shall include a single point verification that the tri 

occurs within the required dela tye

(continued) 
Re 1 0/0\9
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0; LOPS 
B 3.3.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREKENTS

I
The Frequency Is based on operating experiencetand 
consistency with the typica industry refueling cycinand is 
Justified by the assumption of an 18 month caltbra Iti_ 
Interval in the determination/of equipment driftQ

REFERENCES 1. X R, Section1 

2. ff R, Chapterj

Rev 1, 04/07195B'OG STS B 2.3-79



RTh Purge isolgh adiatlo Fuction-- lose the 

S6 3.3 IN ATION 

93.3.15 ctot Building (RB) Purge isolation--High Radiation 

BASESFutoncoete 

BA ROMI Te-RB Purge Isolation--High RadiatioFnt io lse h 

RB purge valves. This action isola s the RB atmosphere 

from the environment to minimize eases of radioactivity 

in the event an accident occurs. 
e high radiation signal 

indicates a failure of a barrie 
to the fuel radioactivity, 

and most likely a less of cool .t accident. The purge 

valves must begin to shut ra dly to ensure they reach a 

completely closed position , r to excessive pressures in 

the RB, against which the alves may not close.  

The radiation monitori system measures the activity in a 

representative sample f air drawn in succession through a 

particulate sampler, iodine sampler, and a gas sampler.  

The LCO addresses y the gas sampler portion of this 

system. The sens lye volume of the gas sampler is shi ded 

with lead and tared by a Geiger-Mueller detector. e 

air samle is n from the center of the purge exh st 

duct through isokinetic nozzle installed in the uct at a 

point select for reduced turbulence.  

If a gase s activity flow rate of approximate 

lE.2 Z ec (Kr.S) is exceeded, the monito 
ill alarm and 

initiat closure of the purge valves. This ctivity flow 

rate I selected on the basis of 5,0000 s flow rate in 

the rge exhaust and on the basis of a s monitor setpoint 

e u to two times the expected backg d at the location 

of e monitor, which will prov de fa detection of any 

ease. The alarm setpoints r particulate and iodine 

hannels indicate that an alarm is tained after the 

monitor samples a maximum permiss le concentration level 

for B hours. Therefore, a maxi of 1.3 mCi of Cs-137 or 

67 /Ci of DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-13 will be released to the 

atmosphere during this period 

The closure of the purge v ves ensures the RB remains as 

barrier to fission produc release. There is no bypass f 

this function. The dlo re of the purge valves provide an 

RS isolation assumed i the accident analysis.  

/__.ontinued) 
BW/ ,.S / 3._2..v1 0/72



Control Room Isolation--igh Radiation 
9 3.3.16 

B 3.3 IHSTRJ•IETATION 

B 3.3.16 Control Room Isolation--High Radiation 

BASES 

BACGROUUND The principal function of the Control Room Isolation-High 

..... . .. , ni d environment from which
Rcladition;s iso wprow u© -•o .......  
the unit tan be operated following an uncontrolled release 
of radioactivity. -The high radiation isolation function 

provides assurance that under the required conditions an 
islton a wil-lS I • e j n I ~ nt

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-133A> 

two Independent radiation monitoring systems; one associated with each 
unit. The Unit I radiation monitor Is In the Unit 1 control room normal supply 
duct. The Unit 2 radiation monitor is In the Unit 2 control room normal 
supply duct 

<INSERT B3.3-133B> 

The trip setpoints are chosen sufficiently below hazardous radiation levels to 
minimize operator exposure during an accident and sufficiently above 
normally experienced background levels to minimize spurious actuation.  
The habitability systems functional design basis are provided in the ANO 
Unit 2 SAR, Section 6.4 (Ref. 1).

ANO-1 UTS DISER.T 1=8/000



Control Room Isolation-High Radiation 
B 3.3.16 

BASES 

Is noperable ifit calti stoitIsn vthfis 
requir Allowable Vale.  

etPLICAeLE h e so le he a r ervbuii hi hat 

SAFETY ANALYSES n Sy Featore Acbtion System signatr a high 

Iradi a• ial ts recer v . For the firsta l ays a 

|fo11 i Eng a ls o oo accident, the C i s opera te 

•'~Ihe total recircula oln mode. Four day after the start h ciet h••V ssatd ~eitk n 

f Ith acdent f th dS ise s tur tedihn e inter al e cande 

Sirecirculat&on odend continues to ae-Inthis mode 
dh Aotrl Roombl asluto--e. Rd APPInBL both ca es whe n ai flwst car coaildn filters at 

Criterion 3 of Am sign 

SAFETY ANLYE n a r aei forigCo 

raia 1 N i rce .Fo the aresecte 44 es ure 

- asur y th CHANNL FUN TIOA EST does m a e ace s the A owable alcien the biCa is performing 

Slis CAT I ihedtta recrua n pode. Fou n atrte s tat 

che a ei an th oinal stp seted t, bh wita nd s 

1,3 Al.4 ýreiclato abl e ue, acotne s t oa att pthisd per o 

0 con. s entTi sih e riseptions 6ftheun-Tr 
n o, cse ;,,hstige a s -carco al , - e +-

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.$434A>

The control room must be maintained habitable during post accident 
operations and recovery. The CREVS Is a shared system which provides a 
filtered makeup air source for the common control room habitability envelope 
from which the unit can be operated following an uncontrolled release of 
radioactivity. Upon receipt of a high radiation signal, the associated normal 
ventilation supply fans are shutdown, the control room Isolation dampers are 
dosed to Isolate both normal outside air Intakes, and the associated CREVS 
train emergency filtration function Is Initiated. Operator action is necessary 
to shut down one train of CREVS (if both actuate) In order to prevent 
operator doses greater than Identified by the habitability analysis. Operator 
action Is also necessary to verify that at least one door between the Unit I 
and Unit 2 control rooms is open to provide appropriate pressurization and 
recirculation.  

In MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4, the radiation monitor Isolation of the control room 
habitability envelope and actuation of the CREVS provides a habitable 
environment for the operators following a design basis accident or any event 
with a significant release of radioactivity.  

During movement of Irradiated fuel assemblies, the radiation monitor 
Isolation of the control room habitability envelope and actuation of the 
CREVS provides a habitable environment for the operators following a fuel 
handling accident.  

<INSERT B3.3-134B> 

The LCO requires that instrumentation necessary to initiate the CREVS Is 
OPERABLE. Two channels of Control Room Isolation-High Radiation are 
required to be OPERABLE to provide actuation capability from high radiation 
either entering the control room habitability envelope via the Unit I normal 
supply duct (2RITS-8001) or entering the control room habitability envelope 
via the Unit 2 normal supply duct (2RITS-8750-1).

ANO-1 US L=8/000INqSMTl



Control Room Isolation-High Radiation 6 3.3.16

BASES 

LCO an ainti are d ned thet it S c D i 

(continued) hodol (Re 

APPLICABILITY The control room isolation capability on high radiatlo 

e of ica ty. is c Ei 
cou gmovement r ate fuel 

a rad oactive release were to occur during 
/•O1•©.• .ltl.YC'•to~hl~ato ensuret reactor ,L.-_T.:I,,Fj 

40h mob o t ese conditions, the control room would have to 
reman hb tble enueratroiI 

og E 

ACTIONS AV. ' G 

Condition A appl sto 0 of the Control Room 

Isolation -High Radiaticn•j -nction in M00E 1, 2, 3, or 4.  

/1 -4 th; channe I Control Room Isolation-High Radiation 
.2 CAý ý " inoperable, the Mmust be placed in a conditi on that

noes not re uire theI a ccurý, - en1 *-, 

Fe on system in a-sta-e -quivalent to 
wh occurs a te~wr t~he ighradiation isolation has 

one OPERABLE train of the CREVSt i!o 

ion can continue u efin ely in this state. The 

1 hour Completion Time is a sufficient amount of time in 

which to take the Required Action.  

(continued) 
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<INSERT B3.3-135A> 

With one channel of Control Room Isolation-High Radiation function 

Inoperable, one channel remains OPERABLE to provide an automatic 

actuation function. Since the probability of an event which would be 

detected by only one of the radiation monitors Is low, operation of the unit 

may continue for up to 7 days. If the CREVS actuation Instrumentation Is 

not returned to OPERABLE status, the unit ventilation system must be 

placed, within the 7 days, In a state equivalent to that which occurs after the 

high radiation actuation has occurred with one OPERABLE train of the 

CREVS In the emergency recirculation mode of operation. Reactor 

operation may then continue Indefinitely In this state. The 7 day Completion 
Time Is sufficient to restore most causes of Inoperable actuation 
Instrumentation.  

Condition B applies to Inoperability of both channels of the Control Room 
Isolation-High Radiation function in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

ANO-1 UTS 1/28/000]]MTET



Control Room isolation-High Radiation 
8 3.3.16

BASES

ACTI nueS 
(continued)

If the CREVS cannot be placed intoire-Orc~ulatiin g.ode,_hIIe 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, actions must be taken to minimize the 

chances of an accident that could lead to radiation 

releases. The unit must be placed in at least IODE 3 within 

6 hours, with a subsequent cooldown to NODE 5 within 
36 hours. This places the reactor in a low energy state 

that allows greater time for operator action if habitation 
of the control room is precluded. The allowed Completion 
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 

reach the required unit conditions from full power 

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.

:1 is the same as discussed earlier for 
3t for Completion Time. f t e CR 
Into recirculation mode

actions that could lead to an accident that Coulo retease 
radioactivity resulting from a fuel handling accident.  

Re uired Actionl . a uir placlfl)the 
~in a safe and stable con uPjfr~ati~onn in which it it less 

'' • ._ "• ly to experience an accident that could result in a 

release of radioactivity. must be maintained in 

"t eseee conditions unE t e automat c isolation capability is 

returned to operation or when manual action places one train 

"of fhe CREVS into the emergency recircula ion mode.  

Completion Time of --imnediatelyl e ý Act C 
e t�..is consistent with the urgency of 

the sltuat on and accounts for the high radiation function, 

which provides the only automatic Control Room Isolation 

&4runction capable of responding to radiation release due to a 

fuel handling accident. The Completion Time does not 

preclude placing any fuel assembly into a safe position 
before ceasing any such movement.  

Note that in certain circumstances, such as fuel handling in 

( ~ J the fuel during power operation, both Condition A01 

and Condiiton may apply in the event of channel failure

(continued)
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Control Room Isolatioh-High Radiation B 3.3.16

BASES (continued)

CP-erformance of the CHANNEL CHECK helps ensure that the 
instrumentation continues to o erate pro en between each 

CHNEL ciei CLB ATIeN det rie b ry th en twe staff cbse 

CALIBRTION.7Fe T19 raclwlon ihns~rumentatl•', , 

on cmbntionl ofe thesm c annel instrument s lon ateS 

throug it e un t he , ra, iation beonitr usdcaio 
altve s transtor checkor signale p operated eqim contre h 
•oom s CHANNEL CHECK •uld also note the etecos 

one to these s ou S•_..  

P criteria are determined by the unit staff, based 

•---' J Ton • €o-mb~nation of the canltsr~n n• t~ls~• 

"W nn•i"•e sde theecriteria, it way be an-inlcatlon.  
that the transmittor or the signal processing equipment hass 

drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the 

criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. The Frequency 1 base 

a channl nn~e ~ forut 3hor 

~~~for surveillance testingl•1 ovilvJ€; 

ospoe ,at e ugh d-r this t-me period et 
cannot 

actuate a control o isolation. This ts based on the 

(continued)
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Control Room Isolation-High Radiation 
B 3.3.16 

BASES

SURVEILLANC 
REQUIRENn

L . (continued)

Ts verage time required to erform channel surveillance. It 
is not acceptable to remove channels from service A;t 

for more tan 3 hours, 00Mrfo required surveillance 

testinge ; 4Amw c&CI-.'•eL iV~%% o• e2e 0-.  

SR 3.3.16.2 s~the performance ofr a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
& 4 m q days-to ensure that the channels can perform.-.  

Stheir in~tteened functions. This test verifies the Capability 

of the instrumentation to provide the automatic Control Room 

Isolation. Anvy setoontadJustment shall be consistent with FrntMI--sFec setpoin '

SR 3.3.16.3 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
CP ... r •s t__A I f 0 ..... t ensure 

that the Inst channe1 remains operational with the 

I rum gnan et ift.  

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 

loop and the sensor. The test verifies that the channel 

responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range 

and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel 

adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 

calibrations to ensure that the channel remains operational 

between successive tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONOUmust be 
€consistent with the-ý setpoiutt 

The Frequency is based on e(assumption a anf[S]fmonth 

calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude 

of equipment drift WM 0et 5•s and is 

consistent with the typical refueling cycle.  

(continued) 
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<INSERT B3.3-138A> 

The 31 day Frequency Is based on operating experience which indicates 
that the instrumentation usually passes the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
when performed on a monthly basis.

ANO-! U"SN 1/28/2000v1Y1Ei:VTv



C'ontrol Room Isolatiofl-High Radiationt 
B 3.3.16 

BASES (continued)
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PAM Instrumentation 
B 3.3.43L, 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.• Post Accident Monitoring (FAM) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the PAN instrumentation Is to display 

unit variables that provide information required by the 

control room operators during accident situations. This 

inforation provides the necessary support for the operator fix 
ake the manual actions for which no automatic control is 

provided and that are required for safety systems to 

accomplish their safety functions for Design Basi - . ;

Tie OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instroarn ttloni 
I sures that there is sufficient information available on 

alected unit parameters to monitor and to assess unit 

status and behavior following an accident.  

The availability of accident monitoring instrumentation is 

important so that responses to corrective actions can be 

observed, and so that the need for and magnitude of further 

actions can be determined. These essential instruments are 
"identified (Ref. I) addressing h 

h ýthe recommendations of egulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 2) as 
required by Supplement I to KUREG-0737 (Ref. 3).  

The instrument channels required to be OPERABLE by this LCO 

equate to two classes of parameters identified during unit 

specific implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as Type A 

and Category 1 variables.  

Type A variables are because they . ;4 

provide the primary information that permits the control 

room operator to take specific manually controlled actions 

that are required when no automatic control is provided and 

that are required for safety systems to accomplish their 
safety f-unctions foreca 

7 a ..1- n the, ac mpa-nyng contai only ose 
ample& of32 h x a- t yI 

Category I variables are the key variables deemed risk 

significant because they are needed to: 

e Determine whether systems important to safety are 
performing their intended functions; 

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentationf B 3.340 

BASES 

BACICCRDWI Provide information to the operators that will enable 
Aontfld them to determine the potential for causing a gross 

(cntinue breach of the barriers to radioactivity release; and 

Provide information regarding the release of 

radioactive materials to allow for early indication of 

the need to initiate action necessary to protect the 

public and to estimate the magnitude of any impending 
threat. @ .- ,4-iI -1 

Teekey variables are~ientified s. ...  

n atego variables 

SThe specific instrument Functions lsted t n Table 3.3 

are discussed ion.  

A--L -CA.L. Th ..... i nstmnation ensures the availability of .  

SAFETY ANALYSES information so tath ncontrol r o it iont s f can 

S Perfor te diagnosis specified in the emergency 

operating procedures These variables p 

) prepl anned actions for th ria success pa o 

'-- e uA(eg.ls ke sof oolant accident (LSE)); 

Take the specified, preplanne, manually controlled 

actions, for which no automatic control is provided, 
- dich are required for safety systems to acclnsh 

their safety functions; 

SALEDetermtne o hether systems iomortant to safety are 

performing their intended functions; 

S(cc 
ntinued) 

'II 
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PAM Instrumentation C B 3.3 

BASES 

APPLICABLE Determine the potential for causing a gross breach of 

SAFETY ANALYSES the barriers to radioactivity release; 
(continued) 

o. Determine If a gross breach of a barrier has occurred; 
and 

* Initiate action necessary to protect the public and 
Ssany impending threat.  

(at ix ..• v.7.q It,v a ,• CI,-•-C) ... .-o *oL• 
-. guaory Guice 1.27 analysis t 

process Wdentif i Type A and Category I non-ge A, 

instrumentation that meets the definition of TypeA in 

.Reguatry Guide 1.97 satisfies Criterion 3 cf •., 
M' . W&• (htt-e ategory I, non-type A, Instum-- en-.ton 

must e retainei Technical Specifications because it is 

AMnene to assist operators in minimizing the consequences 
j'• AODu •j ' of accidents. Therefore, Cate non- v riables • '-• ~ ~~~are imaportant for reducing ub le rts• • • ." • ••L 

LCO LCO 3.3. quires two OPERABLE channels for all but one 
Function to ensure no single failure prevents the operators 
from being presented with the information necessary to 
determine the status of the unit and to bring the unit to, 
and maintain it in, a safe condition following that 
accident 

Furthermore, provision of two channels allows a CHANNEL 
CHECK during the post accident phase to confirm the validity 
of displayed info tion. ~ tan cw c)ne s Iyb 

S. .. ,•.. X requi ts I~= i•• • t t' gul atory y•de 1.97 anall, s\ < oUJ E• T determtI that failure one acciden nitoring ch 1 
/ 'resu• n Informattoa iltuity (., th re---"-

331Zdi ays disagree) at cou d at or td 
diteq, toacopl arequired sety function.I/ 

The exception to the two channel requirement is (g i~) 
isolation valve position. In this case, the important 

re&Jor Thek, VA iformation is the tatus of the4 penetrations _.. ,r 
The LCO requires one position Indicator for each 

.M m isolation valve. This is sufficient to ' ' 

redundantly verify the isolation status of each isolable 
penetration either via indicated status of the active valve 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-142A> 

When a channel Includes more than one qualified control room indication, 
such as both an Indicator and a recorder, or an indicator and Safety 
Parameter Display System (SPDS) readout, etc., only one Indication Is 
required for channel OPERABILITY.

ANO-1 U1S V;M]Tl MM8/000



PAM Instrumentati on1 -- , 6 3.3.F..Y

Lco 
(continued)

and prior knowledge of the passive valvelor via system 
boundary status. If a normally active isolation 
valve is known to be closed and deactivated, position 
Indication is not needed to determine status. Therefore, 
the position indication for viiveslin thij Ltat@-As not _ 
required to be PRBk CeMOt &)

ýt~d iýýof the
( i9ins Ment unctijons litd h~Tbe~4

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Hot g Lg O 

'RCS HotLeg Temperature instrumentatin 
XCate ory- v r ableo provided fo verification of care 
cooling and long term surveillanic Reactor outlet 

temperature inputs lM5" 3D are provided by two fast 
response resistance elements and associated 
transmitters in each loop.M The channels provide 
indication over a range of &F to 7000F.

- .w ---

'r. 03~ rd &*P 4.RSPesr (ieRne

RCS Pressure (Wide Range) instrumentation is provided 
for verification of core cooling and RCS integrity 
long term surveillance.

Wide range RCS loop pressure is measured by pressure 
transmitters with a span of 0 psig to 3000 sig. Th 
pressure transmitters are located Tde ehe .M 
Redundant monitoring capabilit Is rovd -• • of instrumentation. r o-, I..wa.,rl 

sma d a . e in h ate 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-143A) 

two channels of qualified fission chamber based Instrumentation (Gamma
Metrics) with readout on one recorder and on the SPDS. The channels 
provide Indication over a range of W04 to 100% full power (Ref. 1).  

<INSERT B3.3-143B> 

The two channels provide readout on one indicator and one recorder and on 
the SPDS.  

<INSERT B3.3-143C> 

3. RCS Hot Lea Level 

RCS Hot Leg Level instrumentation Is a Type B, Category I variable 
provided to support operator diagnosis of inadequate core cooling and 
tracking reactor coolant Inventory. Each channel monitors level from one (1) 
wide range and any two (2) of four (4) narrow range transmitters per hot leg.  
Channel OPERABILITY requires a minimum of one wide range and any two 
of the narrow range transmitters In the same channel OPERABLE. In 
addition, reference leg temperature inputs and core exit thermocouple 
average temperature are used for density compensation of the level. The 
system Is designed to Infer the water level in the hot legs during no-flow 
conditions. The channels provide readout on two indicators and on the 
SPDS. The channels provide indication over a unit elevation range of 
368 feet 6 Inches to 417 feet 6 Inches.

ANO,1 UTS DIMT MUM/00



PAM Instrumentatinon B 3.3.ao 

LCO 4. RCS Pressure (Wtde RaniLg (contiud 

displtais the prima indication used bY the operator 

during an accident. erefore, the accident 

monitoring specification deals specifically withthis 

portion of the instrument string.  

p RCS Pressure is a Type . a le eIt 

b'Eiaiuse the operator uses this indication to monitor 
the cooldown of the RCS following a steam generator 

(SG) tube rupture or small break LOCA. Operator 
actions to maintain a controlled cooldown, such as 
adjusting SG pressure or level, would use this 

indication. In addition, high pressure injection 

(HPI) flow is throttled based on RCS Pressure and 
subcooled warltn. For r'e sina! qpaK LS,I, 

F-ressu- inject.lan 1L~) may act e with syst• 

presdrre stabilt i g above the •utoff head J•the LP•.. _ 

•ps. I •Jarcondititon a •ts, the oper, 4or is | t• 

conjunction wi LPI flow, is o used to 
etermine If a c re flood line ak has occu d.  

5. Reactor Vessel Water Level 'ff Wei &L4116 

Reactor Vessel Water Level instrumentation s•provided el;it 

for verification and long term surveillance of core 

coolin . The reactor vessel level monitorin system 

eve abope le f er ath se 

e~e -Ypresent s o tha•i(c tin 

D 33e reactor vev above the 0o4./0as7/ 
collapsed r level is select ecause it isy a 

direct i Hation of the wit inventoary.  

Th olape level taned ever the m 

er r aind s•eure range as the uration 

measurements, •Jreby encom.passin9 operating and / 

accident €ottions where it au function. Also, 

ifunctio rig the rec~ove• _•.,nte|rval T •h e ef =•lit 

is d gnedto survive th ihstea r ti 
ocrduring the e" n core recov 3intrv 

(continued) 
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LWO S. Reactor Vessel Water Level (continued) 

The level range extends from the top of the vesse t ) 
down to the top of the fuel alignment plate. The 
response time Is short enough to track the level 
during small break LOCA events. The resolution Is 
sufficient to show the initial level drop, the key 
locations near the hot 15 elevation, and the lowest 

lýevels just above the n ienja •. This provides 
the operator with adequate indication to track the 
progression of the accident and to detect the 
consequences of its mitigating actions or the 
functionality of automatic equipment.  

Vessel Water Level channels 

6... r I A;'• in ment ation isi Ra 

o ment Water Level (Vde Rnge n 

instrumentation conist oanfdt s

8. •,Valve aosi t nd " _ _ ' 
provided for verification o n 

/~ ~ e•,r_ n\ SanBLTY_ •••r 

AC40.t"C LA w1j; n Pressu r oniTe Lg rtrnutentatquirsone i 

ýýýp~vdedýfo verification of R n 

c anel of va ye position indication in the control • 

Proom UT to bereEAssufrrac 

• ~ Iinstrum penetration flow pa, .e., two total 

~~ j,~ .•canlso a ~position indication for a penetration V&IV.• Sflow path with t Valv es.  

-is r'for v(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-145A0 

two redundant Radcal Level Instruments (RUs) (each containing nine (9) 

axially distributed level sensors and one reactor vessel head temperature 

thermocouple to detect reactor coolant Inventory above the core), and a 

data acquisition system with readout on two Indicators. When Reactor 

Coolant Pumps are running, all except the dome sensors are interlocked to 

read "invalid" due to flow Induced variables that may offset the sensor 

outputs. Channel OPERABILITY requires a minimum of three sensors in the 

upper plenum region and two sensors In the dome region OPERABLE.  
Readout for this parameter Is also provided on the SPDS.  

cINSERT B3.3-145B> 

a Type B, Category I variable and is provided for verification of net positive 

suction head (NPSH) for the recirculation phase. The Reactor Building 

Water Level Instrumentation consists of two channels with readout on two 

indicators and one recorder and on the SPDS. The channels provide water 
level Indication over a range of 0 to 144 inches.  

cINSERT B3.3-145C> 

two channels with readout on two Indicators and one recorder and on the 

SPDS. The channels provide pressure Indication over a range of 0 to 210 
psia (-15 to 195 psig).
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LCO

PAM Instrumentation 

penetrations with only one Fhaving control 
room indication, Note (b) requires a single channel of 

valve position indication to be OPERABLE. This is 

sufficient to verify the isolation status 
/oNLj olable penetration via indicated status of 

f q valve, as applicable, and prior knowledge 
of passive valve or system boundary status. If a 

penetration flow path is isolated, position indication 
for the in the associated penetration flow 

NLAV j ath Wis nt needed to determine status. Therefore, 
the position indication for valves in an isolated 

r• I . penetration flow path to be isnLo.  Y1a Mteo••tho nAM instrumentation •..  

"" hconsestso 

eRadiation (Hih Rance pe E 

instrumentation is proy e to'monitor te potential 

for significant radiation releases and to provide 
release assessment for use by operators In determining 
e nee a invoke site emergency plans. i ---H 

Jthe Area Radiation instrumientatfon 
consisfs a , _p 

0. a Hyrgn Cocnrain 

--- •edto Hydrogen Concentration instrumentation is 

provide to detect high hydrogen concentration 
conditions that represent a potential for.V 
.eac This variable is also important in verifying 
the adequacy of mitigating actions.  

Hydrogen Concentration nstrumenta on 
_cons h ts adequacy 

Pressurizer Level &"r,,, b WeisvS I v 3ti4= 

Pressurizer Level instrumentation isfused to determine 
whether to terminate safety injection (Sl), It Stl I 
in progress, or to reinittiate Sl if it has been J 
stopped. Knowledge of pressurizer water level is also
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<INSERT B3.3-146A> 

Each penetration Is treated separately and each penetration flow path is 
considered a separate function. Therefore, separate Condition entry Is 
allowed for each Inoperable penetration flow path.  

<INSERT B3.3-146B> 

Class I E position switches for each automatic reactor building Isolation 
valve. These switches provide cdosed -not dosed" Indication via Indicating 
fights In the control room.  

<INSERT B3.3-146C> 

two channels with readout on two Indicators and one recorder and on the 
SPDS. The channels provide high radiation Indication over a range of I to 
10 R/hour gamma; however, the required range Is only I to I 0 R/hour 
gamma.  

<INSERT B3.3-146D> 

two channels with readout on two Indicators and one recorder and on the 
SPDS. The channels provide hydrogen concentration Indication over a 
range of 0 to 10% volume.
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LCO 11. Pressurizer Level (continued) 

used to verify the unit conditions necessity to 
establish natural circulation In the RCS and to verify 

•\ that the unit is maintained in a safe shutdown 
/ TJ 5M condition. -the Pressurizer Level 

p.I.3-MI'A instrumentat n cons sts ofNCiH 

*uA~b iTM~AC 12 Stea Geneator Water Level A, I i' 

4*%A~t~S 9ZM eut gt. Steam Generator Mater Level Instrumentation is

via IFK The indication of SG level I

£--S llevel indication is used by the operator to 
C u l 1 .. d control SG level to establish 

(or conde--•nser).eat transfer. Operator action is 
n ate on a oss of subcooled margin. Feedvater 

flow Is Increased wnil he-Wdcateda 
/ 19grZT7 7r rMgi: level reaches(Cthe.Wooler condenser)Jetpoint.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-147A> 

two channels with readout on one Indicator and one recorder and on the 
SPDS. The channels provide level indication over a range of 87 to 
407 Inches (bottom to top).  

<INSERT 13.3-147B> 

The Steam Generator Water Level Instrumentation consists of two channels 
(A and B) for each steam generator for the low range and two channels for 
each steam generator for the high range with readout-on four dual Indicators 
(one SG channel with both ranges per Indicator) and on the SPDS. The 
Low Range channels provide level Indication over a range of 6 to 156 inches 
of water and the High Range channels provide level indication over a range 
of 102 to 500 Inches of water. Each range of water level Instrumentation for 
each steam generator Is considered a separate Function of PAM 
Instrumentation. Two additional channels (C and D) also monitor SG water 
level for EFIC but these channels are not required as PAM instrumentation.  

<INSERT B3.3-147C> 

13. Steam Generator Pressure 

Steam Generator Pressure Instrumentation Is a Type A, Category I variable 
provided to support operator diagnosis of a design basis steam generator 
tube rupture to Identify and Isolate the affected SG. In addition, SG 
pressure is a key parameter used by the operator to evaluate primary-to
secondary heat transfer. For example, the operator may use this indication 
to control the primary system cooldown following a steam line break accident 
or a small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA).  

Steam generator pressure measurement Is provided by two pressure 
transmitters per SG. The channels provide readout on two indicators (one 
per SG) and two dual pen recorders (one per SG) and on the SPDS. The 
channels provide pressure indication over a range from 0 to 1200 psig. The 
pressure instrumentation for each steam generator is considered a separate 
Function of PAM Instrumentation.
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Condensate Stortae Tank A Level (continued)

Level is the primary I 
Cgtr to identify loss 
Lr:_or align suction•

Indi.atIon used by the
o volume and replenish | 

e EFW pumps 

provided for verification and 
core cooling_. alpt~iCon]

EFi/ Flow is the primary indication used bv the- : i0 --eru, -- jlegeie Ine jMee vo.•ote~rw dur•' •_ 
Fnh SLBý ý€cde oo prev tlhe •JVum•l•"g• 

Cope i~na =xunout is~dtion• 7•F6 •~~ used • 
ýth_ operator to verify that the EFW Systemfs -,s 

(continued)f
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<INSERT 1B3.3-148A0 

15. Borated Water Storage Tank Level 

Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) Level Instrumentation Is a Type A, 
Category I variable provided to support action for long term cooling 
requirements, i.e., to determine when to initiate the switch-over of the core 
cooling pump suction from the BWST to sump recirculation. BWST Level 
measurement is provided by two channels with readout on two Indicators 
and one recorder and on the SPDS. The level transmitters are calibrated 
over a range of 0 to 45 feet The 0 reference is the level Instrument tap, 
which is approximately 5 Inches above the bottom of the tank.  

<INSERT B3.3-148B> 

Twenty-four (24) qualified core exit thermocouples (CETs) are provided with 
six (6) located in each core quadrant Two CETs are required in each core 
quadrant and readout is provided on two Indicators and on the SPDS. The 
channels provide core exit temperature Indication over a range of 50 to 
23000F. This Function is specified on a CETs per quadrant' basis.  
Therefore, each quadrant of required CETs is considered a separate 
Function for Condition entry.  

<INSERT B3.3-148C> 

One channel is provided for each flow path of an EFW pump to each SQ, 
i.e., each pump feeds both SGs so there are four flow paths.  

<INSERT B3.3-448D> 

(four Indicators total) and to the SPDS. Flow measurement to each steam 
generator is considered a separate Function of PAM Instrumentation.
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ICO A3 . Emercency Feedwater Flow (continued) 

.• coný ye tor enspe an I TiiZ 
de iven sc evel 

1qq Aurei sed ey opera r tom ti or th 
\ I~~~ronm of te RCS fl~owing GlJ lr = 0nt'e ' 

-all b. 1 OCA. iti HPI flow 6& tilted <ased an s presetdreter esu cooled iarg t rea 
I•pe ~ing at Ystem pre •res abov 'ts Zh uto~v he a' 

i"' 'is, cont ition exislo the op r ator P s ilst rucmeton |overif this cond ~•on exist 54, to verify dPI flow, 

AId theermIn ate modif ow prby tw o No cees ngo s a to 

APPLICABILITY The PAT instrumentation Lt es appltcabn e en ticEo 1, o , 
and 3. These variables are related to the an aic 

4r ' preplOanned actions r e T ION n e ACTION 

m eveu, 6, ly • ,i eunit conditions are such that is 
te likelihood of an event occurring that would require tAz 

alstermnate intuetan ehd, n h o rbblt 

instrumentation is low; therefore, the PAM instrumentation 
ýo an ent required to be OPERABLE in these KOES.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS$ are modified by two Notes. Note Ilis added to 

the ACTIONS to exclude the aODE change restriction of 
LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows; entry into an applicable 
MODE while relying an the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS 
may eventually require a unit shutdown. This exception is 
acceptable due to the passive function of the instruments, 
the operator's ability to respond to an accident utilizing 
alternate instruments and methods, and the low probability 
of an ze ent requiring these instruments.  

Note ts added to the ACTIONlS to clarify the application ,•, 

of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this 
Specification may be entered independently for each 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-149A>

18, 19. Hiah and Low Pressure Injection Fow 

High and Low Pressure Injection Flow Instrumentation is a Type A, 
Category I variable provided to support action for long term cooling 
requirements.  

<INSERT B3.3-149B> 

and pressurizer level, and to balance flow rates between the Injection lines.  
LPI flow information Is used to determine when it Is acceptable to terminate 
HPI. High and Low Pressure Injection Flow measurement Is provided by two 
channels each with readout on two Indicating recorders for high pressure 
Injection (HPI), and with readout on two Indicators and one recorder for low 
pressure Injection (LPi) and on the SPDS. Each HPI channel Includes four 
Instruments (one per flow path) which provide flow Indication over a range 
from 0 to 200 gpm, and the LPI channels provide flow Indication over a 
range from 0 to 4500 gpm.  

2 
20. Reactor Building Soav Flow 

Reactor Building Spray Flow instrumentation Is a Type A, Category I variable 
provided to support action for long term reactor building cooling 
requirements (e.g., maintain NPSH) and Iodine removal. Reactor Building 
Spray Flow measurement Is provided by two channels with readout on two 
indicators and one recorder and on the SPDS. The channels provide flow 
Indication over a range from 0 to 2000 gpm.
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ACTIONS 
(continued)

Function listed in Table 3.3.&11. The Comletion Time(s) 
of the inoperable channels of a Function will be tracked 
separately for each Function starting f he 
ndititowa entered for that Function_"L,. &).Atel A So 

Li I 13~ 6~ 11C ilb -uA. ok -' 

Mhen one or more Functions have one requ r channel 
inoperable, the inoperable channel must be restored to' 
OPERABLE status within 30 days. The 30 day Completion Time 
is based on operating_experience-. Ibts takes into account

F.un•tion , the passive nature oT •ne 16 inabuywl vow 
Ice] automatic action is assumed to occur from these 
•ruments), and the low probability of an event requiring 
instrumentation during this interval.

Li

SThis report discusses 
the-results of the root cause evaluation of the 

&inoperability and identifies proposed restorative actions.  
This action is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown 
requirement since alternative actions are identified before 

loss of functional capability and given the likelihood of 
unit conditions that would require information provided by 

this instrumentation. The Completion Time of "imeediately" 
for Required Action i.1 -s tre e °

< r4CM
93.3-1TO

When one or more Functions have two required channels 
inoperable (i.e., two channels inoperable in the same 

Function), one channel in the Function should be restored 
to OPERABLE status within 7 days. This Condition does not 
apply to the hydrogen monitor channels. The Completion 
Time of 7 days is based on the relatively low probability 

(continued)
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<INSERT 83.3-150A> 

actions to prepare and submit a Special Report 

<INSERT B3.31606B> 

The Special Report Is to be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4 

within 30 days of entering Condition B.  

<INSERT B3.3-150C> 

Identifies the start of the "dock" for submittal of the Special Report.  

Condition B Is modified by a Note requiring Required Action B.1 to be 

completed whenever the Condition Is entered. The Note ensures the 

requirement to prepare and submit the report is completed. Restoration 

alone per Required Action A.1 after the Initial Completion lime of 30 days 

does not alleviate the need to report the extended inoperabiridy to the NRC.
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ACTIONS LI. (continued) 

of an event requiring PAM Instrumentation action operation 
and the availability of alternative means to obtain the 
required information. Continuous operation with two 
required channels inoperable in a Function is not 
acceptable because the alternate indications may not fully 
meet all performance of qualification requirements applied 
to the instrumentation. Therefore, requiring 

tion of one inoperable channel of the Function 
I the that the PAM Function will be 

s a accident occur.  

Ll 

When two required hydrogen monitor channels are inoperable, 
Required Action D.1 requires one channel to be restored to 
OPERABLE status. This action restores the monitoring 
capability of the hyd en monitor. The 72 hour Completion 
Time is based on the re ativel low orobability of an event requiring hydrogen monitto:tn._b)1ve theo~a1lJlwlity 'a 

la~na•,•-•- nt mmin zw- rewnTredrlfmaln 

Continuous operation with two required channels inoperable 
is not acceptable because alternate indications are not 
available.  

Required Action E.1 directs entry nto the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.1-. The applicable 
Condition referenced in the Table is Function ddeeg4nd) 
Each time an inoperable channel has not met r 

et aon of Condition C or D, as applicable, 
-l'd.. Coni tion E is 
eutered for that channel a&d provides for transter to the 
appropriate subsequent Condition.  

If the Required Action and associated Completion imee of 
Conditions C or D are not met and Table 3.3. '7directs 
entry into Condition F, the unit must be brought to a KOOE 
in which the requirements of this LCO do not apply. To 

(continued)
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Li (continued) 

achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours and MODE 4 within 12 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs apply 

REQUIREMENTS to each PAM instrumentation Function in Table 3.3.0-1.  

(continued)

ACTIONS
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<INSERT B3.3-152A> 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Conditions C or D 

are not met and Table 3.3.15-1 directs entry Into Condition E, alternate 

means of monitoring the parameter should be applied and the Required 

Action Is not to shut down the unit but rather to Initiate actions to prepare 

and submit a Special Report to the NRC. These alternate means may be 

temporarily Installed if the normal PAM channel cannot be restored to 

OPERABLE status within the allotted time. The report provided to the NRC 

should discuss the alternate means used, describe the degree to which the 

alternate means are equivalent to the installed PAM channels, justify the 

areas in which they are not equivalent, and provide a schedule for restoring 

the normal PAM channels. The Special Report is to be submitted In 

accordance with 10 CFR 50.4 within 30 days of entering Condition F.  

Both the RCS Hot Leg Level and the Reactor Vessel Level are methods of 
monitoring for inadequate core cooling.  

The alternate means of monitoring the Reactor Building Area Radiation 
(High Range) consist of a combination of Installed area radiation monitors 
and portable Instrumentation.  

The Completion Time of "Immediately for Required Action G.1 Identifies the 

start of the clock" for submittal of the Special Report. Condition G is 

modified by a Note requiring Required Action G.1 to be completed whenever 
the Condition Is entered. The Note ensures the requirement to prepare and 

submit the report Is completed. Restoration alone per Required Action C.1 

or Required Action D.1 after the initial Completion Time of 7 days, or 72 
hours, respectively, does not alleviate the need to report the extended 
Inoperability to the NRC.
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3. 1IS 
REQUIREHENTS 

(continued) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days for 
each re ired instrumentation channel that is normally 

z a gross failure of instrumentation.Z) eJt 
p iovileg e A L CHECK is normally a comparison 

J.- the parameter indicated on one channel with a similar 
parameter on other channels. it is based on the assumption 

iASMj7e, x*, 6* that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter 

should read approximately the same value. Significant 
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an 
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the 
channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK 
will detect gross channel failure; therefore, it is key to 
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate 
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high 
radiation instrumentation should be compared with similar 
unit instruments located throughout the unit. t 

Sradiation monitorjf s ep~?K 

also note the detector's response to tie• sourcef.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based 
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is 
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 
sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted 
outside its limit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 
only verify that they are off scale in the same direction.  
Offscale low current loop channels are erified to be c;' 
reading at the bottom of the range and not failed .  
downscal e. (j.IIk.LA frfdL4Li) 

The Frequency is based on unit operating experience that 
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal but more frequent checks of 
channels during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with this LCO's required channels.  

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation B 3.3.

RACES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every Xelymonths.e 
•I&Plmatr CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a 

complete check of the instrument channel. including the 
sensor. This test verifies the channel responds to 
measured parameters within the necessary range and 
accuracy.

~eo4or % For the Area Radiation instrumentation, a 
_- • CHANNEL CALIBRATION may consist of an electronic 

calibration of the channel, not including the detector, for 

range decades above 10 R/hr, and a one point calibration 

.3SEeT check of the detector below 10 R/hr with a gamma source.  

&3F uecy is baed on oerating experience 
consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle and 

is justified by the assumption of anjf18j.month calibration 
interval in the determination of tude of equipment 
drift.
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<INSERT B3.3-154A> 

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors from CHANNEL 
CAUBRATION. It is not necessary to test the detectors because generating a 
meaningful test signal is difficult, and there Is no adjustment that can be made to 
the detectors. Furthermore, adjustment of the detectors is unnecessary because 
they are passive devices, with minimal drift. Finally, the detectors are of simple 
construction, and any failures In the detectors will be apparent as change in 
channel output.  

<INSERT B3.3-154B> 

For the Reactor Building Hydrogen Concentration Instrumentation, the calibration 
includes proper consideration of moisture effect.  

<INSERT B3.3-154C> 

Whenever a sensing element Is replaced, the next required CHANNEL 
CAUBRATION of the resistance temperature detector (RTD) sensors Is 
accomplished by an Inplace cross calibration that compares the other sensing 
elements with the recently Installed sensing element.  

Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next required CHANNEL 
CAUBRATION of the Core Exit thermocouple sensors is accomplished by an 
inplace cross calibration that compares the other sensing elements with the 
recently Installed sensing element.
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